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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Engagement Report summarises the key findings of engagement activity on four
concept site options to help inform Council’s decision on a preferred masterplan for Percy
Treyvaud Memorial Park. This report briefly describes the methods of engagement and
summarises the feedback received.
The engagement process was undertaken during the period 5 November to 30 November
2018. An online survey provided the formal feedback mechanism consisting of one openended question for each concept site option. The open ended nature of the questions was
designed to elicit qualitative feedback from the community.
Two drop-in sessions and an onsite resident meeting was also available for the community
to view the concept site options, with Council officers and Williams Ross Architects (project
Architects) available to answer questions.
The consultation process was not intended to provide a ‘poll’ or ‘consensus’ result on a
preferred option. As the masterplan process is continually evolving, the engagement
objective was to obtain specific feedback on the site concept options to inform the design
elements that will be incorporated in the subsequent masterplan.
A total of 214 responses were received. The presentation of the engagement summary is
aligned to the established project principles. The survey respondents had diverse and
differing views on all concept site options and design elements.
Summarising, the key community themes to be addressed in a subsequent masterplan
design are:
 Traffic and parking and their impact on the amenity of local residential streets (dominant
concern for respondents, for all concept options),
 Siting of the stadium, either close to or setback from Chadstone Road entry; with
diverse views on a preferred location,
 Whether to retain or remove on-street parking at Quentin Road,
 Prioritise open space and integrated community facilities to enhance community/social
connections,
 Prioritise retention of northern landscape buffer,
 Focus on safety measures through the park through visual connections and passive
surveillance,
 Retain as many trees as possible,
 Playground and shelter not to be sited in the southern section of the park,
 Locate the tennis courts as far as possible from Quentin Road,
 Minor internal adjustments to the functional layout of the community facilities,
 Reconsider location of cricket nets, and
 Site community sport facilities further way from the ovals.
The community engagement feedback will be reviewed alongside associated technical
reports to assess the concept site options against the project principles established by the
project Stakeholder Group.
A report will then be presented to Council in early 2019 recommending a draft masterplan. If
endorsed, the masterplan will then be exhibited as part of a further community consultation
process. Following this further consultation process, a final report will be presented to
Council on the project.

INTRODUCTION
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Council confirmed the Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park as the site for a new multipurpose
sport and recreation facility on 30 October 2017.
A Stakeholder Group, chaired by Cr Glen Atwell, has been advising Council by providing
representative and balanced input and identifying, assessing and prioritising stakeholder
interests. The Stakeholder Group includes three local residents, and representatives from:
 Local traders on Chadstone Road;
 Chadstone Recreation and Civic Club;
 Chadstone Bowls Club;
 Chadstone Tennis Club;
 Chadstone Lacrosse;
 East Malvern Tooronga Cricket Club;
 Prahran Netball Club;
 Basketball Victoria; and
 Malvern Valley Primary School.
The Stakeholder Group also had an important role to establish the project’s guiding
principles. The seven (7) principles, in short form, are1:
1. Community and social benefit;
2. Increase sport, recreation and wellbeing participation;
3. Environmental sustainability;
4. Be sensitive to the local community (separated into five components)
a. Noise
b. Light
c. Safety
d. Traffic
e. Parking
5. Attractive and functional design;
6. Retain and protect open space; and
7. Balance different needs.
The guiding principles also reflects previous community engagement feedback, including
but not limited to:
 providing secure, safe and an appropriate number of car spaces on site
 appropriately address the increase in traffic coming to the site
 no loss of open space
 do not reduce the northern landscape buffer
 improve safety through the park through more lighting, better visual connection and
encouraging passive surveillance
 protect and maintain as many trees as possible
 reduce the visual bulk of the new facility
 do not reduce the oval sizes
 design to appropriately address issues such as noise and light from activities
Consultation for the development of a masterplan for Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park
masterplan is being undertaken as a two stage process. In October 2018 (stage 1), Council
endorsed a consultation process to seek community feedback on four concept site options
for the Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park masterplan. The options were developed in
partnership with the project Stakeholder Group to provide four indoor sports courts, plus
upgraded facilities for the Chadstone Recreation and Civic Club and its sport sections of the

1

https://www.connectstonnington.vic.gov.au/24197/documents/86108
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Chadstone Bowls Club and Chadstone Tennis Club, as well as seasonal sporting clubs and
casual users of the park.
The community engagement feedback will be reviewed alongside associated technical
reports to assess the concept site options against the project principles established by the
project Stakeholder Group.
A report will then be presented to Council in early 2019 recommending a draft masterplan. If
endorsed, the masterplan will then be exhibited as part of a further community consultation
process (stage 2). Following this further consultation process, a final report will be
presented to Council on the project.

ENGAGEMENT METHODOLOGY
The aim of the Stage 1 consultation process was to seek verbatim feedback on the four
concept site options to help inform Council’s decision on a preferred masterplan for Percy
Treyvaud Memorial Park.
The engagement process was undertaken during the period 5 November to 30 November
2018. The consultation process was promoted via media releases, advertising in local print
media, Council’s website, letter drop (approximately 2,600 properties around Percey
Treyvaud Memorial Park), as well as social media (i.e. Facebook), email newsletter, onsite
signage and via the project Stakeholder Group.
Two drop-in sessions were also available to the community to view the concept site options,
with Council officers and Williams Ross Architects (project architects) available to answer
questions. The drop-in sessions were held between 10am-12pm on Saturday 10 November
and 5-7pm Wednesday 14 November at the Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park lacrosse
pavilion.
Council also held an information session (7pm Tuesday 9 October 2018) for residents in
Quentin Road and Abbotsford Avenue who are directly adjacent to the facility. The project
architect was available to provide an overview of the four concept site options and answer
questions relating to the design.
Consultation material included plans for the four concept site options, rendered design
images showing how each plan will look from Chadstone Road and Quentin Road, a
summary of the Stakeholder Group process to date, and a public open space calculation for
each option.
An online survey2 provided the formal feedback mechanism consisting of one open-ended
question for each concept site option. The survey simply guided the respondent by asking a
general, non-leading question: ‘do you have any feedback on design option x’. The final
question asked respondents if they had any ‘other feedback’. It was also compulsory for
online respondents to indicate the suburb where they reside, however, for hard copy
surveys some respondent’s suburbs were not recorded.

2

Hard copy was also available for community members that do not have computer access.
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ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
During the engagement period, there were 806 visits to the Connect Stonnington online
engagement portal. A total of 214 survey responses were received, including 24 hardcopy
surveys. Approximately 120 people attended the drop-in sessions. Seventy-nine per cent
(79%) of survey respondents reside in Malvern East (Appendix 1).
The open ended nature of the questions was designed to elicit qualitative feedback from the
community. The consultation process was not intended to provide a ‘poll’ or ‘consensus’
result on a preferred option.
As the masterplan process is continually evolving, the engagement objective was to obtain
specific feedback on the site concept options to inform the design elements that will be
incorporated in the subsequent masterplan.
This Engagement Report is a summary only of the broad and comprehensive feedback
received during consultation period. The verbatim responses were analysed against the
project principles established by the project Stakeholder Group.
Comments recorded during the consultation process has been truthfully recorded however
is not attributed to individuals. Diligence is taken to ensure that any comments or sensitive
information does not become personally identifiable.
The next iteration of the masterplan will provide a design response that considers the
community feedback and technical reports.

SUMMARY
The survey respondents had diverse and differing views on all concept site options and
design elements. Most responses were unique in their commentary and opinion, with few
duplicate responses.
Respondent feedback is strongly influenced by personal views and perspectives of the
proposed masterplan, predominantly based on where people live proximate to the site,
perceived amenity impacts, how people use the park and facilities now and how people may
potentially use the Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park into the future.
Not all concept site options received feedback, with significantly less responses for options
‘2’ and ‘3a’. The feedback received for these options whilst still valid, is not considered as
significant compared to the sentiment received for options ‘1’ and ‘3’ which differentiated the
respondents and generated the most feedback and discussion.
The primary themes are summarised as follows:
 Across all four concept site options, traffic and parking and their impact on the
amenity of local residential streets was the dominant concern for respondents. These
concerns are consistent with the feedback received across all previous engagement
activities for the masterplan. These issues are considered to be the most significant
concerns for the local community.
 There was a strong sentiment that ‘option 1’ would contain the visual bulk and traffic
generated by the stadium to Chadstone Road. However, there was equally strong
sentiment that the visual bulk and activity would be detrimental to the amenity of the
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Chadstone Road streetscape. Significantly, there was strong positive sentiment that
the design elements of ‘option 3’ were less intrusive to the landscape, well integrated,
spatially dispersed and met the needs of the community and users of the precinct. On
balance, there was more positive feedback on the overall functional design of ‘option
3’.
 The on-street parking spaces on Quentin Road included in some design options is a
contentious issue, with opposing views on impact on residential amenity versus
improved community access to the park and traffic flow.
 There was a clear preference to locate the tennis courts as far as possible from
Quentin Road, and from the northern boundary of the park so that the vegetation
buffer can be retained. Some respondents questioned the number of tennis courts
required in all options.
 Respondents favoured the integration of the bowls and tennis clubs to continue the
strong community connection.
 There were a number of comments specific to the internal design layout and
functionality of sporting facilities from each clubs usage and activity perspective.
 Some respondents also raised concerns about the rumoured liquor licencing of the
social spaces from the perspective of sporting association, proximity to children and
residents, and user amenity and safety.
 Respondents valued the north-south pedestrian connection, and the community
viewing spaces, elevated walkway and garden/terraces.
 The location of the playground, shelter and barbeque to the south of the site is
generally not supported.
 Across all concept options there were some comments relating to noise from both
sporting and social activities. Some expressed concerns that there would be excess
noise for residents abutting the boundary, while others were confident that the use of
sound barriers would limit the disturbance.
 The location of the cricket practice nets (the same location in all four options)
generated numerous negative comments with respondents expressing concern that
the location is impractical (too far away) from the high-use junior cricket field.
The engagement feedback, main themes and top issues that emerged were generally
consistent with the results of other research undertaken as part of this ongoing project.
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DETAILED FINDINGS
OPTION 1
Option 1 locates the indoor courts at the Chadstone Road end of the site with bowls rinks in
the centre and tennis courts at the Quentin Road end. The car park entry is off Chadstone
Road with a ramp down to the car park.
The siting of the indoor courts is at the lowest point of the site, with basement car parking
under. This results in the majority of the stadium visible above ground - approximately 11-12
metres at the Chadstone Road end.
Amenities, social and support spaces are located in a two-storey building in the centre of the
site to provide access between the stadium, bowls rinks, tennis courts and the ovals. Cricket
and lacrosse change facilities are on the lower level for ease of access to the ovals.
A small elevated roof terrace can be provided on the roof of the lower amenities, connecting
to the elevated walkway from Chadstone Road to Quentin Road.

Summary
1. Community and social benefit
The design received positive comments on the open spatial design and location of sporting
activities and community spaces. Specifically the location of the social spaces overlooking
the bowling greens was noted as an attractive design element, creating a community space
that is spatially separate to the stadium. Comments also referred to the design having the
‘least disruption’ to the current functionality and character of Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park.
On the other hand, some respondents were concerned that this design separates and
isolates the other sporting clubs, including restricting pedestrian movement through and
around the precinct and inadequate viewing for other sports.
2. Increase sport, recreation and wellbeing participation
Respondents frequently remarked that the ‘option 1’ design would create an inclusive and
accessible area for the community and clubs to enjoy sport and recreation activities in the
park.
The location of the cricket practice nets generated numerous negative comments. The
location of the cricket practice nets is identical in all four concept design options. The
respondents expressed concern that the location is impractical (too far away) from the highuse junior cricket field.
It was the opinion of some participants that the visual dominance of the stadium fronting
Chadstone Road would lessen the exposure (visibility) of other co-located sporting
opportunities (i.e. cricket, lacrosse, tennis and bowls) and potentially reduce the awareness
and participation of these sports.
3. Environmental sustainability
There were no comments on environmental sustainability as it was outlined in the project
principles.
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4. Sensitive to the local community
Traffic elicited both negative and positive sentiment.
Specifically, it was noted by many that the location of the stadium fronting Chadstone Road
would contain the traffic to the western end of the park and the design will have the least
detrimental impact on surrounding local streets and residential areas.
The primary entry point is at Chadstone Road for all design options. A number of
respondents mentioned that if the stadium was located at Chadstone Road it would create
further risk to the safety of pedestrians and residents due to increasing traffic in the already
congested area of Chadstone Road.
There was a mixed response to the second level car park designed to increase capacity.
The feedback generally related to cost (negative) and ability to accommodate additional
onsite parking (positive).
The provision of on-street parking at Quentin Road is a contentious issue for the local
community. Many respondents preferred the removal of the small onsite car park off
Quentin Road in this option. However, there was a recurring theme that the car parking
and/or a drop off zone on Quentin Road is a valuable design element to release the traffic
pressure from Chadstone Road, as presented in ‘option 3’. Respondents mutually
acknowledged that parking restrictions would be appropriate on Quentin Road.
Concerns about anti-social behaviour was also raised, especially the isolated location of the
shelter and barbeque area abutting residential dwellings to the south of the site,
exacerbating the already occurring behaviour experienced in the evenings at the existing
rotunda.
5. Attractive and functional design
Positive feedback related to the siting of the stadium fronting Chadstone Road, specifically
its siting to reduce the visual and physical impact on the park and especially from the
residents of Quentin Road. Respondents also noted that the co-location of the stadium and
car parking was a logical way to contain use to the Chadstone Road side of the park. A
recurring theme was that the stadium siting is consistent with the existing built form of the
commercial development and activity on Chadstone Road.
However, whilst some respondents prefer the siting at Chadstone Road, an equal number
of respondents stated that the stadium design is the tallest, bulkiest and least visually
attractive; visually overpowering and dominating the park, Chadstone Road and the
surrounds. There was also some concern that the height of the stadium would over shadow
the bowling greens during playing times.
6. Retain and protect open space
Some respondents stated that this option increased open space on the northern boundary
near Abbotsford Avenue and required fewer number of trees to be removed compared to
other options.
Maintaining the strong line of established trees on the northern and eastern boundaries was
also positively viewed by respondents. Whilst the retention of trees was viewed as a
positive design element, some provided feedback that ‘option one’ created the least amount
of community open space compared to ‘option 3’ by the lack of north/south access.
7. Balance different needs
There was some opinion that ‘option 1’ does not benefit the other sports and clubs located
at the park. Some respondents believe the Chadstone Road traders would be adversely
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impacted as precinct users are more likely to use parking associated with business trade for
the stadium.
Some respondents provided positive feedback on retaining the playground abutting Quentin
Road to allow the afternoon sun.

OPTION 2
Option 2 locates the indoor courts in the centre of the site with bowls rinks at the Chadstone
Road end and tennis courts at the Quentin Road end. Basement car parking is provided
under the elevated bowls rinks with on-grade access from Chadstone Road. A small on-site
car park is provided off Quentin Road.
The siting of the indoor courts is at the mid-point of the site slope with its floor level on-grade
to the eastern oval so the bulk of the stadium form is partially set into the site slope.
Approximately 7 metres is visible at its north-eastern corner and 9 metres at the north-west
corner. Cricket and lacrosse change facilities are also at the oval level for easy access to the
ovals. A green roof is located over the lower amenities, connected by the elevated walkway
from Chadstone Road to Quentin Road.
Concept site ‘option 2’ generated less feedback and the sentiment toward the concept
design was generally negative. Due to the limited number of responses for ‘option 2’, the
feedback has not been assessed against the project principles.
Negative comments for site ‘option two’ were mostly associated with the small car park at
Quentin Road, increased traffic on Quentin Road, the decrease of sport, recreation and
wellbeing participation and lost social benefit by separating the bowls and tennis club
activities (by locating the stadium in the centre of the precinct). There was a significant
number of comments stating that the tennis courts are too close to Quentin Road.
Conversely, for some respondents, the location of the stadium was a positive design
attribute with respect to the trees concealing the bulk of the stadium and the physical
separation from Quentin and Abbotsford Roads residential areas.
The location of the playground at the south-west corner is not well received, as with the
shelter and barbeque area across all four options. That corner of the site is considered to
be isolated and would be less likely to attract families with children to play.

OPTION 3
Option 3 locates the indoor courts and tennis courts at the Quentin Road end of the site
with bowls rinks at the Chadstone Road end. Basement car parking is provided under the
bowls rinks with on-grade access from Chadstone Road. A small onsite car park is provided
off Quentin Road.
The siting of the indoor courts is at the highest point of the site slope with its floor level ongrade to the eastern oval so the bulk of the stadium form is set into the site slope.
Approximately 6 metres is visible at its north-eastern corner and 8 metres at the north-west
corner. Cricket and lacrosse change facilities are also at the oval level for easy access.
An elevated roof garden is located over the lower amenities, connecting the northern
landscape buffer to the elevated walkway via the new public garden space.
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1. Community and social benefit
Many respondents made positive comments on the design to locate the bowls and the
tennis clubs together, with the connecting social spaces and amenities, which is believed to
create a ‘community feel’ as well as positively contributing to social inclusion, interaction and
safety.
Feedback on the roof terrace design element was positive, with mention that the space
would create a social benefit for both local and sporting communities.
2. Increase sport, recreation and wellbeing participation
The feedback did not specifically relate to this design principal, with most comments relating
to the spatial layout of concept design option including the sports facilities integration and
the ease of access throughout the park.
Whilst all four concept design options recommended the installation of a fitness station,
most people commented more favourable in relation to ‘option 3’.
3. Environmental sustainability
There were no comments on environmental sustainability as it was outlined in the project
principles.
4. Sensitive to the local community
The single level of car park was well received due to the perceived safety and its
contribution to a low site profile.
The inclusion of on-street parking at Quentin Road was also considered to be a positive
design feature. It was a recurring theme in the feedback that the more even distribution of
amenities and the parking at Quentin Road will spread the traffic and the parking across the
area and therefore lessen the pressure on Chadstone Road. However, some consider this
to be the most disruptive to the most residents, specifically Quentin Road residents. This
concern was also reiterated at the onsite consultation sessions.
As with the other options, the large shelter and barbeque facilities in the south-west corner
of the park is not well received, as there are concerns about anti-social behaviour. There is
also some concern about anti-social behaviour between the ‘social spaces’ and the tennis
courts or the north to south walk through.
The are some concerns about the removal of part of the footpath on Quentin Road to
accommodate parking, as it is a popular route for getting into the park, Chadstone Shopping
Centre and children walking to school. Concern was also raised relating to the safety of cars
reversing out of the angled parking on Quentin Road into traffic.
5. Attractive and Functional Design
There was positive sentiment from respondents of the use of the slope of the land to reduce
the visual bulk of the stadium in ‘option 3’. Overall, it was recognised that the design of this
option presents the least visual impact or ‘presence’, in both height and length. However,
some stated that the stadium was too close to the oval.
There was strong opinion that this option presented the most even and logical distribution of
amenities to satisfy all stakeholders. As with ‘option 1’, ‘option 3’ generated positive
comments on the bowls and the tennis clubs being located in close proximity to each other
and how the social spaces and amenities are well integrated.
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Some respondents noted that the social spaces in ‘option 3’ seem excessive and
unnecessary. On the other hand, there was some positive feedback on the roof terrace
design and the social benefits it would bring to both sport participants and the community.
There was mention of the ease of viewing sports in this option, specifically courtside tennis
viewing from multiple directions. Many people stated that more seating should be provided.
There were also comments that there would be no overshadowing of the bowls greens,
compared to ‘option 1’.
6. Retain and protect open space
There was some concern about the loss of open space and trees, some believed that this
design would result in the highest loss of trees, which in turn would disturb the birdlife and
other wildlife.
Other respondents enjoyed the concept of creating open space that flows between the
tennis and the bowls clubs, with positive sentiment also received on the design of the public
garden and the north to south walk through.
7. Balance different needs
There was a recurring theme that this concept option delivers the greatest community
benefit, in particular design elements to maximise open space, community access and the
equitable distribution of activities within the park.
The opposing view was that this concept option has the most impact on Quentin Road
residents.

OPTION 3 A
Option 3a was developed in response to resident feedback on Option 3. The general
arrangement is the same with the following changes:
 Approximately 7m is visible at the north-eastern corner and 8m at the north-west
corner.
 All buildings and sports courts moved closer to Chadstone Road so that the tennis
courts align with the existing eastern tennis fence.
 Existing playground location retained.
 Indoor court building moved further from Quentin Road.
 On-site car parking off Quentin Road available in option 3 is removed.
 North-south access and landscape between the northern landscape buffer and
elevated walkway reduced and controlled via the building foyer.
Concept site ‘option 3a’ received the least feedback and the sentiment towards the design
elements was generally negative. Due to the limited number of responses for ‘option 3a’,
the feedback has not been assessed against the project principles.
The lack of parking on Quentin Road was commonly mentioned, with some stating that a
drop off zone is required due to the distance between the underground parking and the
sporting facilities at eastern end of the site. The lack of a north to south access was also a
concern for some respondents, however this is thought by some to alleviate potential antisocial behaviour raised in Option 3.
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Positive comments mostly focused on the location of the stadium, which, according to the
opinion of some respondents, would be less intrusive for residents on the northern
boundary and Quentin Road.
There was also some positive sentiment that the additional trees bordering the tennis courts
to the north would protect residential amenity and add to the ‘green’ feel of the area. Some
stated that the stadium was also too close to the oval. The retention of the current
playground location was viewed as a positive design feature.

OTHER
It is important to acknowledge that thirty (30) respondents indicated that they oppose the
proposed multipurpose sport and recreation facility at Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park and
do not support any concept design options. Several did not offer any constructive feedback
on the design elements, instead outlining their concerns with Council processes and
transparency of the project from the beginning.
On the other hand there were also several respondents who specifically outlined that they
were pleased Council has progressed the project to the design stage. Those respondents
did not specify a design preference, were satisfied with any outcome, and believed that the
project would be an asset to the Stonnington community.
APPENDIX 1
Table 1. Suburb
Suburb

%

Count

Malvern East

79%

170

Malvern

8%

16

Glen Iris

5%

10

Outside of Stonnington

5%

10

Armadale, Toorak, South Yarra,
Prahran, Windsor, Hawksburn

4%

8

APPENDIX 2 – CONSULTATION FEEDBACK – VERBATIM COMMENTS
Appendix 2 is a table of all the verbatim feedback (comments) received from the survey.
The table contains six columns including the reference number, feedback on each of the
four concept site options (1, 2, 3 and 3A) and ‘other’ feedback.
The reference number is a unique identification number automatically generated by the
survey system. The reference numbers are sequential but only surveys that were submitted
are included in the analysis therefore there may be some numbers missing.
It should be noted that table also includes blank lines indicating the survey was opened and
clicked through, but not submitted.
Appendix 2 has been redacted (edited) to hide sensitive or identifying information such as
names, addresses, location description, telephone numbers, occupation and membership.
Potentially offensive language has also been redacted.
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

This appears to be the most sensible design as the largest
structure is least visible from Chadstone Road

To ease congestion there should be entrances and
exits on both Chadstone Road & Quntin Road

As a resident that lives
from this proposed
design, i'd much prefer the large structure to be built either
closest to Quintin Road or in the centre of the site

46013
46030

Having the large Building so close to Chadstone Road may cause
more congestion

46031

Having the largest building so close to Chadstone Road may cause Having the large structure in the middle of the park
additional congestion
mitigates traffic

46041

Option 1 is our preferred site. It has the least impact on local
residents as it concentrates the main facility near Chadstone Road.

I am concerned about option 3 because the main stadium is up
the Quentin Road end and will generate a lot of traffic in the local
. I am concerned
area. The car park is quite a long way from the stadium and this
that if Sherwood Avenue is made into a pedestrian
will encourage people to park in Quentin Road and Abbotsford
thoroughfare we won't have any access
. I am Avenue. We are concerned about the traffic that the stadium will
also concerned about the level of pedestrian traffic. Option generate and for all options we think the additional parking is
2 is our least preferred site.
inadequate.

Similar to option 3, I am concerned because the main
stadium is up the Quentin Road end and will generate
a lot of traffic in the local area. The car park is quite a
long way from the stadium and this will encourage
people to park in Quentin Road and Abbotsford
Avenue. We are concerned about the traffic that the
stadium will generate and for all options we think the
additional parking is inadequate.

46051

I am happy with any of the options. They are all fantastic.
The recreation facility is desperately needed. Thank you to
council to forging ahead with this much needed facility despite
NIMBY protests. In my view people who choose to live next
door to a recreation facility cannot complain when people use
it for recreation purposes.

46052

It is too difficult to compare the 4 options. All 4 look amazing.
I congratulate council for the vision to develop this much
needed recreation facility. We don’t have a proper stadium in
Stonnington and we desperately need one.

46054

This works. It maintains Chadstone Rd as the primary access route
(which is the only reasonable option given the significant negative
impact if either Abbotsford Ave or Quentin Rd become - by ad-hoc
visitors to the new facilities - viewed as potential access options)
and does not unnecessarily disrupt the neighbourhood in any other
way.

No. With the new facilities equidistant from Chadstone Rd,
Abbotsford Ave and Quentin Rd visitors will try access from
roads/areas (ie. Abbotsford Ave and Quentin Rd) not
designed to handle such traffic volumes and this will lead
to unacceptable congestion and angst – from users and
residents.

No. As per Option 2, this design will encourage access from
Abbotsford Ave and Quentin Rd – which are not to handle such
traffic volumes - and lead to unacceptable congestion and angst
– from users and residents. It fails to capitalise the
existing/superior access from Chadstone Rd (that would not
further unnecessarily disrupt the neighbourhood).

46057

This works.
It maintains Chadstone Rd as the primary access route as part of
an already established commercial precinct with shops/petrol
station, and provides direct access to the stadium via major arterial
roads.
This is clearly preferable to having visitors drive the local streets
attempting to find parking closer to the stadium in Quentin Road (it
is human nature to do this).

No.
Abbotsford Ave and Quentin Rd are not designed to handle
such traffic volumes and this will lead to unacceptable
congestion and angst – from users and residents. The
roads are already used extensively by those accessing
Malvern Valley Primary School, Phoenix Park and
Chadstone Shopping Centre.

No.
Removal of carpark is preferred. But proximity of
This design encourages access from Quentin Road (the closest stadium to the residential area is still a major concern.
point of entry). With all the signage in the world, people will still
go for the closest point of entry.
It also moves the footprint of the stadium closer to the residential
area where we are already surrounded by
community/commercial facilities to the front and rear.
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No. As per Option 3, this design will encourage access
from Abbotsford Ave and Quentin Rd – which are not
to handle such traffic volumes - and lead to
unacceptable congestion and angst – from users and
residents. It fails to capitalise the existing/superior
access from Chadstone Rd (that would not further
unnecessarily disrupt the neighbourhood).

Options 2, 3 and 3a appear designed to appease the
Chadstone Bowls Club. It is manifestly in appropriate for a
small and dwindling - but vocal - group of people (the vast
majority of whom do not live on the three roads impacted by
the designs and thus will not have to live 24x7 with a poor
decision supporting their interests) to determine the outcome
of this incredibly important matter which will impact local
residents for the 30+ years.

Start with your Stonnington Public Health and Wel being Plan
2017-21, Stress is one of the issues you strive to address.
And yet look at what you are doing to our community. We
have a major Community Centre and Primary School to one
side of our street; to the rear we have an abundance of
community recreation facilities; and beyond that the largest
shopping centre in the southern hemisphere. And now you
want to move a stadium on to our doorstep in Quentin Road.
It’s not acceptable not the most appropriate decision from a
community perspective.
Options 2, 3 and 3a appear designed to appease the
Chadstone Bowls Club. It is manifestly inappropriate for a
small yet vocal group of people (the vast majority of whom do
not live on the three roads impacted by the designs and will
not have to live with a poor decision supporting their interests)
to determine the outcome of this incredibly important matter
which will significantly impact local residents.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46068

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

I prefer this opetion, as it allows a north-south wa k-through the
site.

This is a great option, but not as good as option 3

46069

n/a

46071

Good option, but the indoor courts will be elevated too high and
better to be lower down into the ground as option 3 shows

The elevated wa k way looks great. I love the open space in
Good option. My 2nd preference. But I still prefer the
between and the roof top garden is great. We can watch the kids gap in the middle with option 3
play on the ovals. Can the whole complex be moved towards
Chadstone Road even more?

46099

Best option

Will drive too much traffic to the quentin rd end rather than keep Still will drive traffic into quiet suburban streets for
it on the Chadstone Rd end
people looking for quick cut-through to basketball and
netball courts. Would rather tennis courts and bowls
closer to housing and stadium closer to Chadstone Rd

46109

Keeping the noise from the basketball/netball down towards
Chadstone road seems the most logical choice and will cause less
interference with the other sports.

makes access to the tennis club and main oval very
restrictive.

Like the location of the ameneties for the cricket/lacrosse.Too
close to residents though on Quentin road.

Too close to residents on Quentin road

46138

Option 1 is the ONLY option that sticks to the original promises
made to residents.
All parking and traffic and access MUST be contained to
Chadstone Rd.

Option 1 is the ONLY option that sticks to the original
promises made to residents.
All parking and traffic and access MUST be contained to
Chadstone Rd.

Option 1 is the ONLY option that sticks to the original promises
made to residents.
All parking and traffic and access MUST be contained to
Chadstone Rd.

Option 1 is the ONLY option that sticks to the original
promises made to residents.
All parking and traffic and access MUST be contained
to Chadstone Rd.

46166

Think this is too close to the backs of residents.

This is probably the best for residents although as
If had to vote on anything this would be my preference.. so I can Yes take those parks away. Why would you put them
Quention Road is not looking a great big sporting complex. look at greenery, but I dont think it will make much difference as I there, when only people from Chadstone will park
am still going to see a great big stadium
there
I dont understand why the Practice Nets from for the
Cricket pitches are so far away.. and right near the
road.. doesnt make any sense.

46183

Better option as away from residential homes - however have a
concern of the traffic follow in & out of Stadium.

preferred site, good use of the space

46190

46196

its a bad look from Chaddy Rd

Other feedback

it makes no sense to separate tennis and bowls

Personally I still believe that there is not enough car parks for
this development. Please answer this question as he is a
scenario.. my daughter is playing netball at 2 and I want a few
things from chaddy. I will park in the sports stadium from 12
do my shopping and then go back and watch my daughter.
Great option as i have parked for 3 hours in a car park. But
then other parents cannot park as there is no parks, so that
will clog up the streets, Chadstone Road, Bowen Street, Alma
street. I think the numbers of parking need to be changed.

Stadium will be to close to residential area, Quentin Rd will
Same feedback as I mentioned with Option 3
become the drop off zone as it will be closer to stadium so more
impact on the residence & the streets.

With this whole sports complex that the Council believes our
area needs; please be more considerate to the local
residence and listen to our concerns. This area has enough
with the largest shopping center in the southern Hemisphere
at our door steps.

As a resident of East Ward this is the
design option I am in favour of.

The sooner this issue is resolved in
the interests of all stakeholders the better.

the best option, good separation of the stadium, consolidation of an inferior 3, social 3 should be with 1&2
the exiting
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46200

1 IS ABSOLUTELY & UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
APPROPRIATE. PUSHING MORE TRAFFIC ONTO THIS SINGLE
LANE RD W/ LIMITED PARKING IS A DANGER TO RESIDENTS,
PEDESTRIANS & RD USERS. MY HUSBAND HAS ALMOST
BEEN HIT TWICE IN 2018 BY CARS THAT DON'T SEE
CROSSING OPPOSITE BOWLING CLUB. FURTHER THERE IS
EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC AT CRN OF WAVERLEY & CHADSTONE
RD. THIS WILL BE COMPOUNDED & CAUSE FURTHER CHAOS
& ACCIDENTS BY CARS TRYING TO BEAT THE LIGHTS. I
HAVE SEEN DATA ON ACCIDENTS AT THIS INTERSECTION &
IT DOESN'T REPRESENT THE TRUTH-ONLY INCIDENTS
REPORTED TO POLICE. FINALLY, THERE IS INADEQUATE ON
ST PARKING FOR RESIDENTS & THEIR GUESTS. I CAN'T
DRIVE IN/OUT OF MY DRIVEWAY DURING PEAK. THE 1ST 3
HOUSES FROM RESPECTIVE CRNS OF
CHADSTONE/WAVERLEY RDS ON EITHER SIDE HAVE
ABSOLUTELY NO PARKING OUTSIDE THEIR HOMES DUE TO
CRNS & BUS STOPS. WE HAVE CARS PARKING ON
CHADSTONE RD FROM OPPOSITE SIDES TO WAVERLEY.
THE 1ST HALF OF CHADSTONE RD IS PERMIT ZONED. WHAT
HOPE OR HELP DO WE HAVE? TO HAVE THIS WORSENED BY
EXTRA TRAFFIC & DEMAND FOR PARKING CAUSED BY A
STADIUM (IN LIGHT OF A NO.OF INAPPROPRIATE
DEVELOPMENTS VCAT HAS APPROVED INPARTICULAR 4
STOREY TOWER AT CNR CHADSTONE & WAVERLEY,
CHADSTONE EXPANSION & DAYCARE)TOTALLY ROBS MY
FAMILY & NEIGHBOURS OUR RIGHT TO QUIET ENJOYMENT.
WE BARELY HAVE ANY AS IS. TO NEVER HAVE ANY TIME
OFF IS COMPLETE INJUSTICE. I HUMBLY REQUEST THAT
YOU STRONGLY CONSIDER & RECOMMEND OPTION 1 IS NOT
APPROPRIATE & IN FACT A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON
CHADSTONE RD IS AVOIDED.

PARKING ENTRY AND IMPACT ON CHADSTONE ROAD A BETTER OPTION THAN OPTION 1 OR 2 BUT SEE MY
(PARTICULARLY THE INTERSECTIONS) IS NOT
COMMENTS RE TRAFFIC IMPACT ON CHADSTONE ROAD.
APPROPRIATE. SEE MY COMMENTS AS PER OPTION
1. I HUMBLY REQUEST THAT YOU DO NOT ROB US OF
THE LITTLE QUIET ENJOYMENT THAT WE HAVE.

46236

46237

Option 3 Feedback

I think this is the best option

Whilst I strongly object to the basketball stadium being part of the This option is unacceptable to me as the unwanted
upgrade of Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park, in my opinion the ONLY basketball stadium is not located at Chadstone road end.
option that is viable is one that has the stadium at Chadstone road
end(Option 1). I think any elevated roof terrace is simply going to
become a location for young people to hang out at night and
vandalise and leave rubbish - as they currently do with the rotunda
area that is constantly cleaned up by locals.

This option is unacceptable to me as the unwanted basketball
stadium is not located at Chadstone Road end. Locating the
stadium at the closer end to a small residential street and nearer
to Chadstone Shopping Centre is insane!

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

NOT APPROPRIATE. I PREFER OPTION 3A.
MOVING ANY BUILDINGS CLOSER TO
CHADSTONE ROAD CAUSES MORE ISSUES FOR
RESIDENTS ON CHADSTONE ROAD. QUENTIN
ROAD ARE A NOISY YOUNG BUNCH OF
RESIDENTS. CHADSTONE ROAD IS DOMINATED
BY OLDER FAMILIES WHO MAY NOT
UNDERSTAND THE IMPACT OF THIS HIDEOUS
IDEA. I REQUEST THAT BUILDING ARE KEPT
AWAY FROM CHADSTONE ROAD TO MINIMISE
THE RISK OF ACCIDENTS AND TRAFFIC IMPACT.
DO NOT ROB US OF THE LITTLE QUIET
ENJOYMENT WE HAVE! PLEASE TAKE A STEP
BACK AND LOOK AT THIS REALISTICALLY AND
UTILISING COMMON SENSE.

WE DO NOT WANT THE STADIUM WHICH IS FOR
PRAHRAN. THERE ARE OTHER ALTERNATIVES- THEY
ARE WELL DOCUMENTED. THERE ARE OTHER EXISTING
RESOURCES AVAILABLE. WE HAVE LITTLE QUIET
ENJOYMENT IF ANY ON CHADSTONE AND WAVERLEY
ROADS. INAPPROPRIATE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
LIMITED PARKING, CHADSTONE SHOPPING CENTRE,
THE NEW CHILD CARE CENTRES ALREADY ALL ROBS
US OF QUIET ENJOYMENT. WE CANNOT HAVE
CHRISTMAS PARTIES OR NEW YEAR PARTIES DUE TO
THE BOXING DAY SALES CHAOS AND NIL PARKING. TO
HAVE A STADIUM IMPOSE DAILY CHAOS ON US
TOTALLY DESTROYS ANY PEACE AND QUIET WE HAVE.
WE HAVE ELDERLY RESIDENTS AND FAMILIES ON
CHADSTONE ROAD WHO JUST WANT PEACE AND
QUIET. WE CAME HERE FOR ACCESSIBILITY TO THE
SHOPS AND OTHER AMENITIES SUCH AS PARKLANDS
BUT WE NEVER BANKED ON COMING HERE TO HAVE
STRESS LEVELSGO THROUGH THE ROOF BECAUSE WE
CANNOT ACCESS OUR PROPERTIES WITH EASE OR
CELEBRATE OCCASIONS BECAUSE OUR VISITORS
SIMPLY CANNOT PARK. THIS IS NOT AN
EXAGGERATION. I WOULD MORE THAN HAPPILY INVITE
YOU ALL TO EXPERIENCE WHAT WE EXPERIENCE
DAULY NOW WITHOUT THE STADIUM. OPTION 3 IS THE
ONLY VIABLE OPTION IF NO STADIUM IS NOT! PLEASE
RECONSIDER. THIS IS DESTROYING OUR COMMUNITY
AS WE NOW FIGHT EACH OTHER RE OPTIONS.

Thank you for proceeding with the stadium and masterplan.
The recreation facility is much needed and we are lucky to be
receiving such an excellent sporting facility.

This option is unacceptable to me as the unwanted
Council should be ashamed of itself for the misleading way it
basketball stadium is not located at Chadstone Road has approached this entire process. There is no call or
end. Locating the stadium at the closer end to a small community need for a basketball stadium at this park.
residential street and nearer to Chadstone Shopping
Centre is insane!
. We don't need
any more basketball courts. This whole farcical process
started with Prahran needing netball courts! Now it is a
basketball stadium. Shame Stonnington...Shame.

46240
46241

My choice is for Option 3
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46256

Chadstone Road traffic will never cope with this or the pedestrians
trying to cross. Users will park on other side of Chadstone Rd in
Fenwick, Bowen and Alma Streets

Too messy, all stadium users and traffic will affect the
bowlers and teenis players.
Keep stadium separate.

The best of three options but feel terrible for Quentin Road
residents as this is a really narrow family street, the traffic will be
horrendous and cut through Bellevue to enter from one side or
Robroy around the school to enter from the other sid. As a local
resident who walks across to Chadstone, I will have Chadstone
Rd to crosss then Quentin to access the path into Chadstone.
This part will become ridiculous to cross.

There are obstacles no matter which option is chosen,
amenities could do with upgrading for sure but this
stadium is not necessary at all here in this part of
Stonnington.

No thanks, have updates from Residents group and leaflet
drops to households and meetings. Very disillusioned with the
whole project from start to current situation, do not think
Councillors have been open and honest, and have very little
respect for them or the Mayor. Feasability study cost and
hidden processes within the whole process, unanswered
questions from council members have made this whole saga
a stressful experience for residents.It will now probably divide
one group of local residents against the other due to who is
inconvenienced the most.

46297

Bulk of buildings overwhelms site

Stadium especially when basketball or net ball with the
constant coming & goings of cars & people should not be
in centre of site.

Residents of East Malvern seem to have had a stadium inflicted Probably the second most acceptable option after 3.
on them whether they like it or not. Option 3 is the most
acceptable with the bulky stadium set into the highest part of the
site. Buildings do not overwhelm the site as in other options.
Current buildings may be old & out dated but with the screening
by trees & other plantings gives a largely open parkland
appearance. What does concern me whatever site is chosen is
the fact that bowls & tennis will have to move offsite for quite
some time. Will members ever come back? The cost to provide
a few netball courts for a club nowhere near East Malvern seems
enormous. As a resident for 60+ years I would prefer lower rates
& other charges.

46300

Best option,from aesthetic and traffic point of view.

Prefer option one, which was the original promised option

Worst option,from all points off view. Will divert traffic onto
Quentin road,which is already a parking lot for Chadstone
shopping centre,will destroy the peace and quiet of the
neighbourhood,will become a drop off point for the courts and
destroy the value of the properties in the area.

A slightly better option than option three, but still a bad The original proposal was to have netball courts on the site of
option,for the same reasons given for option three.
the bowling club,so all building was to be adjacent to
Chadstone road. That would have been acceptable. Option
one is the lesser of the evils proposed,so our vote goes to
option one if building actually occurs

46304

Best option.

Second best option

Terr ble option,crazy idea.Abbotsford,Quentin and Bellevue
roads are narrow roads,and what with the increase in traffic,will
lead to congestion and traffic problems.Also,aesthetically ugly.

Same as for option three, but removing the parking
area on Quentin road is a good move, to keep the
traffic flowing, but still a terr ble option.
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Option one would be ok, option 3 is awful.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46309

Can I please start by saying I am vehemently opposed to putting
ANY stadium on this site. It will over develop this site and create
major traffic congestion and I have major safety concerns for
students attending the local school who ride and walk to and from
school.
This site would affect less residents due to the placement of the
stadium and would hopefully deter people from driving around the
back streets to drop off and pick up. It would also not significantly
change the outlook for the Quentin Rd residents that face the park.
The large park shelter would need to be monitored as currently the
rotunda is used for drug taking and parties by youths and having it
in a more remote area may mean this happens more often. The
wetlands also need significantly more upkeep and clean up.
I like that the social spaces overlook the bowls greens and are
away from the stadium so it would feel like a separate bowls club
and more like original layout.
The pick up and drop off area may need traffic lights and a
separate right turn lane off Chadstone road and I can not see where
the car park entrance is?
This is still overdeveloping this park and it is not right for a stadium
to be built in this area due to Chadstone Shopping Centre's
continual expansion. Chadstone Road is only just coping with the
traffic now and it is going to be like peak hour Punt Road gridlock
during the construction and once the stadium is completed. The car
park needs to be large enough to enable up to six sports club to
use the venue at one time as well as guests using the social
facilities for parties or meetings if it is run like Phoenix Park Hall.
The car park there is at capacity most of the week days for school
pick up and weekends for church groups and party bookings.
Please also remember games do not last all day, there would be a
constant flow to and from the stadium.

Can I please start by saying I am vehemently opposed to
putting ANY stadium on this site. It will over develop this
site and create major traffic congestion and I have major
safety concerns for students attending the local school who
ride and walk to and from school.

46318

46333

Option 3 Feedback

NO NO NO NO. THIS IS THE WORST DESIGN OPTION FOR
THIS PARK. I am strongly opposed to Opt. 3. I vehemently
oppose putting ANY stadium on this site. It will over develop the
site & create major traffic congestion & I have major safety
concerns for students attending local schools who ride/walk
to/from school. I know a large number of cars WOULD use
I am opposed to this Option 2. I would be worried a large Abbottsford Rd/Quentin Rd for drop off/pick up, this would be
number of cars would use Abbottsford Road and Quentin unsafe for students & residents. When Chadstone Rd is
Road for drop off and pick up and this would be unsafe for congested cars heading to Chadstonewill use back streets, as
students of the school and for residents. There does not
some do now. Incidents at crn of Chadstone/Waverley Rds will
need to be a wa k way from Rob Roy Road.
increase & I predict some pedestrian injuries or fatalities. I don't
like this site layout & to have a large stadium in the face of the
I don't like the layout and to have a large stadium right in
Residents. I don't believe a fully sealed airconned stadium will be
the middle as an eyesore to all the residents surrounding
successful containing noise. Has anyone from council visited
the park.
stadiums during peak times? Have they seen why the majority of
stadiums are built in semi-commercial/industrial zones. The
This is overdeveloping this park and is not right for a
smell build up inside a sweaty stadium using air-con only as its
stadium to be built in this area due to Chadstone Shopping source of air does not work. You are not placing an 'occasional
Centre's continual expansion.
use' stadium on the site, this thing will be open 7 days for over
12 hrs/day!! Doors are always being opened (particularly exit
doors to let in the 'fresh' air) and the noise when the cars &
people leave the stadium will be evident every day & night. This
is overdeveloping the park & is not right for a stadium to be built
in this area due to Chadstone Shopping Centre's continual
expansion. What I want to know is...when the feasibility study
was conducted it was communicated VERY clearly that the
stadium was to be placed on the 'site' of the Bowls Club. Thus all
the fuss by the bowls club. Why NOW did you not do a site study
for the Quentin Road side of the park? If this option is chosen
you're laughing in the face of all residents who pay rates & vote
for councillors. I am disgusted that this option is even on the list.

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

Same as 3 - NO NO NO NO. THIS IS THE WORST
DESIGN OPTION FOR THIS PARK. I am strongly
opposed to Opt 3a. I am vehemently opposed to ANY
stadium on this site. It will over develop this site &
create major traffic congestion & I have major safety
concerns for students at the local school who ride &
walk to & from school. I know a large number of cars
WOULD use Abbottsford Road & Quentin Road for drop
off & pick up & this would be unsafe for students of the
school & for residents. When Chadstone Rd is
congested cars heading to Chadstone would also be
using the back streets, as some do now. The no. of
incidents at the corner of Chadstone and Waverley
Roads will increase & I would predict some pedestrian
injuries or fatalities in this area. I don't like this particular
site layout &to have a large stadium right in the face of
the Residents. I dont believe a fully sealed
airconditioned stadium will be successful at containing
noise. Has anyone from the council visited these
stadiums during peak times? Have they seen why the
majority of stadiums are built in semi-commercial/
industrial zones. The smell inside a sweaty stadium
using air-conditioning only as its source of air does not
work. You are not placing an 'occasional use' stadium
on the site, this thing will be open 7 days/week for over
12 hrd/day! Doors are always opened (particularly exit
doors to let in the 'fresh' air) & the noise when the cars
and people leave the stadium will be evident every day
and night. This is overdeveloping this park and is not
right for a stadium to be built in this area due to
Chadstone Shopping Centre's continual expansion.
What I want to know is when the feasibility study was
conducted it was communicated VERY clearly the
stadium was to be placed on the Chadstone Bowls 'site'.
Thus all the fuss by the bowls club. Why NOW did you
not do a site study for putting on the Quentin Road side
of the park? If this option is chosen you are laughing in
the face of all the residents who pay rates and vote for
councillors. I am disgusted that this option was even on
the list & BTW, making all local streets permit parking
won't alleviate the side street parking problem. All it will
do is be a revenue raiser for Stonnington council!

Don't build it near Chadstone Shopping Centre. Build it in
Prahran where it is needed and redevelop Orrong Park
instead so that the Prahran netballers can get their nice new
facilities up the end of Stonnington where it is wanted. I have
friends who play for the Prahran Netball club and they don't
want to be driving to this stadium. They want it up their end
too!

In addition to my similar comments from Option 1 & 2
for sharing of space.
Option 3a presents a smaller oval that option 3. Is that
acceptable, if so why is only an considered for Option
3a and not the remaining. If it is smaller what is the
consequence for the users (cricket & lacrose) of that
oval?
All of my comments on options 1, 2, 3, 3a should be
read in conjunction.
The tennis courts appear to be moved on an angle but
in the same place as currently, this seems like quote a
waste.
I like the fact that Option 3a does not have parking in
Quentin Rd, this will reduce the non-local traffic from
the areas and retain them on Chadstone rd which is an
arterial rd and can support the traffic volumes.
(assuming there is no back door entrance to the
courts)

I am viewing 4 diagrams and they appear to have differences.
But really you are asking me to pit one group against another
as I am sure each one will better support each sporting group.
While I appreciate the chance for feedback, also as a local
resident this is unfair we should have to make that choice.

Access via Chadstone Road makes the most sense provided it can The footpath along the park side of Quentin rd is a
handle the increased traffic for predicted population growth and the pedestrian thoroughfare particularly for school children who
stadium
wish to avoid the risk of cars reversing out of driveways.
Concerned about increased vehicle traffic and reduced
visibility on Quentin road.
It is unclear on how these align to the current facilities. Is there a
next reduction / same / increase in the number of tennis courts. Is
there a net reduction / same / increase in the available rinks for the
Bowls club.
The clubs have historically operated separate, not sure how viable
it is for them to be co-located in the same social space. They are
very distinct & different social groups across all 3 areas. Has
analyse been done for whether this will work and also based on
scheduled events for all 4 sports whether a joint social space will be
adequate?
All of my comments on options 1, 2, 3, 3a should be read in
conjunction.

It is unclear on how these align to the current facilities. Is
there a next reduction / same / increase in the number of
tennis courts. Is there a net reduction / same / increase in
the available rinks for the Bowls club.
The clubs have historically operated separate, not sure
how viable it is for them to be co-located in the same social
space. They are very distinct & different social groups
across all 3 areas. Has analyse been done for whether this
will work and also based on scheduled events for all 4
sports whether a joint social space will be adequate? What
assessment has been done for a Social Space being on
the 1st floor, the major users of the bowls club are older
and may have difficulties travelling up and down stairs
multiple times per day when there are tournaments on.
All of my comments on options 1, 2, 3, 3a should be read
in conjunction.

In addition to my similar comments from Option 1 & 2 for sharing
of space.
Option 3a presents a smaller oval that option 3. Is that
acceptable, if so why is only an considered for Option 3a and not
the remaining. If it is smaller what is the consequence for the
users (cricket & lacrose) of that oval?
All of my comments on options 1, 2, 3, 3a should be read in
conjunction.
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My goal from a local resident viewpoint is to ensure that traffic
within the local housing areas is not affected (which is near
impossible as parking will not be sufficient for peak periods,
as users will drop and run kids all the time and is something
they will not in an underground carpark) and we still maintain
a community environment in the groups sporting & social
groups already there (which is hard when their overall space
is now reduced)

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46340

NOT APPROPRIATE AT THIS SITE DUE TO EXCESSIVE
TRAFFIC CHAOS ON ALL ABUTTING ROADS. THE STADIUM AT
THIS SITE IS AN ABSOLUTE DESTRUCTIVE PROPOSAL AND
RIDDLED WITH LIES. COUNCIL'S CONDUCT IS BORDERING
ILLEGAL.

NOT APPROPRIATE AT THIS SITE DUE TO EXCESSIVE
TRAFFIC CHAOS ON ALL ABUTTING ROADS. THE
STADIUM AT THIS SITE IS AN ABSOLUTE
DESTRUCTIVE PROPOSAL AND RIDDLED WITH LIES.
COUNCIL'S CONDUCT IS BORDERING ILLEGAL.

NOT APPROPRIATE AT THIS SITE DUE TO EXCESSIVE
TRAFFIC CHAOS ON ALL ABUTTING ROADS. THE STADIUM
AT THIS SITE IS AN ABSOLUTE DESTRUCTIVE PROPOSAL
AND RIDDLED WITH LIES. COUNCIL'S CONDUCT IS
BORDERING ILLEGAL.

NOT APPROPRIATE AT THIS SITE DUE TO
EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC CHAOS ON ALL ABUTTING
ROADS. THE STADIUM AT THIS SITE IS AN
ABSOLUTE DESTRUCTIVE PROPOSAL AND
RIDDLED WITH LIES. COUNCIL'S CONDUCT IS
BORDERING ILLEGAL.

THIS PROPOSAL IS AN ABSOLUTE DISGRACE. COUNCIL
SHOULD BE ASHAMED OF ITSELF AND ITS CONDUCT.
DO YOU ACTUALLY THINK THE RESIDENTS WILL STOP
OR NOT ESCALATE THEIR ACTIONS AGAINST YOUR
CONDUCT. I SUGGEST YOU ALL STOP AND REVIEW
YOUR BEHAVIOUR AND CONDUCT.
,
ACT REASONABLY
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

46341

Inappropriate size and scale for this neighbourhood. Fails to meet
the objectives a multi purpose sports centre is needed in
Stonnington- ie can you calculate the distance from Prahran to East
Malvern? Why have you rejected the other proposals from other
councils/ sites on offer including Melbourne High????

Inappropriate size and scale for this neighbourhood. Fails
to meet the objectives a multi purpose sports centre is
needed in Stonnington- ie can you calculate the distance
from Prahran to East Malvern? Why have you rejected the
other proposals from other councils/ sites on offer including
Me bourne High????

Inappropriate size and scale for this neighbourhood. Fails to
meet the objectives a multi purpose sports centre is needed in
Stonnington- ie can you calculate the distance from Prahran to
East Malvern? Why have you rejected the other proposals from
other councils/ sites on offer including Me bourne High????

Inappropriate size and scale for this neighbourhood.
This stadium is not required or needed in this area and will
Fails to meet the objectives a multi purpose sports
cause adverse living and traffic conditions. your feasibility is
centre is needed in Stonnington- ie can you calculate fundamentally flawed as is your mentality.
the distance from Prahran to East Malvern? Why have
you rejected the other proposals from other councils/
sites on offer including Melbourne High????

46342

This project and indeed this option is not acceptable. Regardless of
where the stadium is located on the site, the traffic, safety and loss
of quiet enjoyment issues remain the same. Does someone have to
be killed by a speeding car including the elderly or children from
surrounding schools or road rage for you to listen and get the
message???? THIS SITE IS NOT APPROPRIATE. OPEN YOUR
EYES AND MINDS AND LISTEN!!!!!

This project and indeed this option is not acceptable.
Regardless of where the stadium is located on the site, the
traffic, safety and loss of quiet enjoyment issues remain
the same. Does someone have to be killed by a speeding
car including the elderly or children from surrounding
schools or road rage for you to listen and get the
message???? THIS SITE IS NOT APPROPRIATE. OPEN
YOUR EYES AND MINDS AND LISTEN!!!!!

This project and indeed this option is not acceptable. Regardless
of where the stadium is located on the site, the traffic, safety and
loss of quiet enjoyment issues remain the same. Does someone
have to be killed by a speeding car including the elderly or
children from surrounding schools or road rage for you to listen
and get the message???? THIS SITE IS NOT APPROPRIATE.
OPEN YOUR EYES AND MINDS AND LISTEN!!!!!

This project and indeed this option is not acceptable. Please stop and listen to the people who live here and know
Regardless of where the stadium is located on the site, this area and are impacted by its issues on a daily basis. NO
the traffic, safety and loss of quiet enjoyment issues
STADIUM AT PERCY TREYVAUD PARK.
remain the same. Does someone have to be killed by
a speeding car including the elderly or children from
surrounding schools or road rage for you to listen and
get the message?? THIS SITE IS NOT
APPROPRIATE. OPEN YOUR EYES AND MINDS
AND LISTEN!!

46343

I am what you might consider an older resident of Malvern East
located
I
do not drive and walk to all of my appointments and friends locally.
On a daily basis i see the traffic issues caused by the number of
cars and cars trying to hurry along Chadstone Rd. I see cars do
irresponsible things out of frustration with waiting. I see issues
caused by too many cars and buses travelling. If there is an
accident on the monash or princes highway it all falls onto
Chadstone Rd. There are more and more multi dweliing
development some which should never have been approved. No
matter how you position the buildings at PT Park the issues do not
change. You are putting residents and pedestrian lives at stake as
well as increasing the risk for accidents. People are ALREADY
frustrated now, let alone as you put more buildings, a bigger
Chadstone, child care etc and use Chadstone Rd as the main road.
Please, I humbly request this project stops!

I am what you might consider an older resident of Malvern
East
do not drive and walk to all of my
appointments and friends locally. On a daily basis i see the
traffic issues caused by the number of cars and cars trying
to hurry along Chadstone Rd. I see cars do irresponsible
things out of frustration with waiting. I see issues caused
by too many cars and buses travelling. If there is an
accident on the monash or princes highway it all falls onto
Chadstone Rd. There are more and more multi dweliing
development some which should never have been
approved. No matter how you position the buildings at PT
Park the issues do not change. You are putting residents
and pedestrian lives at stake as well as increasing the risk
for accidents. People are ALREADY frustrated now, let
alone as you put more buildings, a bigger Chadstone, child
care etc and use Chadstone Rd as the main road. Please, I
humbly request this project stops!

I am what you might consider an older resident of Malvern East

46348

THE STADIUM IS NOT WANTED. HOW MUCH MORE CLEAR
CAN THIS BE MADE.

THE STADIUM IS NOT WANTED. HOW MUCH MORE
CLEAR CAN THIS BE MADE.

THE STADIUM IS NOT WANTED. HOW MUCH MORE CLEAR
CAN THIS BE MADE.

46351

I like that the new stadium and carpark come off Chadstone Road. I I like the spectator tiered viewing points, but they are not
like that there is still a little play area for the kids
facing the main cricket pitch or the best lacrosse surface/
(Field one anf field three should be swapped) or are the
grounds getting upgraded too (unlikely)

46364

Best option as it’s close to main road, well away from residential
area around Quetein Road.

I am what you might consider an older resident of
Malvern East
I do not drive and walk to all of my appointments and friends
. I do not drive and walk
locally. On a daily basis i see the traffic issues caused by the
to all of my appointments and friends locally. On a
number of cars and cars trying to hurry along Chadstone Rd. I
daily basis i see the traffic issues caused by the
see cars do irresponsible things out of frustration with waiting. I number of cars and cars trying to hurry along
see issues caused by too many cars and buses travelling. If
Chadstone Rd. I see cars do irresponsible things out
there is an accident on the monash or princes highway it all falls of frustration with waiting. I see issues caused by too
onto Chadstone Rd. There are more and more multi dweliing
many cars and buses travelling. If there is an accident
development some which should never have been approved. No on the monash or princes highway it all falls onto
matter how you position the buildings at PT Park the issues do
Chadstone Rd. There are more and more multi
not change. You are putting residents and pedestrian lives at
dweliing development some which should never have
stake as well as increasing the risk for accidents. People are
been approved. No matter how you position the
ALREADY frustrated now, let alone as you put more buildings, a buildings at PT Park the issues do not change. You
bigger Chadstone, child care etc and use Chadstone Rd as the are putting residents and pedestrian lives at stake as
main road. Please, I humbly request this project stops!
well as increasing the risk for accidents. People are
ALREADY frustrated now, let alone as you put more
buildings, a bigger Chadstone, child care etc and use
Chadstone Rd as the main road. Please, I humbly
request this project stops!

Having the playspeace and parking nearby is better for
parents.Like the fitness stations
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I am what you might consider an older resident of Malvern
East
do not drive and walk to all of my appointments and
friends locally. On a daily basis i see the traffic issues caused
by the number of cars and cars trying to hurry along
Chadstone Rd. I see cars do irresponsible things out of
frustration with waiting. I see issues caused by too many cars
and buses travelling. If there is an accident on the monash or
princes highway it all falls onto Chadstone Rd. There are
more and more multi dweliing development some which
should never have been approved. No matter how you
position the buildings at PT Park the issues do not change.
You are putting residents and pedestrian lives at stake as well
as increasing the risk for accidents. People are ALREADY
frustrated now, let alone as you put more buildings, a bigger
Chadstone, child care etc and use Chadstone Rd as the main
road. Please, I humbly request this project stops!

THE STADIUM IS NOT WANTED. HOW MUCH
MORE CLEAR CAN THIS BE MADE.

Would like to have some information about change rooms
facilities, clubroom layout for the individual sports. We ahve
all kept our playing areas, but we are all very dependent on
social areas, changerooms/toilets, but the lacrosse is even
more reliant around secure storage of equipment, showers,
fundraising.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46368

THIS OPTION IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. A stadium at Percy
Treyvaud in any configuration is unacceptable and completely
irresponsible by council. The residents will have to live with this
24/7. You have failed to address our concerns and your only
concern is pushing your own agenda and building this monstrosity
for users fours suburbs away when there are other options available
at a significantly less cost- yet you fail to address these. Eg
Melbourne High Schoool facilities and offers made by other
municipalities of equal or less distance. This stadium is an absolute
intrusion on what is a residential area already burdened by
irresponsible development. I feel like NOBODY LISTENS OR
CARES ABOUT US. Why are you so hellbent on pursuing this
stadium on this site despite repeated concerns and flaws in your
methodology and blatant lies on your reporting????????

THIS OPTION IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. A stadium at Percy
Treyvaud in any configuration is unacceptable and
completely irresponsible by council. The residents will have
to live with this 24/7. You have failed to address our
concerns and your only concern is pushing your own
agenda and building this monstrosity for users fours
suburbs away when there are other options available at a
significantly less cost- yet you fail to address these. Eg
Me bourne High Schoool facilities and offers made by other
municipalities of equal or less distance. This stadium is an
absolute intrusion on what is a residential area already
burdened by irresponsible development. I feel like
NOBODY LISTENS OR CARES ABOUT US. Why are you
so hellbent on pursuing this stadium on this site despite
repeated concerns and flaws in your methodology and
blatant lies on your reporting????????

THIS OPTION IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. A stadium at Percy
Treyvaud in any configuration is unacceptable and completely
irresponsible by council. The residents will have to live with this
24/7. You have failed to address our concerns and your only
concern is pushing your own agenda and building this
monstrosity for users fours suburbs away when there are other
options available at a significantly less cost- yet you fail to
address these. Eg Melbourne High Schoool facilities and offers
made by other municipalities of equal or less distance. This
stadium is an absolute intrusion on what is a residential area
already burdened by irresponsible development. I feel like
NOBODY LISTENS OR CARES ABOUT US. Why are you so
hellbent on pursuing this stadium on this site despite repeated
concerns and flaws in your methodology and blatant lies on your
reporting????????

THIS OPTION IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. A stadium at
Percy Treyvaud in any configuration is unacceptable
and completely irresponsible by council. The residents
will have to live with this 24/7. You have failed to
address our concerns and your only concern is
pushing your own agenda and building this monstrosity
for users fours suburbs away when there are other
options available at a significantly less cost- yet you
fail to address these. Eg Melbourne High Schoool
facilities and offers made by other municipalities of
equal or less distance. This stadium is an absolute
intrusion on what is a residential area already
burdened by irrespons ble development. I feel like
NOBODY LISTENS OR CARES ABOUT US. Why are
you so hel bent on pursuing this stadium on this site
despite repeated concerns and flaws in your
methodology and blatant lies on your
reporting????????

PLEASE STOP PUSHING YOUR OWN AGENDAS AND
LOOK AT THIS REASONABLY. THIS IS AN ABSOLUTE
DISGRACE AND GINORMOUS MESS AND WASTE OF
MONEY. COUNCIL REPEATEDLY LIES AND FAILS TO
ADDRESS RESIDENTS CONCERNS. WE LIVE HERE- YOU
DONT GIVE A DAMN.

46369

Option 1 (like all options and indeed any stadium at these
premises) violates land owners rights to quiet enjoyment, no
permanent nuisance and poses a number of health and safety
issues for residents and the purported users of the stadium. This
stadium at this site is ill conceived and Council's feasibility and
other purported studies are not transparent or truthful. I do not
support this option.

Option 2 (l ke all options and indeed any stadium at these
premises) violates land owners rights to quiet enjoyment,
no permanent nuisance and poses a number of health and
safety issues for residents and the purported users of the
stadium. This stadium at this site is ill conceived and
Council's feasibility and other purported studies are not
transparent or truthful. I do not support this option.

Option 3 (like all options and indeed any stadium at these
premises) violates land owners rights to quiet enjoyment, no
permanent nuisance and poses a number of health and safety
issues for residents and the purported users of the stadium. This
stadium at this site is ill conceived and Council's feasibility and
other purported studies are not transparent or truthful. I do not
support this option.

Option 3a (l ke all options and indeed any stadium at
these premises) violates land owners rights to quiet
enjoyment, no permanent nuisance and poses a
number of health and safety issues for residents and
the purported users of the stadium. This stadium at
this site is ill conceived and Council's feasibility and
other purported studies are not transparent or truthful.
I do not support this option.

46370

OPTION ONE IS AN IRRESPONSIBLE PIECE OF SUPPOSED
PLANNING AND VIOLATION OF RESIDENTS RIGHTS. THIS IS
NOT APPROPRIATE FOR THIS SITE.

OPTION TWO IS AN IRRESPONSIBLE PIECE OF
OPTION 3 IS AN IRRESPONSIBLE PIECE OF SUPPOSED
SUPPOSED PLANNING AND VIOLATION OF
PLANNING AND VIOLATION OF RESIDENTS RIGHTS. THIS
RESIDENTS RIGHTS. THIS IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR THIS SITE.
THIS SITE.

OPTION 3A IS AN IRRESPONSIBLE PIECE OF
SUPPOSED PLANNING AND VIOLATION OF
RESIDENTS RIGHTS. THIS IS NOT APPROPRIATE
FOR THIS SITE.

ANY REASONABLE PERSON COULD SEE THAT A
STADIUM OF THE SCALE ENVISAGED IS
INAPPROPRIATE. THE SCOPE OF THE ORIGINAL PLAN
HAS ALREADY BEEN EXTENDED ONE HUNDRED FOLD.
NOT ON STONNINGTON COUNCIL- NOT ON!!!!!

46371

I prefer Option 1 at the Chadstone Road end of the site. As a
resident of
. I chose to live here as I overlook this
peaceful, tree-filled park. The noise and disruption to us from the
Chadstone Road entrance would be less. While position of the
tennis courts at the Quentin Road end of the site is less intrusive
and preferable to all other options.

46374

This is not my preferred option. relocation of existing infastructure
plus ugly frontage to chadstone rd. excessive traffic forced on
Chadstone Rd and users will fail to use potential parking on
Quentin Rd and Chadstone Shopping Centre. If stadium was
towards Quentin Rd users could take a short stroll to Chadstone
SC parking meaning minimal impact on existing scarce resources.
Surely, you can do a deal with Chadstone re parking plus sporting
mums can have coffee there.

Not preferred option.

Preferred option. Minimal impact of all concepts and traffic.
However, why would you not build underground parking at
Quentin Rd? does that not make sense and then potentially dig
through and link with Chadstone undergorund parking?????

Not preferred option.

Option 3 preferred if this stadium must be built here. Parking
should be underground at Quentin Rd entry point- potential
sharing of resources with Chadstone SC. Thanks and
regards,

46376

not enough car parking . 1400 cars per hour on chadstone road on
thursday 15/11/18. drop off is good . you dont need 7 tennis courts .
gsac has 3 courts why do you have 4 courts . at any one time there
will be 200 people trying to park . you dont have enough car parking .

84 extra car parks are not enough . What are the parents
going to do whilst they wait for sports to finish etc go to
chadstone which means parking in surrounding streets .
you need to get at least 300 car spots

This is a bad one as all the trees are being cut down . in fact
there are so many native birds behind the tennis court it will be
an absolute travesty if you cut down those trees . i have severe
reservations about the 24 hour liquor license in this example
from the bowels club which already creates a lot of noise for
local neighbours . also alcohol in close proximity to netball
associations which are 'dry' sets a bad example .

Its great the playground is retained .
still not enough parking you need 300 guys
parents from prahran wont take public transport and
they dont car pool . wheres your traffic report .dont
include dandenong road stats to inflate the vehicle
numbers .
i think this option has separate social areas for each
club . the bowels club and alcohol should not be
associated with dry netball

Wheres the traffic report ? Are you targetting netball
memebers from Oakleigh . I thought this was for prahran
.What are you going to do about the parents who parek in the
surrounding streets . Wheres the tarffic study . Are you steam
rolling the residents . The answer is yes . if you are going to
destroy my amenity halve all our rates as compensation for
not being able to get out of my driveway or parking on only
one side of the street
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46378

This is the best option for the majority of residents. Whatever the
preferred option, community groups get the same - 4 courts and
social facilities. Entry and exit is on Chadstone Road (as it is for all
options). This option is less likely to cause added traffic congestion
on Quentin Road and surrounds. The building height at the same
level accommodated with existing developments - 3 storeys.x

The second preferred option. Very similar to the first
option. Moves the stadium to the centre of the precinct.
Bowls moved to another position. Still access to and from
Chadstone Road. Less likely to significantly increase traffic
on Quentin Road. All feeder roads will be impacted.

Least preferred option. Significant reduction in trees and wildlife
at the northern end - not good. Closer proximity of the tennis
courts to Quentin Road - not good. Access to stadium through
pathways will bring more traffic to the heavily congested Quentin
Road at both ends. The existing sport and Chadstone traffic and
weekday school and weekend traffic at the other end.

Third preferred option. My question is - why are there
seven tennis courts in the new development? The
residents on Quentin Road know that it is very rare
that these courts are at full capacity. Don't rely on
sports clubs and traffic researchers to provide
feedback. Ask the residents who are there 24/7. Why
should the residents compromise when the sporting
facilities are not prepared to do so?

My may concern is the added traffic congestion that this
development will bring to the area in which I live. As it is, I
already face delays as I turn left from
into
Waverley Road every morning
.
We face congestion along Waverley and Malvern Roads
every day. Added to the frustration are the bike lanes that
nobody uses. Not to mention the residential developments
who block traffic. I just want to get my girls to school on time
... why do you make it so difficult? Bring on the next council
elections.

46379

Don't l ke building on Chadstone Road.
Traffic!!!!
Make sure maximum parking is included.
Don't l ke the whole concept.

Definitely do not like the splitting of the bowling and tennis
clubs.
Traffic!!!!
Maximum parking.

This and 3A are my preference.
Less impact on surrounds, plans look pleasing.
Traffic!!!! and maximum parking again.

This is my preference with 3, not 2.
As per comments about option 3.

Lack of consultation with residents, especially in the
beginning. Very important to monitor traffic during December,
as parking etc is VERY congested with cars on nature strips
and over driveways etc.
Traffic!!!! Also very important for bowling and tennis clubs to
have their FULL function room.

46380

I don't like the new building being visible on Chadstone Road.
Would need maximum provision of parking.
I am very concerned about increased traffic on Chadstone Road.

Better than option 1.
However, I don't like the new building separating the bowls
and tennis clubs.
Please supply maximum parking.
I'm concernred about increased traffic on Chadstone Road.

Better than options 1&2.
However, I prefer the amended version - option 3A.
Same parking and traffic comments as option 1&2, ie:
Maximise parking
Minimise traffic and congestion on Chadstone Road please.

Option 3a is my preferred option.
I like:
a) the placement of amenities in the landscape
b) minimal impact on surrounding areas
c) visually pleasing design.

1) I was very unhappy with lack of transperancy in this
process prior to the so-called 'update' we received in February
2017. 2) I want a thorough traffic assessment done taking into
account the as yet to be felt full impact of the Chadstone
expansion, the new childcare centre and the removed Poath
Rd railway crossing. Chadstone already has heavy traffic on
weekends and other times, with limited capacity as a two lane
road. 3) Definite need to supply maximum parking on-site (ie
two underground levels included) to minimise impact on
Chadstone and side roads. 4) Definitely do not want buildings
vis ble on Chadstone Road. 5) I am pleased that we do not
seem to be losing green space.

Please:
1) provide maximum parking
2) minimise traffic increase on Chadstone Road

46381

PREFERRED OPTION = 1
Won't allow enough car parking
Option 1 is our preferred option as it focuses the stadium towards
the Chadstone Rd end and has least impact to the sensitive areas
where trees, birds and animals currently live.
Strongly encourage the second level underground carpark to be
included. As a resident, I've seen the traffic and parking
requirements increase significantly since the re-opening of
Chadstone's new area. This will only make the problem worse.
Very concerned about site's flow of traffic, particularity those cars
racing down Midlothian Street to get onto the freeway which many
of the users of the stadium will do (to return to Prahran and
surrounding areas).
We have two small children and its already very dangerous when
we use the streets to wa k to the park, trying to access the bike
paths, getting in/out of our car. PLEASE consider traffic
management and safety precautions in this area, especially the full
length of Midlothian Street. Thank you

46383

46384

Largest loss of trees and impact to fauna and residents. Please
don't go ahead with this option

Too close to residents. Please don't go ahead with this OPTION 1 = preferred option
option

This is my preferred option and caters to most of the issues I
was concerned with.

Option 1 = preferred option
Want second level underground parking. Site traffic flow safety
needed on Midlothian St due to access bility to freeway entrance

2nd preferred option

Least preferred option. Please don't go ahead with this one
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Too close to residents. Will drive traffic to local streets. OPTION 1 = preferred option
Please don't go ahead with this one

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46437

Who allegedly represents the residents doesn’t No view.
support the residents. I have a document which at the heart of it
tells residents to vote for Option 1. I DO NOT WANT OPTION 1 for
the absolute absurdity that it is- a total disaster for Chadstone Rd,
residents, road users and pedestrians. This is a 7-12midnight
operation every day. Why would someone representing the
residents want to throw one road under the bus
The council bears responsibility for the damage this
project delivers and that damage needs to be evenly spread to all
surrounding roads. Killing Chadstone Rd which is already stuffed is
NOT an option. It is not a dumping ground for
developments
and greedy selFish individuals or groups.

46438

I submit that this is not a suitable plan for the stadium to be built.

I submit that this is not a suitable plan for the stadium to be I think this is the best option for the stadium to be built because
built.
resources and amenities span the entire park with no one area
causing a bottleneck or concentrating traffic whether foot or
vehicle in one spot.

I submit that this is not a suitable plan for the stadium
to be built.

I history think this is the wrong location and residents are all
fighting, this is not community spirit, we all silently fight each
other not wantin the stadium on “our side.” If you could
reconsider it would be greatly appreciated.

46439

Shame to loose parking next to playground.

No provision for parking near play ground.

Terr ble Idea!

Only concern is whether the new building will provide
too much shade on the oval during winter.

Biggest concern is traffic on Chadstone Road. On weekends find it
hard to get onto Chadstone Road from side streets, often only
chance is when the pedestrian crossing is activated

Biggest concern is traffic on Chadstone Road. On
weekends find it hard to get onto Chadstone Road from
side streets, often only chance is when the pedestrian
crossing is activated

The remove of footpath on Quesntin Road a major problem. This
is a popular route for getting to the park, Chadstone Shopping
Biggest concern is traffic on Chadstone Road. On
Centre and for many children a way to school.
weekends find it hard to get onto Chadstone Road
from side streets, often only chance is when the
Biggest concern is traffic on Chadstone Road. On weekends find pedestrian crossing is activated
it hard to get onto Chadstone Road from side streets, often only
chance is when the pedestrian crossing is activated

Biggest concern is traffic on Chadstone Road. On weekends
find it hard to get onto Chadstone Road from side streets,
often only chance is when the pedestrian crossing is
activated.
Appear happy for people to drive from Prahran to Malvern
East to a sports stadium that no-one in the area wants yet
provide little support for people to drive their children to a
playground. Need to provide support for parents taking
children to play grounds.
There appears to be no area for large buses to park, Please
do not let them park on Chadstone Road.

46443

Traffic Impact on Chaddy Rd is not acceptable- visual bulk is most
imposing under this option. Not acceptable.

Not very supportive of this option. Better than 1 but not
preferred. Option 3is preferred followed by 3a.

I support this proposal- 3. I support a public garden and better
Not supportive as buildings should not be closer to
spread of facilities and car parking options. Least intrusive
Chadstone Rd. Why was a 3a developed? In the
option. Surprised why other options are even needed, no brainer. interests of residents who make noise as opposed to
those trodden on and forgotten- Chaddy Rd and
others. Car parking MUST be avail as per Option 3
and not removed. we were not given the choice to
remove all parking from Chaddy Rd, Quentin Rd
should not be afforded that luxury either. Parking
needs to be made abaible at both ends.

46446

This is not an option that should be considered because of adverse Insufficient car parking at Quentin Rd is not convenient for Best option good and provides users with access to car parking
impact to Chadstone Rd residents, traffic and right to quiet
users and creates bottlenecks
facilities at all ends of stadium minimising impact on roadsenjoyment.
although not sure how you minimise a 2000% + increasemin
traffic.

Failure to provide adequate parking at Quentin Rd is
not acceptable and will result in illegal parking anyway.
Parking at this section of the project needs to be
catered for. 3a is just full of ???? And I question the
itner3dts of alleged community representativesparticularly the one representing residents....

46447

Negative is on eastern boundary its reduced by a tennis court .
Why so many tennis courts . sportspeople before residents .not
enough parking as second level car park is smaller size .all social
spaces being segregated is good . everyone needs their own space

social users split is a good idea . competing sports
yes wheres the traffic report ? how can you make a decision
should have their own spaces . its better for each sport without all the facts ?
. no landscaping on chadstone road . If you are going
to ram this down residents throats and i mean ram it
this is my preferred option .
looking forward to the >200 cars trying to park at any
one time. Wheres your traffic report ? How can you
make any decisions without seeing how bad the traffic
is .

the bulk of stadium impacts residents in this option .
Theres a car park on quentin street bad for the quentin
residents . car park cannot be increased any further where
are all these people going to park , overflow parking on all
surrounding streets .

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

PREFFERED OPTION because this causes the least disruption Second preferred option after O3.
to the community as a whole. We all bear the brunt in some way.
This is the least destructive option.

the bulk of this option which is the worst of all the options is
impacting the most number of residents . eg quentin road .Too
many trees lost , wheres the greenies on this . We are trying to
have more trees not less . theres a good bird population at that
end . car parking must be increased significantly its not enough
and will impact our surrunding street amenity . you want to build
this put more parking .This plan has the largest mass of all the
plans whyyyyyyyyy ?This impacts abbotsford and quentin road
residents
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Other feedback
Option 1must be removed as a feasible option. An
overburdened carriageway cannot be totally destroyed
because of pressure applied by alleged representatives of the
neighbourhood nor can council endorse an option which
places all pressure on one road.

Council needs to stop being bullied by groups and start
thinking with their logical brains as representatives of the
community. You want a stadium here then fix the problems
we all have not just one or two vocal groups.

Parking and traffic must be managed and provided for at all
access points- that means onsite parking and adequate
supplies of it at Quentin Rd and Chadstone Rd underground.
May I ask why is a basement park not appropriate for Quentin
Rd and potentially joining Chadstone Shopping Centre?
Would this not make sense- two in demand amenities sharing
facilities to soften impact on residents???

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46449

It is very good to see this proposal finally get some traction.
The imbalance between sporting facilities for our boys and
girls in Stonnington is disgraceful, and a poor reflection on
successive councils. A single netball court in the entire
borough for our girls, versus 25+ football ovals. All options
appear to include upgrades to other club facilities and appear
sensitive to residents needs, which is commendable. No-one
loses out, but I have no doubt the usual mob of NIMBY's
coupled with (frankly selfish) clubs happy with their currently
exclusive use of council land will complain vociferously. I
urge council to do the right thing and not bow to these vested
interests. This is an investment in healthy living for our young
girls and boys that will stand the test of time.

46451

I would like to thank Council and the stakeholder group for
putting together four options that take into consideration the
needs of many sporting and club users in the East Ward and,
importantly, focus on the inclusion and health and well being
of many members in our community. As an East Ward
family, and members of several local community sporting
clubs and associations, we believe all four options present
good options from a park and sport user perspective and we
love the integration of many clubs in one space. This
development is a great investment for the future of our
community and importantly addresses the current imbalance
in sporting facilities for two of the most played team sports in
Stonnington being netball and basketball. The health and well
being of our residents of all ages is paramount. Well done on
creating an inclusive and well thought out designs for all
community members.

46453

The stadium would be dominant and obtrusive with the majority of
the building being visible above ground. The proposed large shelter
and BBQ in the south-west corner of the park is likely to attract antisocial behaviour given its isolated location and poor passive
surveillance. It is remote from other park facilities.

The tennis courts are distant from the social spaces and
amenities. The proposed large shelter and BBQ in the
south-west corner of the park is likely to attract anti-social
behaviour given its isolated location and poor passive
surveillance. It is remote from other park facilities. The
south-west corner of the park is not an appropriate location
for the proposed new local playspace given its isolated
location and poor passive surveillance. The playspace
should be located where it is better integrated with other
park facilities. The hit up wall existing in this location
should be retained.

This option uses the slope of the land to advantage to reduce the
building bulk. The proposed sporting facilities are integrated well.
The proposed large shelter and BBQ in the south-west corner of
the park is likely to attract anti-social behaviour given its isolated
location and poor passive surveillance. It is remote from other
park facilities.
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This option uses the slope of the land to advantage to
reduce the building bulk, while also reducing the
impact on Quentin Road compared to option 3. The
proposed sporting facilities are integrated well. The
proposed large shelter and BBQ in the south-west
corner of the park is likely to attract anti-social
behaviour given its isolated location and poor passive
surveillance. It is remote from other park facilities.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

46454

This is my second preferred option.
The courts are well located at Chadstone Road for vehicular traffic
access and there is a definite separation of ingress and egress
traffic. The basement carpark should have separate ingress and
egress to ease traffic flow. The number of spaces is inadequate
and the carpark should be extended under the bowling greens to
increase the number of cars and to provide direct access to the
lacrosse/cricket and tennis areas. There is no provision for
maintenance vehicle access, goods delivery, rubbish removal or
buses.
The height and bulk of the court over the carpark will impact the
residences immediately to the north, and will overshadow the
bowling greens during their playing times.
The roof terrace at least provides the opportunity for some northern
viewing over the main oval but it looks as though it is more of a
garden than a spectator area.
The cricket nets are poorly located. They will be an eyesore and
disturb the natural batter and viewing over the oval. Excavating into
the batter will necessitate retaining walls. In the past Council was
vehemently opposed to both disturbing the batter and creating
retaining walls. Why is it now satisfactory? The cricket nets should
be located near the existing practice wall as was shown on one of
the earlier designs.

1st preferred option but with qualifications: Access from
Chadstone Rd good & definite separation of ingress/egress
traffic but additional parking on Quentin should be
eliminated, it will encourage ppl not to use main carpark &
increase traffic in Quentin. It is unclear on dwg but
basement carpark should have separate ingress/egress to
ease traffic flow. The no. of spaces is inadequate & carpark
should be extended under courts to increase no. & provide
direct access to lacrosse/cricket & tennis areas. There is
no provision for maintenance vehicle access, goods
delivery, rubbish removal or buses. Locale of courts will
allow for some digging to reduce height above grade level.
It will have some impact on Abbotsford residences but
could be ameliorated. Limited opportunity for spectators to
view main oval. Part of area directly looks over tennis
courts & balance of roof terrace views area between ovals.
This area should be redesigned. Cricket nets are poorly
located. They'll be an eyesore & disturb the natural batter &
viewing over oval. Excavating into batter will necessitate
retaining walls. In past Council was vehemently opposed to
disturbing batter & creating retaining walls. Why now
satisfactory? Cricket nets should be near existing practice
wall shown in earlier designs. Quentin carpark could be
used for a Playspace.Improve design by placing
lacrosse/cricket change rooms to east of courts but at
lower level. Decrease north-south dimension of current
change area by ~10m's & allow netball courts to move
further south by same distance lessening impact on
abbotsford residences. Lacrosse/cricket social room could
be at upper level providing good viewing over main oval. I
believe with this variation it could be optimum solution.

This is my least or fourth preferred option.
Access to the site from Chadstone Road is good and there is a
definite separation of ingress and egress traffic.
The separate ingress and egress traffic to the carpark is also
good. Whilst the carpark is extended under the bowling greens
and related amenities but the number of car spaces is
inadequate. The car parking on Quentin Road is dangerous in
that users need to reverse directly onto Quentin Road.
Because the netball courts are located close to Quentin Road,
and there is some car parking in Quentin Road, Quentin Road
will become the default drop-off zone for netballers. The traffic in
Quentin Road will increase significantly and this is exactly what
residents don't want. For these reasons the Quentin Road car
park should be eliminated.
There is no provision for maintenance vehicle access, goods
delivery, rubbish removal or buses.
The bulk of the netball courts will have a significant impact on
Quentin Road residents.
There is no direct connection between the lacrosse/cricket
change and social rooms to the main oval. This is a premium
oval but without any ability to view the games.
The cricket nets are poorly located. They will be an eyesore and
disturb the natural batter and viewing over the oval. Excavating
into the batter will necessitate retaining walls. In the past
Council was vehemently opposed to both disturbing the batter
and creating retaining walls. Why is it now satisfactory? The
cricket nets should be located near the existing practice wall as
was shown on one of the earlier designs.

This is my third preferred option.
Access to the site from Chadstone Road is good and
there is a definite separation of ingress and egress
traffic.
The separate ingress and egress traffic to the carpark
is also good. Whilst the carpark is extended under the
bowling greens and related amenities but the number
of car spaces is inadequate.
Because the netball courts are located close to
Quentin Road, Quentin Road will become the default
drop-off zone for netballers. The traffic in Quentin
Road will increase significantly and this is exactly what
residents don't want.
There is no provision for maintenance vehicle access,
goods delivery, rubbish removal or buses.
The bulk of the netball courts will have a significant
impact on Quentin Road residents.
There is no direct connection between the
lacrosse/cricket change and social rooms to the main
oval. This is a premium oval but without any ability to
view the games.
The cricket nets are poorly located. They will be an
eyesore and disturb the natural batter and viewing over
the oval. Excavating into the batter will necessitate
retaining walls. In the past Council was vehemently
opposed to both disturbing the batter and creating
retaining walls. Why is it now satisfactory? The
cricket nets should be located near the existing
practice wall as was shown on one of the earlier
designs.

Other feedback

Good work. I am not precious about which option. I’m just
pleased council is doing something for girls sport at last. I
have three daugthers!

46456

46457
Thank you to Council and the Stakeholder group for
developing options and proceeding with the planning and
development of this much needed four-court multi-purpose
recreation facility & sporting precinct upgrade. We are happy
with any design which works for Council and the local
residents. Please note that our family is resident in East Ward
and we have three school aged children playing sport locally.
Our daughters play netball each week and currently have
extremely limited facilities in Stonnington. Our training facility
is a school and has no netball court. Games are played at
rented private schools outside Stonnington.
It's great to see that all plans include an upgrade to many
other clubs and sporting groups in the area - an inclusive
development for sporting and club users of all ages.
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46459

I love how it facilitates a range of sporting activities including bowls,
basketball, netball, tennis, cricket and lacrosse as this promotes
physical activity for ALL members of the community as well as an
inclusive environment

As a keen netball player, I currently play on
nights The roof terrace will provide great social benefits as well as the
at
- sometimes as late at 9pm - and do not return physical benefits of this plan
home until 10pm. This is due to the limited number of
courts that are available to me and hundreds of others who
play in Stonnington... only two courts!! So this initiative to
build extra courts to play on will be so incredibly beneficial
for the promotion of physical activity in young girls like me.
Thank you Council!

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

Thanks you Council for pushing forward with the plans I want to thank the council for planning how to make this new
to build more netball and basketball courts!! It would
space an inclusive one that will support many different types
be so nice to play netball in such an inclusive
of sport including netball and basketball!
environment that supports all types of sport as well

46460

A new stadium is a look to the future for our community and
important to allow all of us the opportunity to live and play
together, to maintain and to develop fitness and health.

46461

Preferred option, although it would be better if the stadium was not
built at all. Will impact less people than the other options. Likely to
keep the traffic on Chadstone Road.

46466

Building is very bulky.
Not nearly enough off street parking.
One entry point from a narrow feeder road (Chadstone Road) is a
recipe for absolute traffic chaos. The intersection at Waverley &
Chadstone Roads will be horrendous.

Second preferred option. Keeps the footprint in the middle
of the site.

The is my least favoured option. Too many trees will be lost.
Tennis courts will be too close yo Quentin Road. Pedestrian
access form Quentin Road will significantly increase traffic.

Not desirable. Will significantly increase traffic on
Quentin Road which is already busy.

Why do the sporting facilities get to keep what they already
have and its the residents who have to make the sacrifice?
Why not have 5 tennis courts instead of 7 and less bowling
greens. Has anyone done a study on the usage of these
facilities? This stadium is going to have a significant impact of
the residents living in this area. We are going to have to put
up with it everyday.The sporting facility users will only be
there occasionally and will get to back to their quiet little
neighbourhoods. We should all be making sacrifices. Don't
just give the sporting clubs everything they want, especially
when there is minimal usage.

Angle parking on Quentin Road will cause massive traffic
issues. This is a narrow street and the constant reversing
of vehicles into the line of traffic will be a recipe for multiple
car accidents.
Drop off zone on Chadstone Road is going to impact the
entry/exit points for the carpark. The tailback of cars onto
Chadstone Road will be massive. And that will have an
impact on through traffic in Waverley Road.

Parking on Quentin Road is going to cause massive traffic
issues with cars reversing into a steady stream of traffic on an
already narrow road. Will all parking be banned on Quentin
Road. Unless it is, there will be ongoing issues with congestion.
No parking would disadvantage those that live in the street.
The building is very big and bulky.
Double the amount of off street car parking would be required to
keep overflow parking off side streets.

Still not enough car parking. Needs about 300 off
street places to accommodate all the players for the
current matches and the following ones. And then add
all the shoppers who can’t get parking at Chadstone
Shopping Centre who will park their cars for the day
meaning not enough spaces for sporting
visitors.....leading to overflow parking in all the small
side streets.
Same issue as with all other options of entry/exit point
to the car park on Chadstone Road will cause massive
traffic jams with a drop off point in front of the car park
entry/exit.

This whole development is totally overdone. It is not
necessary to have this many facilities catered for in one small
residential zone. The netball courts were asked for by Prahran
Netball Association. The more appropriate site for this
stadium is where PNA currently plays. Develop the site in
Prahran. This small residential block is already home to a
skate park, primary school, library, child care and kinder,
tennis club, bowls, cricket, lacrosse and Chadstone Shopping
Centre. By expanding this sporting precenct as planned, the
residents will not be able to park in their own streets or be free
of the constant traffic movements associated with a large
facility. As the shopping centre constantly expands we are
finding more cars parking in our streets because the centre is
not catering for them, add this stadium and upgrades to that
traffic issue and residents are totally
Stonnington
Council you need to listen to what residents are saying. This
is not an appropriate building for this area.

46469
46470

Building is very bulky.
Not nearly enough off street car parking.
One small feeder road (Chadstone Road) is going to have to cope
with all traffic generated by this facility. One entry/exit point means
absolute traffic chaos. Waverley Road intersection will never clear
between sets of lights.

46472

46473

Thank you council for working on this. Both my daughters play
netball & one game we have to drive all the way to the waverly
netball grounds - so far on a busy saturday!

strongly opposes this
Plan as quentinroad is narrow and can not cope with traffic at the
moment
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46474

Greatly looking forward to finally having netball facilities in
Stonnington. I grew up in the area and now 30+ years later I
still find myself driving out to Ashwood for my daughter to play
netball. This investment in sporting facilities for the
community (and women / girls in particular) is LONG overdue.

46478

As an East Ward family it is pleasing to see progress on this
much needed four court multipurpose recreation facility and
sporting precinct upgrade. There is a great need for adequate
sport and recreation facilities for people of all ages, interests
and abilities, particularly for young people. All options will
greatly benefit the health and well being of the Stonnington
Community.

46481

This is not a responsible option to implement.

This is not a responsible or sensible option to implement.

The only fair and reasonable option to implement from an
objective viewpoint.

46485

I do not vote for this option for it is the bu kiest and most intrusive to I do not vote for this option.
the general community.

46486

Good option keeping major traffic off side streets.
Will you have traffic lights in the Chadstone road exit and will you
task Vic roads and state government to widen Chadstone road?

46487

Best option for the stadium, traffic flow goes into and out of
Next best option after option one
Chadstone road,leaves the small narrow neighborhood streets free

46488

Visually unattractive and lacks viewing access to sports grounds

Do not like the tennis courts being close to Quentin Road
necessitating the removal of the playgound.

46489

Good option, makes good use of entrance,exit and appearence of
building

Not as good as option one, but satisfactory use of facilities Ridiculous option, too far back from Chadstone road, pushing
traffic onto Quentin road.

Second best option.

I am an owner occupier on
and cannot
comprehend how any option other than 3 could be
implemented from a completly objective viewpoint.

I vote for thi option as it is the absolutely least intrusive and least I vote for this option only after 3 but I do not like it for
impact to the community.
there is the removal of the indoor court from option 3
and onsite car parking removed. I think the playground
should be moved from current location as it only
benefits those who live close to it and would not be
supported by car parking for visitors.

This is a big concern on how little the amount of car
parking is which will add to street congestion and will in
turn endanger people who live and wa k to parklands in the
area

Where is the car parking?

Lack of car parking and a seemingly disregard of future traffic
management problems to an already weekend congested
area is a big concern and will play a part in the next time I
vote

Terr ble option.Pushes traffic into neighborhood streets and
increases gridlock

As for option three, very bad option

Option one is the best.

New stadium is too close to Quentin Road and visually
unattractive. The extra parking bays are unnecessary as they
would increase traffic in Quentin Road.

This option is my preferred one as it retains the
playground in its existing location, the parking off
Quentin Road has been removed and the visual bulk
of the indoor stadium has been reduced. Also I am
pleased that all the options have retained the EastWest pathway on the North side of the park as it is in
constant use.

The sporting facilities in Percy Treyvaud Park need updating
but I still do not believe we need the inclusion of a
netball/basketball stadium in our park. The four we have,
Lacrosse, Cricket, Bowls and Tennis are sufficient. However,
the decision has been made and to me Option 3A seems to
be the most suitable.

As for option three, both option threes are the worst
options,suiting only the liquor licence holders at the
bowling club

OPTION ONE IS THE ONLY ONE THAT MAKES FULL USE
OF THE FACILITIES AS WELL AS NOT DESTROYING THE
NEIGHBORHOOD.
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46492

Option 1 has the least impact on the most amount of residents.
All other options encourage traffic into residential streets.
Council said the stadium was going to be built on the site of the
bowls club.
The Social Impact study was done on the stadium being built on the
site of the bowls club.
Either Council puts the stadium on the bowls club site or commits
to doing another Social Impact Study.
I note one of the project principles was to 'be sensitive to the local
community' - of the four options Option 1 is the most sensitive to
the local community.
How many trees will be lost?
Not enough onsite car parking

This Option puts the tennis courts to close to residents in
Quentin Road.
It's location means it will dominate the park
How many trees will be lost?
It divides the tennis courts and bowls green.
No enough onsite car parking

Number 3 should never have been put forward as an Option at
all.
Siting the indoor stadium at the residential end of the park will
encourage stadium users to traverse the local streets to get to
the nearest point of entry.
It does not retain the current northern landscape buffer coming
7mts closer to the boundary fences of Abbotsford Ave.
This will mean the tennis courts, complete with lights at night, will
be just 15mts from the boundary fences and as most pbedrooms
are at the back of these properties the impact on their night
amenity will be huge.
The existing pedestrian pathway will be a narrow 'alley-like' path.
How many trees will be lost?
This Option focuses on the needs of the sporting users and
disregards the residents needs completely.
This option does not adhere to the project principles of 'be
sensitive to the local community' or 'Balance Different Needs'.
It appears that it decreases public open space the most.
Not enough onsite car parking

Option 3a should never have been an option.
Siting the indoor stadium at the residential end of the
park will encourage stadium users to traverse the local
streets to get to the nearest point of entry.
Visual bulk of stadium at residential end.
How many trees will be lost?
This Option focuses on the needs of the sporting users
and disregards the residents needs completely.
This option does not adhere to the project principles of
'be sensitive to the local community' or 'Balance
Different Needs'.
Has to many areas that will become safety concerns
(the hidden area between the tennis courts and
stadium).
Not enough onsite car parking

It appears that residents are secondary in the site options for
the park.
Even your 'Consult update Oct 2018) talks about the options
being developed for the sport and casual users of the park.
Not once was the word resident used. All options fail to
adequately provide parking and traffic solutions. Less that 90
additional onsite carparks for stadium users is farcical. No
information regarding how many trees would be lost for each
option means that residents are completing this survey 'blind'.
I am also offended that anyone in Stonnington (or outside of
Stonnington) is being encouraged to complete this survey
when no option will impact on them. The stadium will be
operating 7 days a week until late at night which means local
residents will be putting up with all the problems the stadium
will bring 7 days a week until late at night. The local residents
are being forced to compromise their amenity, their right to
peaceful enjoyment of their homes and neighbourhood and to
foot the outrageous bill of $40million!

46493

46496

As a resident of East Ward and a coach to an
, I would l ke to thank the council for proceeding with a
stadium that will support a range of sports and activities for
the Stonnington area. This stadium is so very important, as
team sports play a key role in social interaction, camaraderie,
life-long friendships, as well as aiding to combat the obesity
crisis, evident in so many children in this current era. As noted
above, I am a
who all thoroughly enjoy the sport. It is one of my aims as
their coach to have them continue as a team throughout their
primary school years, into their secondary education and
young adulthood. This stadium brings this aim of mine closer
to achievement, as it will become a social space where all
players can bond, learn and grow, while keeping activity levels
high. Of course, the stadium is not limited to children or young
adults, as it can also become a place where adults also
compete in social competition. Imagine...a mothers' group,
with their young babies in prams alongside the court playing
basketball or netball together. Each of the options on previous
pages are highly suitable and I don't really have a preference.
Thank you and keep up the good work with the sports
stadium.

Our families preference is to not develop Percy at all. We love the
park as it is.

No thanks. We do not want our park developed at all.

No thanks. This puts the stadium right in the middle of our
neighborhood. We do not want our park developed for this
purpose.
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We already have horrendous traffic issues in what used to be
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in
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46499

NOT SUPPORTIVE OF THIS PREFERENCE. THIS CANNOT BE
VIEWED AND CONSIDERED THE BEST OPTION FOR THE
MUNICIPALITY AS A WHOLE. IT DOES NOT DELIVER TO THE
NEEDS OF THE COMMUNITY OR USERS AS IT CREATES
CONGESTION ALL AT ONE POINT MAKING IT NOT
ACCESSIBLE OR NOT EASILY ACCESSIBLE FRUSTRATING
USERS AND RESIDENTS ALIKE. TOO BULKY TOO.
CONCENTRATING EVERYTHING IN ONE AREA IS
UNEQUIVOCALLY THE WRONG OUTCOME.

MORE EQUITABLE THAN OPTION 1 BUT THERE ARE
BETTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE AS PER THE
SUPPORTING CONSULTATION MATERIALS AND MY
RESPONSES IN MY SURVEY SUBMISSION HEREIN.

THE BEST OF THE OPTIONS PRESENTED FOR USERS AND
RESIDENTS AS THERE IS AN EVEN SPREAD OF AMENITIES
ACROSS THE SITE AND SUITABLE PARKING AT ALL ENDS
OF THE PRECINCT. LEAST VISUALLY IMPACT OPTION. WIN
FOR ALL.

NOT REALLY A SUSTAINABLE OPTION
ESPECIALLY FOR USERS AS THERE IS NO
PARKING CLOSE TO FACILITIES FORCING
PEOPLE TO PARK IN THE WRONG AREAS AND BE
INCONVENIENCED. DESIGNATED PARKING MUST
BE AVAILABLE BOTH AT QUENTIN & CHADSTONE
RDS AND AMENITIES SHOULD BE EVENLY
SPREAD SO THIS CAN ACCOMMODATE THE
TRAFFIC LOAD AND THE AMOUNT OF USERS
WHO WILL BE HERE AT ANY ONE TIME.
FURTHER, BY SPREADING THE AMENITIES AND
PROVIDING PARKING AROUND THE PRECINCT AS
OPPOSED TO HOARDING IT ALL INTO ONE AREA
MEANS LESS DISTURBANCE AND ISSUES FOR
RESIDENTS AND USERS. ON THIS BASIS ONLY 3
IS A GOOD OPTION.

DESIGNATED PARKING MUST BE AVAILABLE BOTH AT
QUENTIN & CHADSTONE RDS AND AMENITIES SHOULD
BE EVENLY SPREAD SO THIS CAN ACCOMMODATE THE
TRAFFIC LOAD AND THE AMOUNT OF USERS WHO WILL
BE HERE AT ANY ONE TIME. FURTHER, BY SPREADING
THE AMENITIES AND PROVIDING PARKING AROUND
THE PRECINCT AS OPPOSED TO HOARDING IT ALL INTO
ONE AREA MEANS LESS DISTURBANCE AND ISSUES
FOR RESIDENTS AND USERS.

46500

I donnot like this option as it will not help me ferry my kids in and
This would seem to be the logical option but in reality its
out of the stadium in a timely or calm manner. If I need to come this not.
far for my kids to play sport I dont want to be stuck in foot or road
traffic to enter and exit a stadium. As there will be multiple games/
sports/ events at any one time and given competing events/
complexes in the immediate vicinity the stadium needs a proper
entry and exit strategy as well as traffic manangement strategy.
This option fails to provide for this.

option 3 is the best outcome. I can choose where to park based
on how long and where my kids are playing their various sportsboth indoor and outdoor and i can access chadstone shopping
centre if need be or during peak times without making them late.

Failure to provide for parking at Quentin rd is not
acceptable so this option should not be considered in
my view. My
wants to visit the
playground whilst my older kids play their matches
cannot be done if I have to walk him across the park
because there isnt parking close to Quentin Rd. You
should think about how people may use and move
across the park/ stadium.

46501

No! Far too intrusive and the option that will have the most
No view but not my recommended option.
significant negative impact for all involved. Parking limited to one
point on a road already plagued with problems during peak hour on
any given day and Sat mornings, majority of stadium is visible and
incompatible with keeping the look and feel of greenery and
openness of park. Will stick out l ke a sore thumb and craete
problems that can be avoided under Option 3 in this stadium
proposal package.

Ideal option for being the least intrusive on the landscape and
community. Roof garden, low visibility of actual stadium itself
and parking servicing the entire precinct should be the only
option.

Better than 1 but removal of car park at Quentin Rd
means this stadium will have a major service failure
and create issues that can easily be avoided by
actually having parking there. Dont understand why
residents dont get this????!!!!!!

46502

Traffic will be very difficult and will impact on local houses
considerably. There is difficulty parking for the neighbourhood
house and the library with schools and facilities for younger children
also in the area. I hope this has been taken into account.

46508

Not a supporter of this option due to unmanageability of issues that Not a supporter of this option as fails to deliver best
would be caused by concentrating resources at Chadstone Road
outcome for all stakeholders

Support this option as best case outcome for all stakeholders

Not a supporter of this option but would be second
best option. Reason for it being second choice is
because of removal of car park at Quentin Road

46510

All four options present a great opportunity for investment in the
health of our community and particularly for the many children and
adults who participate in netball and basketball each week who
currently have extremely limited facilities in Stonnington. Or, we are
family who plays netball etc
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46511

It's great to see some progress on this development. I have 2
daughters playing
and I
know from experience that the facilities we've been exposed
to are sub-standard. Only one full-sized netball court in the
whole of Stonnington is not good enough. I also live in the
East Ward and I was a little annoyed that when I attended the
council meeting when the decision was made, all 3 East Ward
councillors voted against the proposal - even when it was well
known that the bowlers were also being looked after. Young
women should be encouraged to play sport and I'm hoping
both my daughters will still be regular players once the
facilities are up and running. So, any of the options are okay
with me - just get the job done!

46516

It took me four minutes yes that is FOUR 4 minutes to turn into my No comment
driveway
on a normal
Thursday night at 9:04pm! No traffic counters. No one from
Stonnington cojncil is ever here to see the deluge! Are you joking
me? Do u need me to explain why this option and this stadium are
completely ridiculous?????

The only reasonable but still ridiculous proposal. Banking traffic
on notorious Chadstone Rd especially at the Waverley Rd
intersection is insanity. This is the only option that may tone
down the insanity that awaits.

46517

Thank you for taking the time to take feedback Council.
I submit that Option 1 is not favourable to the community as a
whole. It is the least favourable for the community as a whole. It is
the ugliest option, least sustainable, least environmentally friendly,
least opportunities for sporting facilities, not functional, takes too
much away from the bowling club who so desperately depend on
their current space, causes the most traffic and congestion issues.
It fails to address the needs of the community and offers the least
attaractive configuration for the safety and well-being of the
community.

The best design and functional sensitive to ALL residents
Not sensitive to the community as a whole, doesn’t
residents and users by providing amenities and car park from
best balance our needs and failure to provide parking
both access areas. I agree with council’s comments and
is not advisable.
assessment on page 23 of the materials although still see the
basement car park at Chadstone Rd as an issue. However if
there is no room to change the location of the unegrounf car park
then this by far is the best option.
Further this option allows users potentially access to shopping
centre, Pheonix Park and primary school car parking minimising
traffic and overloading of cars.

Nor here nor there overall but lack of parking at both ends
of the area is not acceptable, sensible or feas ble and
therefore fails to meet the needs of the community inc
users. It is the least functional as a result and should not
be considered.

No comment

46520

46521

Other feedback

Traffic entry and exit via any car park on Chadstone Rd is
asking for carnage. The way people drive to beat lights or
simply because of the dip in the road will get someone
seriously injured. This road is not suitable to bear a 2500%
increased load.

Report provides in bold print that “the parkland is like an oasis
away from the business of life”.please be aware that the
stadium at this location flies in the face of this statement.

Nobody I speak to who lives in Stonnington want a new
stadium. I propose another option...CANCEL THE WHOLE
THING.
Opposed to all options. Any development will further undermine
neighbourhood amenity already severely compromised by ever
expanding Chadstone.

Opposed to all options. Any development will further
undermine neighbourhood amenity already severely
compromised by ever expanding Chadstone.

Opposed to all options. Any development will further undermine
neighbourhood amenity already severely compromised by ever
expanding Chadstone.

Opposed to all options. Any development will further
undermine neighbourhood amenity already severely
compromised by ever expanding Chadstone.

I am disappointed that Council members elected to represent
resident are proceeding with a development which flies in the
face of local opinion.

46526

A very much needed facility in Stonington, particularly with the
growth in participation in these sports, which ultimately is
good for the health and well being of our children

46534

Thank you to the council and Stakeholder group for
considering these options an proceeding with this much
needed development of sporting facilities. As a family in East
ward with children active in netball, basketball and cricket we
will really appreciate having improved local amenities to foster
these important sports in our community. All four options look
equally good to us and provide a great opportunity or
investment of the health of our community and will promote
community engagement and well being.
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46536

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

As a resident, this is a preferred option as the stadium is
located centrally and encourages traffic and parking away
from residential buildings.

The primary users of the new facilities will be the stadium users As per comments for Option 3
and this will also generate the most turn-over of traffic. Bowls
and Tennis users will generate nowhere near the traffic the
stadium will.
, locating the stadium close to an
already busy Quentin Road is absolutely ridiculous as it
encourages traffic and parking in the local area. Stadium users
will realise it's easier to park in local streets than use the car park
and wa k across the other side of the park. How these options
were event considered is beyond me. Please scrap these
options.

For options where the stadium is near Quentin Road pickup/drop-off traffic will occur in this street and cars will
continually seek parking in the local streets before
resorting to the underground carpark on Chadstone road.
We don't see much tennis traffic and games are generally
limited to day time. Locating the tennis courts at the
Quentin Road end would be preferred.

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

If council elects to charge for parking (which they have not
disclosed), regardless of which option is chosen, this will
encourage users to search local streets for parking.
Abbotsford Avenue, Quentin Road and Durward Rd should
all be made Permit Parking regardless. Thanks

46537

46538

THE LOCAL COMMUNITY DOES NOT HAVE A STRONG
INTEREST IN BASKETBALL OR NETBALL COURTS - OVER THE
PAST 40 YEARS IT HAS ROTATED FROM YOUNG FAMILIES TO
OLDER RESIDENTS. THERE IS NO SECONDAARY SCHOOL!
THEY WANT TO WALK NOT DRIVE TO THE PARK. THEY HAVE
PRAMS AND DOGS!! THIS WOULD BE THE ONLY PREFERRED
OPTION, IF ENTRY IS FROM CHADSTONE ROAD, IT KEEPS
EXTRA CARS OFF THE SURROUNDING RESIDENTIAL
STREETS (DRIVE DOWN THEM AND SEE- THE STREETS ARE
NARROW AND PARKING REGULATIONS ARE NOT FOLLOWED
NOW - IMAGINE WHEN PRAHRAN INVADES IN THEIR SUVS)
MANAGING EXTRA CHADSTONE SHOPPING
TRAFFIC/PARKING IS A PROBLEM ALL YEAR ROUND (NOT
JUST AT CHRISTMAS) - REGULATE THE PARKING OT NO
MORE THAN 2 HOURS WITHOUT PERMIT

HOW DO THE CARS GET TO THE BASKETBALL
COURTS - DONT EXPECT THEM TO WALK? DO YOU?
VISIT ANY OTHER BASKETBALL CENTER AND SEE
WHAT EXTRA TRAFFIC IS AROUND, EG ROSEBUD
HIGH SCHOOL

Option 1 is the only option that should be considered as it is the
only area identified in the feasibility report commissioned by
Council in October 2017. It clearly states that the proposed site of
the stadium is 'the northwestern corner of Percy Treyvaud Memorial
Park. The site is currently occupied by the Chadstone Bowls Club...'
Therefore to utilise any other area of the park would be a gross
abuse of process by Stonnington Council.
I am unable to make further comment on the options as Council
has refused to provide all relevant information to enable informed
comment. Genuine consultation would necessitate all reports being
available for review e.g. Traffic/parking study including strategy for
managing underground car park to prevent its use by Chadstone
shoppers, arborist report, geotechnical report and financial
castings.

My feedback is that I am unable to make comment on the
options as Council has refused to provide all relevant
information to enable informed comment. Genuine
consultation would necessitate all reports being available
for review e.g. Traffic/parking study including strategy for
managing underground car park to prevent its use by
Chadstone shoppers, arborist report, geotechnical report
and financial castings

THIS IS EVEN WORSE, A SMALL CARPARK, WHEN THEY
WILL ALL DRIVE, THIS IS NOT A FACILITY FOR LOCAL
RESIDENTS. PUT IS WHERE THE USERS LIVE

AGAIN TRAFFIC WILL BE DRAWN INTO THE
RESIDENTIAL STREETS - THIS WILL MAKE THE
CURRENT PPROBLEMS EVEN WORSE - GUESS
YOU ARE REALLY TRYING TO GET RID OF
LOCALL RESIDENTS (WE'LL REMEMBER THE
NAMES AT THE VOTING BOX)

THIS IS THE MOST 'NON NEIGHBOURLY SUGGESTION' I
COULD IMAGINE - TAKE IT TO WHERE THE USERS LIVE THEN THEY WONT HAVE TO DRIVE SO FAR - THEY
CANT GET THERE BY PUBIC TRANSPORT

My feedback is that I am unable to make comment on the
options as Council has refused to provide all relevant information
to enable informed comment. Genuine consultation would
necessitate all reports being available for review e.g.
Traffic/parking study including strategy for managing
underground car park to prevent its use by Chadstone shoppers,
arborist report, geotechnical report and financial costings

My feedback is that I am unable to make comment on
the options as Council has refused to provide all
relevant information to enable informed comment.
Genuine consultation would necessitate all reports
being available for review e.g. Traffic/parking study
including strategy for managing underground car park
to prevent its use by Chadstone shoppers, arborist
report, geotechnical report and financial costings

My feedback is that I am unable to make comment on the
options as Council has refused to provide all relevant
information to enable informed comment. Genuine
consultation would necessitate all reports being available for
review e.g. Traffic/parking study including strategy for
managing underground car park to prevent its use by
Chadstone shoppers, arborist report, geotechnical report and
financial castings

THIS SPREADS OUT THE TRAFIC IN ALL DIRECTIONS KEEP IT FOCUSSED ON CHADSTONE ROAD

46543

We live in the Stonnington 'East Ward' and would be very
pleased if any of these options were built. We have one
daughter who played netball and another young daughter who
will probably in the future. Any of these options would be great
as we desperately need more netball courts in our area, and
we really need sporting/social facilities for young girls.
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

46545

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Having been a victim again of Chadstone Black Friday sale i
Insufficient parking at Quetin Rd otherwise not overly
strongly recommend this
offensive but not my recommendation.
option 1 be pulled from the concepts to be considered. it is not
workable in any sense of the word due to clogging of Chadstone
Rd, Waverley Rd and Princes Hwy with most using Waverley Rd as
a bypass via Chadstone Rd. I could not access my home without
cars tooting and everyone ending up very frustrated.

This is the only sensible concept to be considered due to even
distribution of amenities and traffic and parking servicing all
aspects of the proposed precinct. Will cause the least amount of
traffic and parking problems. Onsite parking is crucial at Quentin
Rd. There are plenty of overflow options too down this end.

Moving amenities away from Quentin Rd means the
pressure is applied to one park of the area. Not a good
idea for obvious reasons. Given the concentration of
people and traffic the more you spread facilities and
car parking the lesser the impact.

46546

the bulk of the indoor courts building has impact on the least
number of residents however it's the best location to fit in with commercial area of
Chadstone Rd and away from the majority of residents.Tennis
courts located too close to Quentin Rd residents. Good viewing
area over eastern sports oval. least trees destroyed compared to
other options

2nd best layout, bulk of stadium hidden from Chadstone
Rd and Quentin Rds and good existing tree cover hiding
bulk of building from Abbotsford Ave. Good viewing areas
over eastern oval. tennis courts too close to Quentin Rd

ridiculous plan to locate stadium right opposite Quentin Rd and
tennis courts too close to Quentin Rd as well. the bu k of the
building will dominate and overshadow the eastern oval. no
viewing area overlooking eastern oval. too many trees destroyed.
with stadium located at eastern end will cause more traffic in
Quentin rd for users looking to park nearer to stadium and to
drop off/pick up. car park off Quentin rd poorly designed, with
cars parked on western side of Quentin Rd it will be difficult to
see approaching traffic when backing out of car spaces. lots of
significant trees destroyed at eastern end of park destroying the
ambiance of the area

not much of an improvement over option 3, bulk of
stadium still dominates residential area in Quentin rd
and dominates eastern oval with no viewing area
immediately over that oval

very arrogant of council to impose this development upon this
local community, I am a frequent user of this park and have
not spoken to anyone who is in favour of having this normally
tranquil park destroyed and forcing the local residents to put
up with massive increase in traffic and noise forever... also
very cynical of those Councillors from the other wards who
voted to impose this over development on the south ward
avoiding any voter backlash

46549

Many issues including too much traffic. Not a good option

Not a good option. Similar to 1. Busy area to build a
stadium.

Not a viable site. Not sure how the plans were developed.

Already a busy location for additional traffic. Will all
streets within a 2km radius have permit parking only?

There are many locations closer to Prahran.

46550

46551

Option 2 Fedback

I think this is the stand out option! Having the main
building in the centre of the park acts as a central link
between all the outdoor sport facilities. It also allows the
natural demographic division between the bowls club lawns
and outdoor courts to each have their own spaces without
interrupting the enjoyment of the other. The common link
where all come together is the 'club house' in the middle.
The design of the central club house also allows for an
expansive roof top garden overlooking the parkland beyond
- creating a lovely aesthetic to boost the enjoyment within
the facility.

No no no no no! What is happening right now on Chadstone Road Not an alternative but better than 1
as a result of Black Friday sale at Chadstone is horrendous. Even
after close. Traffic controllers were out at 9:30am directing traffic.
Local school sent out a note advising us parents to allow for extra
time today as roads are packed. My house has double glazed
windows yet it is vibrating with music and car traffic. My children
can’t sleep because of the noise. How will you compensate us if we
have to deal with this on a daily basis until after insight and before
we wake up? Do you care about our health and well being. We will
never get a break.

Other feedback

Thank you to Council and the Stakeholder group for
developing options and proceeding with the planning and
development of this much needed four-court multi-purpose
recreation facility & sporting precinct upgrade.
All options present a great opportunity for investment in the
health of our community and particularly for the many children
and adults who participate in netball and basketball each
week who currently have extremely limited facilities in
Stonnington. As a family with children who play netball, it
seems crazy that our association currently have to rent a
facility from a private school for enormous cost to all who
play! Use of community facilities will allow year round
enjoyment of netball and greater engagement for children
within their local community. It's great to see that all plans
include an upgrade to many other clubs and sporting groups
in the area - an inclusive development for sporting and club
users of all ages. With our rapidly growing population and
concerns around obesity this is a positive and much needed
investment in community engagement, health and well being.

The only option if this stupid stadium proceeds in an area
burdened and saturated to the full with traffic. You cannot have
only Chadstone Road copping the brunt. It can’t cope. Is
residnets won’t cope.
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No/ no car park at Quentin road is not sustainable

WHY WONT YOU LISTEN TO US? Why are you intent on
making us I’ll? We will never get a break? We chose not to
live in a busy suburb for a reason but you insist on making us
one because you have already
Prahran. You have a
duty of care towards our health and well-being.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46552

This can not proceed. When I was first notified of this stadium I
could not stop shaking for three days as a
resident.
I
blame YOU Stonnnington Council for insisting on ruining our lives.
Option 2 is absolutely beyond ridiculous. You don’t have to be
intelligent to work out why- your report admits it.

No feedback.

He best of the ridiculous options for a stadium in this area.

Of course this is a response to certain reps bullying
you. Why is there not an alternative to Chadstone not
being the entry for the underground car park???

You are insisting on killing a community, it’s peace, it’s
character, it’s livelihood. Instead of us suffering a few weeks a
year w Weill suffer daily. You will drive us from our homes,
our friends. You have a respons bility to us. We entrusted our
community to you yet you are failing us. You have failed me
and robbed me of what I always dreamed of in the place I was
born and raised.

46554

Definitely No!!!! I don't want this

A definite No!!

No!!

No!!

46555

It is my opinion that the park as it is a residents recreational park
with adequate facilities for locals to participate in sport as well as
locals being able enjoy the park with the barbeque facilities and
playground facility for younger children,is suffice without spending
ratepayers money on this proposed basketball stadium.Yes a
minimal amount of money should be provided to make minor
improvements to LEAVE the PARK AS IT IS AND SAVE US
RESIDENTS THE HEART ACHE WE KNOW IF THIS PROJECT
WAS TO GO AHEAD.
if IT IS TO BE THERE IS NO ALTERNATIVE TO THE STADIUM
BEING BUILT I STRONGLY RECOMMEND OPTION 1

I COULD NOT CONDONE OPTION 2 CERTAINLY NOT.

CERTAINLY NOT

CERTAINLY NOT

iT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE COUNCIL TO
CONSIDER THE RESIDENTS FIRST AND THE EFFECTS
TO THEIR WELL BEING.aS THE PARK IS TODAY IT
SERVES THE COMMUNITY WELL AND WHILST THERE
ARE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS FROM TIME TO TIME IT IS
MANAGEABLE.IF IT IS TO BE THERE IS ONLY ONE
POSITION FOR THE STADIUM AND THAT IS AT THE
CHADSTONE ROAD END OPPOSITE A SERVICE STATION
AND A SHOPPING STATION.

46556

the bulk of the stadium will dominate Chadstone Rd, will effect
residents next to stadium in Chadstone and RobRoy Rds, loss of
significant amount of trees around existing carparks and playground
at eastern end of park

bulk of the stadium hidden from all directions, far enough
away from Chadston and Quentin Rds and hidden by
existing trees between stadium and Abbotsford Ave
residents and provision for trees to shield bulk of stadium
from sports ovals. Significant loss of mature trees from
existing carpark areas and eastern end of park. Good
viewing area over main sports oval. location of carpark in
Quentin rd, its a narrow street and when cars are parked
on western side imposs ble to see what is coming when
driving out of that carpark

worst possible design, bulk of stadium greatly imposing on
Quentin Rd residents and sports oval, no viewing area for main
sports oval, loss of mature trees. just to add insult to injury to
residents of Quentin you locate the carpark right between the
stadium and the residents directly opposite...poor design of
carpark, when backing out very hard to see what traffic is coming
along Quentin when cars are already parked on the western side
of Quentin....location of stadium in this location will encourage
users to look for parking at this end of the park

same criticism as for option 3 except for the carpark
being removed from Quentin Rd, stadium still too
close to residents in Quentin rd and bu k of stadium
will dominate the sports oval with no viewing area for
the main oval

the stadium is not wanted here, total disregard by some
councillors of local residents wishes. this monstrous
development will destroy a lovely serene park by cutting down
a lot of mature significant trees and cause extra traffic
congestion around this area...no guarantee that proposed
operating hours won't be increased to raise revenue to cover
the cost of building this monstrous development

46561

No options for Stadium would be better due to traffic volume and
car parking, permit for 13 storey hotel complex at Chadstone
Shopping will add to increase traffic and parking in our area.
Chadstone shopping centre can not cope with traffic volume. We
have experience Black Friday and Shop to you drop in the past two
weeks and this is not including Christmas and Boxing day shopping
we have experience extra cars parking in our street, (
)
can't park outside our own home.

The area just can't cope with the traffic, this option is not
appropriate for the homes in Quenton Road that have
spent thousand of dollars on renavation and new homes
which you have approved.
The plethora of mixed sports playing at the same time will
cause utter confusion (chaos).

The plethora of mixed sports playing at the same time will cause
utter confusion (chaos).
This option is not suitable, the Prahran sporting group will not
want to travel to this complex due to traffic.
Please rethink this indoor sports complex.

This option is not suitable, its not suitable for the
residents in Quenton Road.
Do you realise how much traffic sporting facilities bring
to a area just try parking at Waverley Basketball
Stadium on a Friday nigh.

How does a basketball/netball stadium located in Malvern
East help family's in Prahran.
It will only add to the already overcrowding of traffic.
Do any council members live in Malvern East area?

46562

i prefer Option 1. However as a local resident I don't approve of
I do not want Option 2
any stadium construction. There will be noise of the stadium
construction, subsequent increase in numbers of people in the area
and an increase in car traffic in the Percy Treyvaud Memorial Park
Chadstone Shopping Centre already presents residents with this
problem of heavy traffic flow and noise.

Nor do I choose Option 3

I do not want Option 3a
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

46565

Preferred option, keeps the taller areas away from the narrower
streets of this pocket of Stonnington

Not preferred option.

Horrendous to put a masssive structure in front of homes on
such a narrow street. The people in this street already have
horrendous traffic and parking problems from the surrounding
shopping g centre. Why would anyone add to a problem where
there is already prov blems with cars not being able to move .
Try driving down these streets and coming home to no where to
park and having to park your car 2-3 blocks away from your
home, this a suburb which is having the boundaries conisitently
moved with no thought to the locals who struggle to get out of
their own homes, on accessions trying to get to a hospital and
cars parked half across our driveways and not being able to get
out to get your child to a hospital. This HAS HAPPENED TO US.
Fines on cars does not move a car.

Option 3A feedback

Do not pretend there is no problem with traffic in this suburb.
Stop being blind as cars are constantly being hit by cars trying
to short cut through the side streets. We alone have had 3
cars damaged with no one leaving phone numbers.

46566

As Residents of East Ward we wish to thank the Council and
the Stakeholder group for developing options and proceeding
with the planning and development of this much needed fourcourt multi-purpose recreation facility & sporting precinct
upgrade. All options are good. All four options present a great
opportunity for investment in the health of our community and
particularly for the many children and adults who participate in
netball and basketball each week who currently have
extremely limited facilities in Stonnington. It's great to see
that all plans include an upgrade to many other clubs and
sporting groups in the area - an inclusive development for
sporting and club users of all ages. With our rapidly growing
population and concerns around obesity this is a positive and
much needed investment in community engagement, health
and well being.

46567

I do not want this to proceed at all

46568

Any extra traffic on Chadstone Rd will be a nightmare

46571

46575

Other feedback

Stadium to intrusive at 12 metres on Chadstone road. Terrace to
small. Bowling greens too hemmed in.

No I do not want this to proceed

No

no

This seems the beast option

Think the whole idea is crazy as Chadstone residents already
are stressed with the shopping centre which will only get
worse as the hotel is completeld

Thank you to Council and the Stakeholder group for
developing options and proceeding with the planning and
development of this much needed four-court multi-purpose
recreation facility & sporting precinct upgrade

Thank you to Council and the Stakeholder group for developing
options and proceeding with the planning and development of
this much needed four-court multi-purpose recreation facility &
sporting precinct upgrade

Social spaces too small.

The stadium has the lowest profile in Option 3, which is a good Amenities too compacted, too close together. Less
thing. Maximised open spaces for bowls and tennis club patrons. social space for bowls and tennis club patrons.
No overshadowing of bowls greens.
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For the sake of the residents in this area I do not want tis to
go ahead. It will be a devastation to the residents in this area

Thank you to Council and the Stakeholder group for
developing options and proceeding with the planning
and development of this much needed four-court multipurpose recreation facility & sporting precinct upgrade

Thank you to Council and the Stakeholder group for
developing options and proceeding with the planning and
development of this much needed four-court multi-purpose
recreation facility & sporting precinct upgrade

I still fail to see why the indoor stadium that is required for use
by Prahran residents is going to be located in our far east end
of Stonnington, instead of where it is ostensibly required, in
the west. The traffic and congestion we already suffer in this
part of Stonnington is unbearable at many times during the
activities at Chadstone Shopping Centre and to add to it with
a multi sport facility is madness. I am so cross about it that I
have sold my house and am moving to Glen Eira in the new
year.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46576

This appears to be most expensive option and denigrates the visual
experience of Percy Treyvuad Park for the local area already
significantly impacted by Chadstone Shopping Centre. With the
Stadium situated on Chadstone Rd users will be more inclined to
prop and drop in the area not in the designated car park ( including
the limited parking available for local traders. This will necessarily
adversely impact on the congestion that is already a result of the
Chadstone Shopping Centre. If the Stadium is situated an the
WESTERN boundary it will swamp and over ride the access to
Bowls- Tennis (as well as Cricket/ Lacrosse). These sports should
be equally exposed not hidden behind a concrete edifice of the
Stadium. Stadium users will also NOT be aware of the opportunities
to participate in any other sport as there will be no exposure.

Again although this places the bowls club on Chadstone
Rd a positive it still negates the other sporting opportunities
and divides these interactive activities - The CHADSTONE
RECREATION and CIVIC CLUB encompasses the Bowls
& Tennis Clubs so need to be sited next to each other as
they share bar and other activities - there is significant
cross fertilization between these clubs with their clubrooms
connected.

If this STADIUM is a fait accompli, then this has to be the
preferred option.
It does keep the BOWLS and TENNIS Clubs in close proximity, it
does stimulate stadium participants to prop and drop in their
designated parking area as walking from Chadstone RD may be
perceived as a risk to walk the distance from Chadstone Rd
/near the park, it limits Quentin Rd access to pedestrian access
(parking in this area is predominately permit parking only), it
means the Stadiun is closer to the Public Transport hub in
Chadstone Shopping Centre, it does mean parking for bowls,
tennis players is likely to be accessible. This option also
improves the ambience from Chadstone Rd as the Stadium is at
the eastern end of the park behind the open air/ space of Tennis
/ bowls that these sports exhibit

This is NOT an OPTION as it reduces the Facilities
area of the Tennis/ Bowls significantly and seems to
be as a result of a very few vocal residents to a
perceived adverse impact - noise/ visual, surely clever
engineering can address these issues - see SKY RAIL
a great outcome. It also cancels direct access to the
Phoenix Park Facility - library, community areas,
impressive playground.

Yes these feedback exercises are often only completed by
those passionate community members with the ability, time
and knowledge to push their own agenda. It would be very
interesting to be informed of the number, socio and
generational demographic feedback forms actually completed.
Would they be statistically significant? From which area,
which agenda are they passionate about? Has the decision
already been made? Will there be relevant feedback about
these surveys circulated? There have been recent traffic
surveys - I actually wonder why? On street parking who
actually knows the actual number of spaces not fully utilised
by local residents/ ratepayers and just how will their access to
home be facilitated effectively. This really smacks of tokenism
to those of the vocal, minority,local (or let it be stated
netballers) community! Will the outcome be similar to the
Malvern Valley Golf Facility - no ability to display sporting
achievements, notice boards, limited bar access, extremely
limited unaccessible toileting, lockers despite expensive,
extensive consultation which was completely over
ridden.Obviously I am one of those vocal, local, resident
ratepayers residing
and am already on
Stonnington data base

46589

I believe this is the least disruptive to local residents, Option One is
our preference ,with no parking in Quentin Road and the
playground remaining in its current place. If the Stadium is at the
Quentin Road end it will bring excess traffic into the surrounding
streets as parents, players, and officials try to park closer to the
stadium.

Against Option 2 as it has the least amount of parking
provided. Parking is by far the most important issue here
as we already have the problem of Chadstone Shopping
Centre parking overflow.

Option 3 is the worst scenario because it disrupts the
This is pretty much a mirror image as option 3
environment and is located too close to Quentin Road residents. although further away from Quentin Road but would
Encourages people to park on Quentin Road as extra parking is still be a disaster for residents.
located there. hence clogging the streets again and a disaster for
local residents.

46590

In summary we don't want the stadium full stop, but if it has to
go ahead it should be Option 1 as this was the initial plan,
how it morphed into what we have now is mind-blowing.

We are very pleased with the steps being taken by Council
and the Stakeholder group. This is a very much needed
facility that should be built as quickly as practicable as it is
long overdue and there is a desperate need for it. Each of the
options presented will provide a great opportunity for long
term investment in the health and well being of our many
children and adults who wish to live an active lifestyle. We
can not wait for this to be built.

46591

Not supportive of this option at all. Recent activity at Chadstone
(sales and VIP) as well as voting has shown honing traffic at
Chadstone Road is not sustainable. Residents and cars were
fuming over traffic conditions. My mental health was impacted in a
negative manner- this cannot possibly be allowed to occur on a
daily basis. The Council must be responsible in selecting an
appropriate option that will not negatively impact and damage or
otherwise impair the quality of living for all involved and jeapordise
the health and safety of residents and proposed users.

Inadequate provisoin of car parking.

The only feasible option due to distribution of buildings and
parking

Not feasible due to failure to provide adequate parking

46592

I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS STADIUM CONFIGURATION

I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS STADIUM CONFIGURATION

I RELUCTANTLY SUPPORT THIS STADIUM
CONFIGURAATION

I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS STADIUM
CONFIGRATION
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I DO NOT UNDER ANY GUISE SUPPORT A STADIUM AT
PERCY TREYVAUD MEMORIAL PARK BUT IF I WAS
FORCED TO SUPPORT A CONFIGURATION IT WOULD BE
3.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

46593

I do not think this is a very good option as it pushes all the
pressures of a stadium onto the most pressured and loaded
roadway directly impacted by the stadium. Chadstone Road has
many aggrieved residences who cannot enjoy basic things l ke a
Boxing Day BBQ, any family or friends gathering in the build up to
Christmas, Mothers Day, Fathers Day, Easter any rainy day, too hot
day etc because of the Chadstone centre. Residents toards
Waverley Rd do not have any permit parking and traffic banks up at
the Waverley Rd intersection making it imposs ble for at least 8- 10
houses to effectively use their driveways and on street parkingtkaing sometimes over ten minutes to get in or out and sometimes
having to travel around the block because we cannot easily turn.
This is the sitation now. We have already notiecd the impact of
developments and also the childcare centres. When there is an
accident on the Monash or Prices Hwy (nearly every day) the
overflow spills onto Waverley and Chadstone Road. Life is
becoming increasingly unbearable without a stadium. This
purported option would fly in the face of any reasonable persons
test. It cnnot and must not be considered as the right option.

There is excessive bulk which other options do not have. A Even distribution of assets and traffic/ car/ pedestrians. Least
small car park at Q Road is not really enough and will
bulky. Overflow can go to school, Phoenix Park or Chadstone
cause residents to park elsewhere creating the very
shopping centre. This is the only sens ble option.
problem that purporting not to have a car park here is
supposed to address. Not a realistic solution or option.

Uneven distribution of precincts- refer to comments in
Option 1. No car park at Quentin Rd will create the
very problem (and worse) that not having a cr park
here is trying to avoid. Very blinkered and unreaslistic
view.

46594

There is insufficient information to make an informed decision.

There is insufficient information to make an informed
decision

There is insufficient information to make an informed decision

There is insufficient information to make an informed
decision

Council has yet to convince anyone that there is a need to
build a stadium on this site. The need arose in Prahran and
Councils own Recreation Strategy has acknowledged the lack
of sporting facilities in the West of the municipality and states
it 'will prioritise the needs of residents in the western end of
the muncipality' . Building the stadium on Percy Treyvaud
Park is contrary to the aims and directions of Councils own
Recreation Strategy. It was a political decision because
Councillors in Prahran did not want to give up any public open
space or sports grounds. It doesn't matter how you want to
define public open space -Council must think we are stupid if
they think we believe there is 'no loss of open space'. It is
impossible to put 5000sqmts of building in a park and not lose
open space. The cost estimate of $40million before a clod of
dirt has been turned will increase and this is a criminal wast of
rate paying dollars. The surrounding communities amenity
will be severely diminished and Stonnington will have traffic
and parking problems that it will never be able to solve. All for
a club of less than 360 members - who most likely will leave
netball to play AFL.

46597

The stadium now too high and bulky near Chadstone Road. It
would visually overpower the aesthetics of the park from the
Chadstone road end.

Better then option 1 but not as good as option 3. The
rooftop terrace whilst nice doesn't connect\ flow well with
the bowls, basketball and tennis clubs.

This is the best option by far. The bowls rink is best located at
the Chadstone Road end with carparking underneath. The public
open space flowing between the tennis and bowls club works
well for all participants as well as local public who would like to
walk direct from adjacent pathways and local roads such as
Abbotsford Ave. There is proper courtside viewing of the tennis
courts from all directions unlike the other options. Parking along
Quinten Road is also valuable.

there should be better viewing of the tennis courts
from the south but there is no space because the
netball stadium is abutting the courts. The building
between the tennis and bowls club restricts access for
people wanting to go north or south through the park
towards Abbotsford Avenue. There should be parking
along Quinten Road.

The path around the ovals in the south needs to be wider to
accommodate people with prams, shopping trolleys, young
kids on bikes, dog wa kers with long leads and mobility
scooters. The current path is too narrow. please consider a
path at least 3.5 m wide. Also recessing the main buildings
below existing ground level is great. Also please make sure
there is enough onsite user friendly carparking and good
traffic management into and out of the carpark.

46598

To not include parking on Quentin Road or as a minimum a drop off
zone, is foolish as it will be definitely needed.

Best option.

Parking on Quentin Road should not be removed. Parking
or as a minimum a drop off zone, will definitely be needed

46600

This option should not be built for reasons provided in the material. There are better options than this.
This would cause the most issues for residents

Best option as less bulk visible for all and the option with the
most parking,

Not the best option.

46602

The park, as it is, serves both the residents and the sporting
Please do not build. Please keep it as a park.
community well. We do not need a stadium to destroy our park and
cause road congestion. That's all that needs to be said.

Parks are everywhere in WA but Me bourne are building on top
of them and we have less and less. Why destroy the
environment for this? There are many other built-up areas where
these could be built.
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Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

You are going to deter people from living in the area. Parks
are necessary for society, not more buildings.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46616

Visual bulk of stadium facing Chadstone Road is concerning. Also
question the need for an additional tennis court. The six currently
there appears to be adequate as I have never seen them all in use
at the one time. The roof terrace overlooking the main oval is
welcome, though it would be nicer if it could be enlarged.

I prefer this option. The bulk of the stadium being in the
middle does not adversely affect the visual aspect from
Chadstone or Quentin Roads. Also the roof terrace and
outdoor social areas are excellent and will allow viewing of
both ovals, particularly the main oval. Again I question the
need for an additional tennis court - six would be preferable
and allow more of a buffer between Quention Road if the
upper fourth court was removed - seats could be place
there for viewing games.

I do not like this option - too bitty with buildings everywhere, the
concept does not flow. Also stadium is too close to Quentin
Road and there is no view of the main oval from the rood terrace.
As mentioned previously, why the need for an additional tennis
court.

I do not like this option either. As with the previous
option, the visual impact of the stadium on Quentin
Road is too great. Also the concept does not flow - the
amenities block connected by a 'passageway' to the
stadium does not look right. More importantly the roof
terrace to too small and the is very limited view of the
main oval and there is no outdoor social area.

I am still not in favour of the stadium, but realise it is going to
happen. Option two is my preference. I hope all suggestions
made by everyone will be considered and if a fifth concept has
to be developed then so be it.

46617

I dislike concept site option 1 because I think that the netball and
basketball courts will impose on the surrounding areas, especially
the houses on Chadstone road.

I really disl ke concept site option 2 because The tennis
courts are very close to Quentin road. The playground is
also far away from where anyone would use it. At the
moment the suggested area for the playground is often
covered in shattered glass. This would make it dangerous
for kids to go near it. I also don't think it would be used as
much in this suggested space as often as it its in it's
current area.

I dislike concept site option 3 because, like option 2, the tennis
court side is very close Quentin road. I also think it would be
better if the social spaces and amenities was connected to the
netball and basketball courts, so that people could have snacks
waiting, after or watching games.

I really like concept site 3a because the existing
playground stays where it is, there is space on the
tennis court side between the tennis courts and
Quentin road. The social spaces and the amenities is
connected to the stadium.

46618

Do not like this option. Stadium height is out of place in Chadstone
Road - sits too high. Why the need for an extra tennis court? Not
enough room provided for roof terrace and viewing of both ovals.
Happy that play ground is kept.

I prefer this option. Although the play ground is moved, at
least it is still provided. This option provides an excellent
viewing terrace for both ovals and the amenities block and
the stadium are close together. As the stadium is set into
the slope, he view from Chadstone and Quentin Roads is
not overpowering. Again, why the extra tennis court?

Do not like this option. Too imposing on Quentin Road, roof
terrace area is too small and no view of main oval. I do not see
the need for a public garden between the two buildings - waste of
space. Play ground seems a bit squashed and again - why the
extra tennis court?

Do not like this option. Stadium still to close to Quentin Pleased all options keep the playground. There must be
Road. Roof terrace has no view of main oval. Do not
adequate viewing of both ovals, particularly the main oval.
like the connection of amenities block with stadium looks too bulky. Again why the extra tennis court?

46619

At first I thought this was my favourite due to it allowing the other
facilities to exist separately to the new stadium. I also thought the
parking might be better. But on review this design actually does
produce a seperate feel and this is not a beneficial thing in
hindsight. The integration in other designs is much mor preferable.

A better design than 1 but still feels very cut off from the
other sports areas. This needs to be a wholistic coming
together of sports not one place for ach thing separately.

Easily the best option. It feels lik all sports (bowls, tennis, cricket
and indoor sports) are joined together as one. It feels a lot like all
of them receive the benefits of the stadium. As long as there is
lots of parking (this will be a major issue if there isn’t) and simple
access in and out, then this is my preferred design.

46621

I just want to say how wonderful it has been to see plans of
what will be a wonderful contr bution to the area. I would like
to congratulate council on moving on this in a manner that is
both thoughtful in approach and considerate of community.

We are really happy and thankful that the Council and the
Stakeholder group are moving ahead with the planning and
development of four-court multi-purpose recreation facility and
sporting precinct upgrade. We live in the East Ward and it is
really needed across our community.
All four options present a great opportunity for investment in
the health of our community and particularly for the many
children and adults who participate in netball and basketball
each week who currently have extremely limited facilities in
Stonnington. Our population is growing so quickly and we
have ever increasing concerns about obesity and sedentary
lifestyles, so we really need to continue to invest in our health
and wellbeing. It's great to see that all plans are inclusive and
include an upgrade to many other clubs and sporting groups
of all ages in the area.
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46622

Thank you to Council and the Stakeholder group for
developing options and proceeding with the planning and
development of this much needed four-court multi-purpose
recreation facility & sporting precinct upgrade.
We live in the East Ward and with 3 growing children are
excited with the opportunities this sporting facility will provide
for them. We are a family who plays netball and basketball
and with the extremely limited facilities in Stonnington believe
that all four options present a great opportunity for investment
in the health of our community It's great to see that all plans
include an upgrade to many other clubs and sporting groups
in the area - an inclusive development for sporting and club
users of all ages. With our rapidly growing population and
concerns around obesity this is a positive and much needed
investment in community engagement, health and well being.

46624

We really need another full size court. With Prahran public
school there are not enough courts for all public schools to
use.

46625

As this option is the only one that has had a feasibility study done I No. Reasons stated on Option 1 feedback site
feel that this option is the only one that any valid comment could
legitimately be made. That is if you ignore the fact that there has
been no Arborist, Geotechnical, Trafiic/Parking or Financial report
available even on is option. Some views are, current heavy traffic
usage of Chadstone Rd will become even worse, particularly at
weekend when CSC shopping is at its busiest and Netball demand
also peaks.No idea on number of car parks allotted under this
option but doubt that there is enough. Surrounding roads unable to
cope with any more car parking.

Other than totally mystified as to why the cricket nets have been No for reasons stated in Option 1 feedback
moved close to residential amenity and away from the main
cricket field and the proposed playspace jammed into an already
overcrowded area.

46626

This is not a feasible option

This is not an ideal option as there are better ones

Best option due to impact distr buted across the he zoneamenities, traffic and car parking. Encouraging parking and use
at Quentin Rd means overflow goes to shopping centre not in
already burdened streets eg Fenwick, Bowen, Armstrong,
Chadstone Rd etc

Not a good option, refer comments opting for 3

46627

No stadium built like this can work here

Cannot work properly off the community

Best oucome for community and users

Not best outcome, biased to one group of residents
whilst shafting another,

46629

Option 1 is not functional for tennis. Placing clay courts above the
hardcourts will result in dust being blown on to the hardcourt
surface. Court configuration of 4:3 not ideal (prefer 5:2). No
sheltered viewing space around the courts. Access (from roadway)
for heavy machinery/materials for court maintenance is not
possible. Proximity of trees to court area - potential for debris on
court and tree root damage. Social 3 space is too small and has
only an obstructed view over the courts. Kitchen is not connected to
the social space.
Office area does not provide a view of the tennis courts nor is it
connected to the tennis social space.
A positive is a private fenced off area for tennis.

Option 2 is not functional for tennis. Placing clay courts
above the hardcourts will result in dust being blown on to
the hardcourt surface. Court configuration of 4:3 not ideal
(prefer 5:2). No sheltered viewing space around the courts
and courts will be in afternoon shade due to stadium.
Proximity of trees to court area - potential for debris on
court and tree root damage. Social 3 space is too small
and has only an obstructed view over the courts. Kitchen is
not connected to the social space nor is the office, there is
no bar access and there are no change facilities. Only one
store facility, need to separate machinery/chemicals from
general club and equipment storage.
A positive is the drop off area/vehicle access on Quentin
Rd - especially for casual access if Book a Court is
installed for the tennis courts.

Preferred option for tennis. Provides preferred court configuration
of 5:2. Two storage areas with easy access to courts and
roadway (Quentin Rd). Easy access for parent pick up/drop off
from coaching and casual players. Trees set back from court
boundary. View of all courts from Social 3, outdoor viewing area
(with shelters?). All abilities access to hardcourts and presume
accessible toilet facilities also provided (note sports wheelchairs
are wider than standard wheelchairs). Negatives are: no access
to kitchen or bar area from Social 3, office facility is not
connected to tennis social space and does not overlook tennis
courts. Are all tennis courts enclosed as a whole or are all courts
open to the public at all times? Suggest they need to be fully
enclosed but consider installing Book a Court for public access.
Could provide seating areas behind courts 6 & 7, push fencing
and plantings back. Could close off north and south access to
provide outdoor/BBQ space for club activities as per 3a.

Option 3a has removed the drop off facility in Quentin
Rd, no accessible point now for machinery and court
materials deliveries. No drop off/pick up facility in line
of sight from tennis courts (junior coaching). Tree
plantings too close to northern court boundary. Limited
access to tennis courts from stadium side and is there
any machinery storage provided?
Social 3 is isolated from courts, kitchen, office,
changerooms and bar area. No sheltered viewing
areas or external decking area.
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Just. A personal view that this project in its entirety is an ill
thought out proposal that should never have got past idea
stage. It appears to have been driven by Prahran Netball
Association. Anybody knowing anything about movement
patterns in cities will be aware that moving from inner city to
outer suburbs for sporting participation tends not to work. The
proposed Netball facility will no doubt over time be used
predominantly by ratepayers of the 3 councils in proximity to
this proposed stadium with Stonnington ratepayers paying the
bill, which depending on who you speak to, appears to be
somewhere around $40 million.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46630

×Creates and eyesore on Chadstone Road (11 metre stadium)
×Moves Playspace away from car parking
×Delivers a monument which reminds all residents and travellers on ×Isolates each sporting group
Chadstone Road of Council arrogance, non-representation and
×Social areas are not inclusive
abuse of open space.
×Social areas are not inclusive

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

benefit (improving social inclusion and interaction, safety)

partially heard (most want no stadium)
×Creates squeeze on Social and Admin areas
×Noise will impact local residents
×Ruins vista of a few residents
×No Quentin Road Car Park to support Playspace

parking spaces

×Noise will impact local residents
×Ruins vista for maybe 6 Quentin Rd residents

46632

46635

Community & Social Benefit:
•Keeps all sporting groups together – great functionally and great
for facilitating a sense of community.•Ability to watch multiple sports
at once.
Attractive & Functional Design: •All parts of the lawn Bowls visible
from inside (this is not currently available so is an enhancement for
this sporting group). •Ability to watch multiple sports at once.
•Extends Green area buffer to residents to the North. •Car park
located closer to the highest use areas.•Less need for park visitors
to use local streets for access (ie. Drop off/pick up) and
parking•Visual bulk contained to Chadstone Rd (already a
commercial area with business across the road).
Retain and protect open space:•More open space.•Retains the
most number of trees.
Be Sensitive to the local community:•Car park located closer to the
highest use areas.•Less need for park visitors to use local streets
for access (ie. drop off/pick up) and parking.•Visual bulk contained
to Chadstone Rd (already a commercial area with business across
the road).•More open space.•Retains the most number of trees.
Option 1 summary: This is the option which has the least impact on
residents and local roads with both the stadium and off-street car
park located at the feeder road (Chadstone Rd) end of the park. It
makes no sense to build a car park at one end of the park and the
stadium at the other. It is also the option which most significantly
meets the project principle of Be Sensitive to the Local Community.
None of the other three options come close to meeting this project
principle and this should be of primary concern to Council given all
options provide functional sports usage space to the sporting clubs
and their members

•Sporting Groups are segregated - us and them mentality.
•Significant safety issues by encouraging parking in
Quentin Rd.
•Not all Lawn Bowls greens visible from under cover.
•Reduction of open space to the North and East.
•Encourages drop off and go.
•Increased noise to local residents.
•Too close to residents.

•Sporting Groups are segregated - us and them mentality.
•Significant safety issues by encouraging parking in Quentin Rd.
Vehicles will be constantly coming and going, and will also
competing with Chadstone shoppers looking for somewhere to
park.
•Not all Lawn Bowls Geens visible from under cover.
•Reduction of open space to the North and East.
•Encourages drop off and go. Creating rat runs.
•Increased noise to local residents.
•Stadium situated furthest from car park (doesn’t make sense to
do this).
•Too close to residents.

•Sporting Groups are segregated - us and them
mentality.
•Significant safety issues be encouraging parking in
Quentin Rd.
•Too close to residents. Not all Lawn Bowls Areas are
visible from under cover.
•Reduction of open space to the North and East.
•Encourages drop off and go. Creating rat runs a
safety issue
•Increased noise to local residents.
•Reduced viewing area for cricket and lacrosse.
•Stadium and car park not co-located – this will
encourage traffic into local streets for drop off/pick up.

Stadium building sited on Chadstone Rd is a good fit for the strip
shopping already there and will have less visual impact than a site
at Quentin Rd.Chadstone road is wide enough to cope with the
Stadium traffic whereas Quentin Rd is already experiencing
congestion from the overflo from the Chadstone Centre.Retention
of the existing trees and the preservation of that amenity is most
important.As a concerned Abbotsford Ave resident Option 1 would
best fit the community and resident needs.I do not accept that the
overall cost of the project should be a prime consideration in the
project selection.If Option 1 is more expensive then it is what it is
and should not be ruled out based on cost.

This plan will not work with the stadium sandwiched
between the bowls and tennis courts.In addition the
playground is lost and the tennis courts pushed up almost
to Quentin Rd.A car park running off Quentin Rd will only
result in more traffic problems Consign this plan to the
rubbish bin.

Another totally compromised plan like Option2
Tenniscourts/Stadium too close to Quentin Rd which will not
cope with the traffic from these two entities.Negative visual
impact on Quentin Rd residents.Loss of nearly all the trees on
the northern boundary is unacceptable.Option 1 is preferred.

Marginally better than Option3.Stadium and Courts
less visual impact on Quentin Rd with the larger buffer
to the road.However the traffic generated by the
Stadium/tennis courts will impact on
residents.Chadstone Rd is the obvious location for the
Stadium as in Option 1. Option 1 is preferred.
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Other feedback
There is no option which will deliver a perfect outcome for
residents of Abbotsford Avenue and Quentin Road. Noise,
car parking and traffic are the major concerns.
The selected option needs to have improved noise barriers
around people areas (along Abbotsford Avenue and part of
Quentin Road boundaries) together with a surplus of on-site
car parking spaces to minimise impacts on local residents.
Inadequate Car Parking is the major concern at this point
rather than layout

The primary concern is the road safety of the area post
stadium, then buffer zones to residents then Sport facility
functionality then trees.
-Reduce the number of Tennis Courts to 6
oNot often are all 7 used.
-Opportunity to have a sense of all sports interacting and
learning from each other
-Encourage cross membership. Play one sport on one day
and different sport on another.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46637

option 1 would have to be the most prefered plan for residents as
the bulk of the traffic would be carried by Chadstone Rd , a road
that can absorb the extra traffic when all 4 courts are in use.
Roughly at change of games you are looking at around 200 cars
either picking up or dropping off. Quentin road is already over used
by local residents , Chadstone Shoppers and staff. Last week cars
were parked right to the tennis courts which made it really a one car
road and at 8.30 am it was very difficult to navigate . This plan also
means less intrusion into the residential areas surrounding the park
and keeps the trees which Victoria, as a whole, is trying to achieve.
It appears that no traffic study has been done or results not
available , a point that is blinding in its absence. The other main
attraction is the 2 level car parking as by the time you take away
existing car parking , one level would only marginally replace them .
I understand that this is the more expensive model but safety of
pedestrians and general public should be a high priority . As we are
all striving for excellence this model incorporates architectural style
, manages traffic flow, pedestrian safety and preserves your rate
payers right to a safe residential area.

Option 2 Well what can be said , it is so bad.
Architecturally ugly , bad car parking , tennis courts
crammed up to Quentin Road , the terrible add on car park
which will be a bottle neck . We all have to remember that
this is a residential street , where we live and have a right
off passage on our road, a fact that seems to be missing
from all surveys. We did buy , build and bring up families
here in a residential suburb not a commercial area and I
am sure our rates notices stipulate that .

46638

as with all options too many trees removed especially at eastern
end of park. tennis courts too close to residents in Quentin Rd

the best of a bad lot of options. At least the stadium is
hidden by existing mature trees on the northern side and it
does not dominate the ovals like options 3 and 3A do.
Good viewing area over the main oval unlike options 3 and
3A. tennis courts too close to residents in Quentin Rd

terrible design, stadium too close to residents in Quentin rd. bulk
of the building dominates the main oval. no viewing area for the
main oval. because of location close to Quentin Rd users will be
looking for parking in the nearby streets to avoid the
underground carpark

same as option 3..terrible design, stadium too close to
residents in Quentin rd. bulk of the building dominates
the main oval. no viewing area for the main oval.
because of location close to Quentin Rd users will be
looking for parking in the nearby streets to avoid the
underground carpark

once the decision was made to retain the bowling greens
there is obviously no room to fit the stadium into the
remaining space without completely destroying the ambience
and tranquility of the park and with it lots of mature trees
which contributed to the tranquility of the park. not to mention
the traffic and parking mayhem that will be imposed on the
local residents forever

46639

As a resident the first thing I think of is the size and ugliness of the I do not l ke this design. Ugly stadium right in the middle of No. Pushed too far back towards the houses on the street.
netball stadium. What shocked me is when I read '11-12 metres
everything. An eyesore and a light blocker.
high'. This is what the residents are going to be looking at from their
houses ? I don't live near this area thankfully but I avoid those
surrounding streets because of traffic congestion and road rage etc
that I have seen before. I just can't fathom how this area will cope
with a huge stadium and ongoing traffic on top of the Chadstone
Shopping Centre chaos. I personally do not want the stadium at all.
It should be sympathetic to the residential area around it and I don't
want to see an ugly building from Chadstone Road on top of the
ugliness of Chadstone SC. Another thing, won't this design block
every ray of sunlight to the bowls green ?

46640

Dont build it. Leave the chadstone bowls club and environs as it is! Yes. Do
not change the chadstone bowls club and environs!

Again, I believe this stadium is being pitched at the
wrong location. It should be in Prahran. Of all the plans
this is the least horrible for the residents due to the
greenery being planted on the street sides. Honestly,
it's all horrible and I wish you would just leave this park
alone.

Yes. Do not proceed woth options 1 2 or 3. Leave the bowls club Leave the bowls club as is
as it is. Old people do not want to play basketball and there is
perfectly good facilities at batesford reserve
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Do not proceed with any redevelopment works

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

46648

Option 1 is our most preferred option as it:
- Uses existing footprint of the Chadstone Bowling Club. Therefore
Option 1 results in the least loss of valuable open green space.
- Visual bulk of stadium is on Chadstone Road which is line with
commercial development activity on this major road.
- Allows for underground parking and carpark access off Chadstone
Rd with less traffic overflow on to surrounding narrower residential
streets - already under strain from traffic and carpark overflow from
Chadstone.
- Stadium on Chadstone Rd is a reasonable distance from Quentin
Rd and Abbotsford Rd residences.
- New playground in current location.

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

Strongly oppose opt 3 - least preferred - Visual bulk of stadium in
most sensitive area in park- closest to residents - opposite
Quentin residences (inadequate setback from Quentin) to
detriment of residence values that are forward-facing to Park &
Abbotsford residences. Has most neg impact on residences &
valuable open green space with loss of significant gumtrees in
stadium area & proposed carpark on Quentin under Opt 3.
Stadium structure in 3 will impose loss of light & visual appeal in
a current tree-lined street to the deteriment of property values.
Removal of trees (>90%) under 3 contrasts Council's principal of
retaining open green space for the community. Carparks on
Quentin will serve as drop-off/pick-up for users of the stadium,
which will lead to increased traffic congestion in Quentin &
surrounding narrow residential sts already under pressure from
Chadstone SC. We have serious concerns regarding adequacy
of parking & loading particularly given current overspill due to
shopping centre. Underground carpark & no. of spots insufficient
to cater for all sports based on player no.s/spectators.
Chadstone Rd is a major rd which can handle increased traffic
on weekends. Sporting events held on weekends will lead to
increased traffic in Abbotsford & surrounding sts, including
Quentin. These strs are narrower in comparison to existing
infrastructure & thoroughfare on Chadstone Rd. Serious
concerns for anti-social behaviour in park at night: vandalismalcohol, drugs & bins set alight in Sep 2018.

We strongly oppose Option 3 and Option 3A because:
- The visual bu k is located closest to private
residences on Quentin Rd and Abbotsford Avenue - to
the deteriment of property values for ratepayers with
private residences that are currently forward-facing on
to Percy Treyvaud Park.
- Significant loss of trees compared to the most
preferred Option 1, which is in contradiction to
Council's goal to maintin valuable open green space
for the community.
- Serious concerns regarding the adequacy of parking
and loading under Option 3A - particularly given the
current overspill due to the close proximity to
Chadstone shopping centre.
- Chadstone Rd is a major road which can handle the
increased level of traffic generation on weekends.
Weekend sporting events including lacrosse and
cricket and netball will lead to increased traffic
congestion in Abbotsford Avenue and surrouding
narrower streets, including Quentin Rd. These streets
are narrower streets in comparison to the existing
infrastructure and thoroughfare on Chadstone Rd.
- Serious concerns regarding anti-social behaviour
given close proximity of the stadium and its blank
walls. Likely to attract unsightly graffiti to the detriment
of property values for Quentin Rd residences that are
forward-facing on to Percy Treyvaud Park.
- Strongly oppose any such development at the
Eastern end of the park opposite Quentin Rd.

The majority of the stakeholder group consistens of
representatives from 7 sporting groups - with only 3 local
resident representatives. It is therefore heavily weighted in
favour of the multiple sporting groups; and therefore the
'preferred Option 3 (Quentin Rd' voted by the stakeholder
group fails to accurately represent local residents' views.
Therefore strongly disagree with the Mayor's comments that
local residents views have been factored into and fed back to
the Steering Committee. I trust that the results of the
feedback survey from local residents will be accurately
captured and summarised for the Steering Committee before
a decision is made - and made available to the public. The
original proposal (Option 1 and 2) would have used the
existing building footprint of the Chadstone bowling club.
Option 3 have only arisen to the objections to Options 1 and
2, and by definition Option 3 is the least preferred option. We
strongly oppose the construction of the stadium at the Quentin
Rd end of the park (i.e. Options 3 and 3A) due to the visual
bu k located so close to private residences - to the detriment
of property values on Quentin Rd that are forward facing on to
the park. The lack of transparency in the process is
concerning including the lack of availability of information
regarding how each option weighs up against the Council's
criteria. The proposal of the stadium construction in Percy
Treyvaud Park is strongly opposed by local residents and we
trust that our views will be accurately reflected to the relevant
stakeholders including the Steering Committee before a final
decision is made on which Option to select.We query the
restrictive covenant in land titles of surrounding properties and
potential impact this will have on the stadium's construction.

Concerned that blank stadium wall & stadium itself will
attract further graffiti & dark pockets given extremely close
proximity of the stadium under 3 from Quentin, who will look at
the stadium wall. For these reasons we prefer opt 1 and strongly
oppose any development at East end of park

46655

Option 2 is the preferred option in a bad situation.
Chadstone Road is very busy with traffic always increasing
and clearly this development will add much more for us the
residents to have to live with. Unfair.

Not happy about this development. Chadstone Road is
already extremely busy. This will bring more traffic and well
into the night with courts open till 10.00 p.m.!! Not happy!!

46659

Option 2 is the preferred plan.

I cannot understand why this development is happening here.
Chadstone Road already has to deal with a lot of traffic for
residents and this will compound the problem not just only
though the day but well into the night as the courts close at
10.00p.m. This is very unfair on the residents of Chadstone
Road !!!

46660

I think this is the worst design concept of all, not only from a visual
perspective (Stadium's above ground size), but also its presence
for the local community who walk along the footpath which will run
between the northern houses and the stadium. Additional the extra
costs to dig deeper into the ground to build the double storey car
park. It also feels like it this design segregates each of the clubs
away from one another, rather than having this community sports
center being a place where people can come together to interact
with one another.

This is not my preferred option, due to a few reasons.
Firstly the tennis courts are very close to Quentin road.
Secondly having the stadium the middle has isolated the
tennis clubs and its patrons off from the rest of the sporting
facility, to the point that they have to have their own social
club area, stores and toilet facilities. Thirdly a underground
double storey car park has to be built, probably at an
additional cost. Lastly the stadium itself is still a large/high
building and the further it can be built into the natural land
fall the better.

This is my most favorable concept design, due to having a single
level car park, stadiums presence (height & length) is as minimal
as possible. The community has access to walk between the
stadium and Social Spaces/Amenities, with the garden and roof
terrace, thus allowing for greater community involvement in the
sports being played. All the social spaces/amenities are close
together, thus creating a greater sporting community awareness
and involvement of one another.
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This is my second most favorable option. My only
criticism to this option, is for the local community, as
this options does not allow you can not walk through
the center of the complex without going inside the
facility (like the upper level in option 3). This will mean
the local community, who are not involved with any
part of this sporting facilities, will walk around the
complex rather than through it, whereby engaging with
the sport being played at this facility.

As this stadium is so close to the residence, it needs to be
made as noise proof as possible. Also the local residence are
very concerned about stadium patrons driving driving around
and parking on local streets rather than at the stadium. Lastly
ensuring that Chadstone Rd gets greater preference at the
major traffic lights, to ensure with the additional load of the
stadium vehicles that the road still flows, but at the same time
still has breaks in the traffic, to allow people who live on
Chadstone Rd and connecting road traffic enough time to
enter and cross chadstone Rd.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46661

Option 1 is the best and most practical option for residents and
provides facilities for sporting groups.

A poor option compared with option 1

This option has been produced as one group of residents have
complained and have managed to push the impact towards
residents in Quinton road.

This is the worst option for residents especially those
in Quinton road. From the original idea of using the
bowling green area, the development has now
morphed into finding the cheapest option and ignoring
the impact on residents, especially those in Quinton
road.

The very first option utilising the bowling green was ,and
remains, the only sensible option. Of the options now
proposed only option 1 should be considered as this is the
nearest to the original bowling green option.

46665

Option 1 is the best option as it minimises the impact on residents, Option 2 is inferior to option1 in terms of practical use
and utilises Chadstone road capacity for the increased traffic.
impact on residents.

This option moves the visual bulk towards Quinton road,
whereas the original proposal had the bulk in the centre , and
away from residents.

This option moves the visual bulk to Quinton road, and Residents in Quinton road have been poorly served by
represents a severe impact on Quinton road residents. Council . The Council should have persevered with the
bowling green option as that option was the best.

46670

I like that the stadium is located on Chadstone Road and I feel this
is the best court layout for the stadium.

I do not l ke this option as car parking provided on site is
limited. I do not want overflow parking provided in
surrounding streets.

I do not like the stadium location It is too close to Quentin Road
and it uses too much of the northern boundary open space.

I prefer this option over option 3 as the Quentin Road
set back is increased. I like that less of the northern
boundary open space is used. I prefer this layout of
social spaces. Each sports club appears to have
separate areas.

I would prefer the development be contained to the current
footprint. No current open space be used and as many trees
as poss ble be retained.

46673

Option One is the best plan to comply with both sports and
residential requirements I understand this the more expensive
option but this is a sports complex that must able to grow and
provide upgraded facilities for the future, if this is not factored in
now no one is doing the right thing now
It follows your attractive and functional brief, your enviromental brief
, its sensitive to residential needs. It also provides your car parking
and traffic management brief in that it allows for extra carparking ,
drop off zone, without affecting an already congested local roads,
and also with parking access from Chadstone Road it will also stop
people parking there for shopping at Chadstone, another aspect of
your brief . It protects the existing trees for wild life and the visual
exposure to the residents in the area
This plan would be one the Council in future years would be proud
of

Option 2
This is not a future driven plan . There is not provision for
extra basement parking The environmental and safety
affects to the local residents has not been considered . The
overflow car park in Quentin Road would be a bottle neck .
Any traffic study you have done or will do will show Quentin
Road is already over used by cars, school hours, VIP days
at Chadstone , Parents using the
Playground . It does not comply with most of the briefs the
Council has put forward
The lack of sufficient parking is very obvious in this plan.
Roughly 4 courts need at least 100 car parks , change over
means there would be 200 cars dropping off or picking up .
Where will parents go into the surrounding residential
streets causing both traffic hazards and danger for
pedestrians This is not an option than can be look at as
Sustainable , Attractive or functional

Option 3
This plan is has all the problems associated with Option 2 It has
the largest loss of trees, has the largest foot print , not
environmentally attractive or Architectural style. The impact on
the residents of Quention Road will make it more commercial
than residential. We all acknowledge that there are several
groups that need to make input into this procedure and every
group has a special requirements and needs . However overall it
is a complex that should be acceptable to all . One group that
this does not provide any of your briefs is the residents , who I
need to remind you are the ratepayers and have bought , built
and brought up families in this area , surely we should have an
equal input into this project . Unfortunately we have been denied
a representative on your Shareholders Group , all sports Clubs
have a voice. May I suggest any future meetings of said group
should include a Resident voice.

Option 3a This plan does save the environment by
saving trees and open space , it does save the
playground , which is a special place in this area and
is usually in use on a hourly and daily basis . It does
remove the overflow car park , relieving extra stress on
local roads . However again it does not meet your
Environmental, Architectural and sensitive to
residential needs brief . Basketball court should be
accessible from Chadstone Road so that Drop off
zones for Buses and cars can be provided and extra
off street parking can be provided. We all need to look
to the future for both residents and sporting clubs . If
these means a more expensive option will not future
players and rate payers
be proud of the Council who looked forward and not a
quick fix plan I have one last query , has a traffic study
been completed or even started ? I can find no
evidence in your Concept Site Option web site .

Why are there no Residents included in Stakeholders Group?
Where is the Traffic Study?
By the time car parks removed how many extra car parks are
you providing?
Are you going to provide Permit parking on one side of
adjacents side streets for local resident parking?
Have you had local trees heritage listed?

46674

Do not care visual bu k on Chadstone Road. Like the court layout.
Option to increase parking second level car park. Less open space
in the northern boundary. Less tree require to be felled in the
northern boundary.

This option has not enough parking creating overflow
parking on surrounding streets. Do not like the car park on
Quentin Road. Do not like the tennis courts so close to
Quentin Road. Do not like the play space in this location.

Stadium too close to Quentin Road. Do not like the car park on
Quentin. The north/south open space is unnecessary. The
landscaping at Chadstone Rd is not necessary. Pathway
between stadium and tennis court is a waste. Social spaces too
large.

Like there is no car park on Quentin, the stadium is
Traffic and parking is an issue. Enough parking needs to be
pushed back on Quentin and less open space is used provided onsite. Liquor licensing needs to be managed.
on the northern boundary.

46678

This would be my preferred option but l DO NOT support the
inclusion of the park shelter in the South West corner of the park.
This shelter will become a haven for youths to gather at in the
evenings as currently occurs with the existing rotunda. It is way too
close to residential properties and l don't believe there is any need
for one at all.

I DO NOT support this option. l also DO NOT support the
inclusion of the park shelter in the South West corner of
the park. This shelter will become a haven for youths to
gather at in the evenings as currently occurs with the
existing rotunda. It is way too close to residential properties
and l don't believe there is any need for one at all.

I DO NOT support this option. l also DO NOT support the
inclusion of the park shelter in the South West corner of the park.
This shelter will become a haven for youths to gather at in the
evenings as currently occurs with the existing rotunda. It is way
too close to residential properties and l don't believe there is any
need for one at all.

I DO NOT support this option. l also DO NOT support
the inclusion of the park shelter in the South West
corner of the park. This shelter will become a haven
for youths to gather at in the evenings as currently
occurs with the existing rotunda. It is way too close to
residential properties and l don't believe there is any
need for one at all.
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I do not believe that this proposed stadium is being built in an
appropriate location in Malvern East.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46680

This option creates more of a visual bulk to pre-existing residents'
properties along the northern boundary closest to Chadstone Rd.
Most of these residents and property owners chose to reside in this
location because of the open spaces and to place this overbearing
stadium and ugly visual presence in such close proximity when
there are other options shows no consideration by council towards
these residents and rate payers. The undercover parking will add
further congestion to this area when there is already such traffic
due to the Chadstone Shopping Centre. Again Council has been
very remiss in choosing this site for the stadium causing more
safety hazard to residents and pedestrians.

The added underground parking will again create extra
congestion in this already traffic congested neighbourhood.
Council should never have chosen this site for such a
project knowing that Chadstone Shopping Centre already
creates more than enough congestion & overuse of the
neighbourhood. The position of the stadium in this option
seems more suitable than the others in that it is situated in
the middle of the complex and set further away from the
northern boundary residents. It is also appropriate that the
social spaces are at the southern end of the stadium again
further away from the residents on the northern boundary.
This option also protects the residents on the northern
boundary because of the limited pedestrian access to the
complex & social spaces.

This option is not suitable as it unnecessarily encroaches on the
Northern boundary of the site impacting negatively on the preexisting residents. In addition it has the largest loss of well
established trees which is valuable habitat for varied species
which makes this a desirable natural amenity. The walk through
between the stadium & the public garden through the Northern
pedestrian access link makes this option more unsuitable as
they will create more disruption & disturbance to residents along
the northern border. It is also disconcerting that the social
spaces are all together which has the potential of creating unruly
& inappropriate behaviour that once again will result in residents
being disturbed, particularly since these areas are very very
close to the residents along the Northern boundary.

This option is more appealing as it is less invasive on
the residents along the Northern boundary. Concern is
that the residents will be exposed to more foot traffic
into the public garden leading into the social spaces
where liquor is readily available increasing unruly
behaviour & excessive noise. The need for extra
undercover car parking because of the expansion of
the entire complex once again shows surrounding
residents that the Council is not considerate of its
rates payers who are already exposed to a saturation
of traffic due to Chadstone shopping centre which
seems to be given licence to expand at its whim!
Although there seems to be less destruction of the
existing fauna, Council should increase the number of
trees along the Northern boundary to reduce the noise
& invasive appearance of the new stadium & other
buildings.

This site should NOT have been selected for the development
of this complex as the immediate area surrounding the
existing ovals, playground & Bowling Club are already over
saturated with traffic due to Chadstone Shopping Centre &
Phoenix Park Complex making virtually impossible for
resident to park outside their own homes let alone have
guests visit. The Council has shown very little consideration
for its rate payers. In fact it has shown total disregard for
residents whose rates are being used to build this complex
which will support a large number of users that live more than
5kms away. None of the plans indicate that consideration has
been given to introduce permit parking to the surrounding
streets to enable residents easy access to their homes. It is
disconcerting that residents have been asked once again to
comment on the plans. without receiving important responses
to questions asked, that are critical to the decision making
about the site eg. soil testing results.

46681

This would be my preferred option but l DO NOT support the
inclusion of the park shelter in the South West corner of the park.
This shelter will become a haven for youths to gather at in the
evenings as currently occurs with the existing rotunda. It is way too
close to residential properties and l don't believe there is any need
for one at all.

I DO NOT support this option. l also DO NOT support the
inclusion of the park shelter in the South West corner of
the park. This shelter will become a haven for youths to
gather at in the evenings as currently occurs with the
existing rotunda. It is way too close to residential properties
and l don't believe there is any need for one at all.

I DO NOT support this option. l also DO NOT support the
inclusion of the park shelter in the South West corner of the park.
This shelter will become a haven for youths to gather at in the
evenings as currently occurs with the existing rotunda. It is way
too close to residential properties and l don't believe there is any
need for one at all.

I DO NOT support this option. l also DO NOT support
the inclusion of the park shelter in the South West
corner of the park. This shelter will become a haven
for youths to gather at in the evenings as currently
occurs with the existing rotunda. It is way too close to
residential properties and l don't believe there is any
need for one at all.

I do not support the proposed stadium being built in Percy
Treyvaud park.

46682

This is the best option put forward as it is the option that is most
sensitive to local community needs. This options design best
preserves the character of the park and is the option most likely to
result in car traffic being drawn into the residential streets that
surround the park. The existing commercial zoning in place along
Chadstone road also aligns well to locating the stadium at the
westerly side of the park, and it also aligns to the original decision
of locating the netball stadium where the bowling club is currently.

This design is an improvement on Option 3, although
the location of the stadium results in it dominating the
park and drastically changing the character of the park
for local residents. Also locating the stadium nearer to
the easterly (residential) side of the park is likely to
result in more traffic for the stadium being drawn into
those streets decreasing liveability in those streets and
increasing the risk of car related injuries to
pedestrians, particularly school children in the area
due to the close proximity of the school, library and
community center.

Option 1 is the option that best meets the project criteria
aspirations. We have major concerns as the the traffic
impacts the stadium will have to a small area that already has
traffic issues due to Chadstone shopping center, the school,
community center, library all being located in close proximity.
Stonnington council should consider other options especially
given the escalating cost of the project that could see it better
suited to other locations now.

This design pushes the main stadium to higher ground
Least favoured opt -stadium near residential east side of park
hence more it is l kely to dominate the park. The
contravening project objectives of sensitivity to local community
playground is poorly positioned as it isolates users
& providing attractive & functional design. Puts tallest structure
(normally Mum’s with young kids during the day) and is
(Netball stadium) at highest point in park dominating the park &
likely to result in reduced usage. The car park near the
streetscape for residents of Quentin rd. Loss of significant trees
tennis courts on Quentin road should be removed and the at east side is a big concern. Community & social benefit is also
playground retuned to this location. The current playground a challenge. The centrally located public garden likely to
location (on Quentin road next to the tennis courts) should exacerbate the antisocial/criminal behaviour in the park including
be maintained as it is a good stop off point between the
underage drinking, drug use, fires, graffiti, sexual assault. The
The design also maintains a strong established tree line on the
school/community centre and Chadstone and serves as a local community surrounding the park should not incur increased
Northern and Eastern boundaries of the park creating a nice break crucial hub of community connection, many neighbourly
risk to personal safety due to this project. The large east facing
between the new development and residents that border the park. exchanges are instigated in this playground currently.
wall will attract graffiti - detrimental to residents of Quentin rd
The playground is maintained at the eastern side and has the
Removing the off-street car park on Quentin road, would
who will not only have to look at a large wall instead of the
tennis courts next to it allowing the westerly afternoon sun to allow also increase open space in the park in line with the project treescape but one covered in graffiti. The location of the
the park to function in the afternoon when the playground is most
objectives. The loss of significant trees coupled with the off- playground on Quentin Rd is next to a large westerly stadium
used. The netball stadium will also sit at the lower end of the park
street parking would greatly diminish the attractiveness of wall that will block afternoon sun, particularly in winter making
which helps mitigate structural dominance of the park that would
the park for the residents of Quentin road as well as being the playground uninviting & reducing community/social benefit.
occur by locating the building at the eastern (higher) side of the
detrimental to its character.
The lack of natural light will limit garden growth opportunities
park.
making it difficult for council to maintain a desirable playground
The design should look to move the cricket nets to be
for local families. The offstreet parking on Quentin rd should be
The design should look to move the cricket nets to be located
located closer to the junior field having them his far from
removed as it is detrimental to local residents & will only be
closer to the junior field having them his far from the junior cricket
the junior cricket ground would create a safety risk for
used by Chadstone shoppers & attract traffic into already busy
ground would create a safety risk for coaches trying to keep an eye coaches trying to keep an eye on all of them.
local strs risking resident safety, with close proximity of the
on all of them. One recommendation would be to limit street
school, l brary & community centre etc. Removal of the offstreet
parking in Quentin road to 90 minutes to prevent use by Chadstone Additionally, one recommendation would be to limit street parking will also allow for increased playground (open) space in
overflow and support casual park use. This measure may also
parking in Quentin road to 90 minutes to prevent use by
line with project objectives. The cricket nets should be moved
support the reduction of parking for the netball stadium in the
Chadstone overflow and support casual park use. This
closer to the junior field as junior teams don’t want to have
residential streets surrounding the park.
measure would help reduce of flow on parking for the
players spread across the park for child safety reasons. One
netball stadium in the surrounding streets.
recommendation - limit str parking in Quentin to 90 mins to
prevent use by Chadstone overflow & support casual park use.
This measure will support a reduction of parking for the netball
stadium in the surrounding residential strs.
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Tennis courts should be moved towards the centre of
the park to provide further room for the playground ate
the easterly side and further increase functionality of
the park for residents.
What will be done to mitigate graffiti on the large
easterly facing wall of the stadium? Residents in
Quentin road shouldn’t have to look out at a large wall
covered in graffiti instead of the current tree-scape
they currently look at.
The design should look to move the cricket nets to be
located closer to the junior field as junior teams don’t
want to have players spread across the park for child
safety reasons. One recommendation would be to limit
street parking in Quentin road to 90 minutes to prevent
use by Chadstone overflow and support casual park
use. This measure may also support the reduction of
flow on parking for the netball stadium in the
surrounding streets.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

46683

In relation to the project aspirations this option best meets that
criteria set out for the following reasons:
-It least disrupts the current park functionality and character
promoting the best social and community benefit.
-It best meets environmental needs through the preservation of
the northerly and easterly tree lines and open space buffers for the
residents
-It is the most sensitive to the local community as it best
preserves the local neighbourhood character and is the least likely
to increase traffic into the surrounding local streets.
-The current commercial zoning on Chadstone road is better
aligned to having a large structure built next to it rather than
locating the netball stadium nearer to residential zones that the
other options do.
-For local residents it is the most attractive and functional design
as it puts the tallest structure at the lowest point of the park
-It is also the design that best preserves open space for residents
as it doesn’t add off-street parking on Quentin road and preserves
the playground there.

46684

In relation to the project aspirations this option best meets that
criteria set out for the following reasons:
- It least disrupts the current park functionality and character
promoting the best social and community benefit.
- It best meets environmental needs through the preservation of the
northerly and easterly tree lines and open space buffers for the
residents
- It is the most sensitive to the local community as it best preserves
the local neighbourhood character and is the least likely to increase
traffic into the surrounding local streets.
- The current commercial zoning on Chadstone road is better
aligned to having a large structure built next to it rather than
locating the netball stadium nearer to residential zones that the
other options do.
- For local residents it is the most attractive and functional design
as it puts the tallest structure at the lowest point of the park
- It is also the design that best preserves open space for residents
as it doesn’t add off-street parking on Quentin road and preserves
the playground there.

46685

This option best meets the need of the local community and the
objectives of the project. It will provide all sporting clubs with some
great facilities to promote greater sporting engagement in the
community.

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

In relation to the project aspirations this option least meets that -999
criteria set out for the following reasons:
- It disrupts the current park functionality and character
drastically reducing social and community benefit for residents
- It least meets environmental needs as it doesn’t preserve the
easterly tree lines and open space buffers for the residents
- It is the least sensitive to the local community as it doesn’t
preserve the local neighbourhood character and is the option
most likely to increase traffic into the surrounding local streets.
- The current commercial zoning on Chadstone road is better
aligned to having a large structure built next to it rather than
locating the netball stadium nearer to residential zones as this
option does.
- For local residents it is the least attractive and functional design
as it puts the tallest structure at the highest point of the park
- It is also the design least preserves open space for residents
as it adds off-street parking on Quentin road and the playground
is lost to this side of the park.
- The large wall facing residents on Quentin road will attract
graffiti.
- The public space in the middle will attract further anti-social
behaviour like underage drinking and drug use than is currently
being experienced.

After option 1 this option next best meets the project
aspirations for the following reasons:
- While the location of the main netball stadium in the
centre of the park does change the character of the park, it
doesn’t have the detrimental impact that locating at the
easterly (Quentin road) side does.
- Functionality is reduced in this option by putting the
playground in an isolated area that is less l kely to attract
families to play in it i.e. mum with small kids less likely to
feel safe.
- Diminishes resident community value by taking away a
park on Quentin road that is used by families often.
- Inclusion of the off-street parking on Quentin road
reduces open space and will likely be utilised by
Chadstone shoppers the most. It also diminishes the
character of the streetscape for residents of Quentin road.

Other feedback
Option one is the design that best meets the projects
aspirations and is the one we support the most.

In relation to the project aspirations this option least meets that
criteria set out for the following reasons:
- It disrupts the current park functionality and character
drastically reducing social and community benefit for residents
- It least meets environmental needs as it doesn’t preserve the
easterly tree lines and open space buffers for the residents
- It is the least sensitive to the local community as it doesn’t
preserve the local neighbourhood character and is the option
most likely to increase traffic into the surrounding local streets.
- The current commercial zoning on Chadstone road is better
aligned to having a large structure built next to it rather than
locating the netball stadium nearer to residential zones as this
option does.
- For local residents it is the least attractive and functional design
as it puts the tallest structure at the highest point of the park
- It is also the design least preserves open space for residents
as it adds off-street parking on Quentin road and the playground
is lost to this side of the park.
- The large wall facing residents on Quentin road will attract
graffiti.
- The public space in the middle will attract further anti-social
behaviour like underage drinking and drug use than is currently
being experienced.

In relation to the project aspirations this option is an
Option 1 is the option that best meets the project objectives
improvement on Option 3 but still doesn’t meet the
and is the one that should be pursued to best meet the needs
project aspirations as well as option 1 for the following of Stonnington tax payers and residents.
reasons.
- It least meets environmental needs as it doesn’t
preserve the easterly tree lines and open space
buffers for the residents
- It is the least sensitive to the local community as it
doesn’t preserve the local neighbourhood character
and is the option most likely to increase traffic into the
surrounding local streets.
- The current commercial zoning on Chadstone road is
better aligned to having a large structure built next to it
rather than locating the netball stadium nearer to
residential zones as this option does.
- For local residents it is the least attractive and
functional design as it puts the tallest structure near
the highest point of the park
- The large wall facing residents on Quentin road will
attract graffiti.
- The public space in the middle will attract further antisocial behaviour like underage drinking and drug use
than is currently being experienced.
- The playground at Quentin road could be further
improved by moving the tennis courts further to the
middle of the park

Not a fan of this design as it breaks up the sporting clubs and
doesn't promote a sense of community like option 1 does.

Again option 1 is better as it puts the sporting clubs
closer together
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Option best meets the project objectives and best facilitates
the sporting clubs interests

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46686

ABSOLUTELY. NOT. This option is absurd. Cramming everything
into the busiest side of the park already plagued with parking and
traffic problems and over development with no doubt more to come.
Have you seen how many accidents occur at Waverley and
Chadstone rds corner? How cars race down this road? How traffic
gridlocks on most mornings and afternoons and is imposs ble to
navigate whenever there is something on at Chadstone or an
incident on Monash ir Dandenong Road? Surely coh cil cannot be
serious in considering this option despite pressures from a small
section of residents??? Common sense must prevail as must the
respons bility of council to residents, proposed users and anyone
who will be o,ing Ingo the area.

I cannot offer any feedback here but to say that it is not the
best option available. It still intrudes significantly on the
landscape which is not needed and addressed in other
options. I also think it’s cramming the stadium. A small
onsite Quentin Rd car park will not suffice. There needs to
be adequate if. Or significant onsite parking at Quentin Rd

This is the most sensible option and mot sensitive and suitable
to all needs. I still think more parking needs to be avail at
Quentin Rd or failing that an arrangement with the local primary
school Phoenix Park and the shopping centre to share
resources. Having the stadium at Quentin road makes the most
sense because traffic can be pushed into existing facilities and
roadways including various entry and exit points of Chadstone
shopping centre, it’s the least invasive build too.

Not a sens ble alternative to option 3.why anyone other
than Quentin road inhabitants would think this is a
good idea is perplexing. A stadium cannot proceed
without adequate parking at Quentin Rd

Adequate onsite parking mat be available to users and be
offered all around the stadium area not cramped into
Chadstone Rd. Logic tells me Quentin Rd needs more parking
or failing that an agreement must be entered into with the
local school, phonetic park or Chadstone centre to share
parking facilities, Chadstone centre is a good. Idea as cars
can disperse through its multiple entry and sit points for
players to go home rather than be concentrated onto
Chadstone Road. This mans less impact and less disruption
to residents and less road rage by users. My experience in
playing sport at stadiums in small residential streets means at
games end there is chaos and bad behaviour, road rage and
questionable parking etc. As a sportsman I don’t want to be
stuck I. Traffic entering or exiting a stadium. I don’t use
underground parking because it means I have to wait in line to
get in or out. I want a quick getaway which means parking in.
Street. I won’t ride my bike to a stadium, I actually don’t know
anyone that does. Council needs to be practical and realaiitc
as once it is built, we have to live with the consequences, you
have only one chance to get it right and in my honest opinion,
you have this one all wrong which is a shame.

46689

Option 1 is my choice for the below reasons:
Option 1 affects the least amount of residents.
Visually option 1 is contained to Chadstone Road
Visual bulk is not within a sensitive part of the park
Abbotsford residents – Northern Boundary increased slightly open
space.
Tree loss- concerned with tree loss in all options- council haven’t
divulged how many trees are being lost in all options. It appears
option 1 will have the least amount of trees lost.
Having the stadium on Chadstone Road will likely mean people
using the stadium will enter from Chadstone Rd instead of dropping
children off in surrounding streets. The surrounding streets are
already congested with Chadstone shopping centre users.
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed.
Negative: large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the
park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue Avenue.
Invading privacy of rear yards.

Option 2: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located
closer to Quentin Rd residents homes.
Smaller number of car parking spots, with parking on
Quentin Rd
Playground lost from existing location
Increased loss of trees (very unknown how many trees will
be lost in all options, no transparency by council)
Visual bu k in middle of park – this will further increase
traffic in surrounding street with sport users being dropped
off due to lack of parking.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in
the park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely
enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car
parks from the existing current parking available. This
needs to be addressed

Option 3: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located closer to
Quentin Rd residents homes. This location would have a very
negative impact on residents.
Adds parking to Quentin Rd- issue with drop offs in surrounding
streets
Visual bulk to Quentin Rd residents which will result in increased
traffic.
Social space is detached from stadium
This option results in the most tree loss- (unknown as council
haven’t been transparent)
Playground lost from current location
Walkway between the tennis and stadium will likely attract
undesirables.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern side of
the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the park.
This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed

Option 3 A negative issues:
Visual bulk to Quentin Road
Social spaces are split- enabling uses to be
segregated.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the
southern side of the park- no parking access and the
furthest point in the park. This will attract undesirables
and will most l kely enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in
Bellevue Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87
car parks from the existing current parking available.
This needs to be addressed

Council have not been transparent. Residents have not been
provided with enough information to make an informed
decision on all options.
tree loss- council haven't provided information on how many
trees will be lost -even though residents have asked multiple
times.
soil test- has the soil test been completed. contaminated soil
in Fenwick street. no information provided by council.
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

46690

Option 1 BEST OPTION FOR BELOW REASONS
Option 1 affects the least amount of residents.
Visually option 1 is contained to Chadstone Road
Visual bulk is not within a sensitive part of the park
Abbotsford residents – Northern Boundary increased slightly open
space.
Tree loss- concerned with tree loss in all options- council haven’t
divulged how many trees are being lost in all options. It appears
option 1 will have the least amount of trees lost.
Having the stadium on Chadstone Road will likely mean people
using the stadium will enter from Chadstone Rd instead of dropping
children off in surrounding streets. The surrounding streets are
already congested with Chadstone shopping centre users.
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed.
Negative: large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the
park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue Avenue.
Invading privacy of rear yards.

Option 2: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located
closer to Quentin Rd residents homes.
Smaller number of car parking spots, with parking on
Quentin Rd
Playground lost from existing location
Increased loss of trees (very unknown how many trees will
be lost in all options, no transparency by council)
Visual bu k in middle of park – this will further increase
traffic in surrounding street with sport users being dropped
off due to lack of parking.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in
the park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely
enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car
parks from the existing current parking available. This
needs to be addressed

Option 3: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located closer to
Quentin Rd residents homes. This location would have a very
negative impact on residents.
Adds parking to Quentin Rd- issue with drop offs in surrounding
streets
Visual bulk to Quentin Rd residents which will result in increased
traffic.
Social space is detached from stadium
This option results in the most tree loss- (unknown as council
haven’t been transparent)
Playground lost from current location
Walkway between the tennis and stadium will likely attract
undesirables.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern side of
the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the park.
This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed

Option 3 A negative issues:
Council should be ashamed- no transparency as was
Visual bulk to Quentin Road
promised. Huge traffic congestion to local streets.
Social spaces are split- enabling uses to be
segregated.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the
southern side of the park- no parking access and the
furthest point in the park. This will attract undesirables
and will most l kely enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in
Bellevue Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87
car parks from the existing current parking available.
This needs to be addressed

46691

Option 1 BEST OPTIONOption 1 affects the least amount of residents.
Visually option 1 is contained to Chadstone Road
Visual bulk is not within a sensitive part of the park
Abbotsford residents – Northern Boundary increased slightly open
space.
Tree loss- concerned with tree loss in all options- council haven’t
divulged how many trees are being lost in all options. It appears
option 1 will have the least amount of trees lost.
Having the stadium on Chadstone Road will likely mean people
using the stadium will enter from Chadstone Rd instead of dropping
children off in surrounding streets. The surrounding streets are
already congested with Chadstone shopping centre users.
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed.
Negative: large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the
park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue Avenue.
Invading privacy of rear yards.

Option 2: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located
closer to Quentin Rd residents homes.
Smaller number of car parking spots, with parking on
Quentin Rd
Playground lost from existing location
Increased loss of trees (very unknown how many trees will
be lost in all options, no transparency by council)
Visual bu k in middle of park – this will further increase
traffic in surrounding street with sport users being dropped
off due to lack of parking.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in
the park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely
enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car
parks from the existing current parking available. This
needs to be addressed

Option 3: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located closer to
Quentin Rd residents homes. This location would have a very
negative impact on residents.
Adds parking to Quentin Rd- issue with drop offs in surrounding
streets
Visual bulk to Quentin Rd residents which will result in increased
traffic.
Social space is detached from stadium
This option results in the most tree loss- (unknown as council
haven’t been transparent)
Playground lost from current location
Walkway between the tennis and stadium will likely attract
undesirables.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern side of
the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the park.
This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed

Option 3 A negative issues:
all this for a netball stadium, the cost is ridiculous to rate
Visual bulk to Quentin Road
payers. how is this going to be funded. No transparency is
Social spaces are split- enabling uses to be
process from council.
segregated.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the
southern side of the park- no parking access and the
furthest point in the park. This will attract undesirables
and will most l kely enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in
Bellevue Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87
car parks from the existing current parking available.
This needs to be addressed
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Other feedback

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46692

Option 1 is my choice for the below reasons:
Option 1 affects the least amount of residents.
Visually option 1 is contained to Chadstone Road
Visual bulk is not within a sensitive part of the park
Abbotsford residents – Northern Boundary increased slightly open
space.
Tree loss- concerned with tree loss in all options- council haven’t
divulged how many trees are being lost in all options. It appears
option 1 will have the least amount of trees lost.
Having the stadium on Chadstone Road will likely mean people
using the stadium will enter from Chadstone Rd instead of dropping
children off in surrounding streets. The surrounding streets are
already congested with Chadstone shopping centre users.
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed.
Negative: large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the
park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue Avenue.
Invading privacy of rear yards.

Option 2: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located
closer to Quentin Rd residents homes.
Smaller number of car parking spots, with parking on
Quentin Rd
Playground lost from existing location
Increased loss of trees (very unknown how many trees will
be lost in all options, no transparency by council)
Visual bu k in middle of park – this will further increase
traffic in surrounding street with sport users being dropped
off due to lack of parking.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in
the park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely
enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car
parks from the existing current parking available. This
needs to be addressed

Option 3: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located closer to
Quentin Rd residents homes. This location would have a very
negative impact on residents.
Adds parking to Quentin Rd- issue with drop offs in surrounding
streets
Visual bulk to Quentin Rd residents which will result in increased
traffic.
Social space is detached from stadium
This option results in the most tree loss- (unknown as council
haven’t been transparent)
Playground lost from current location
Walkway between the tennis and stadium will likely attract
undesirables.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern side of
the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the park.
This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed

Option 3 A negative issues:
Visual bulk to Quentin Road
Social spaces are split- enabling uses to be
segregated.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the
southern side of the park- no parking access and the
furthest point in the park. This will attract undesirables
and will most l kely enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in
Bellevue Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87
car parks from the existing current parking available.
This needs to be addressed

Council have not been transparent. Residents have not been
provided with enough information to make an informed
decision on all options.
tree loss- council haven't provided information on how many
trees will be lost -even though residents have asked multiple
times.
soil test- has the soil test been completed. contaminated soil
in Fenwick street. no information provided by council.

46693

Option 1 Best option for all residents.
Option 1 affects the least amount of residents.
Visually option 1 is contained to Chadstone Road
Visual bulk is not within a sensitive part of the park
Abbotsford residents – Northern Boundary increased slightly open
space.
Tree loss- concerned with tree loss in all options- council haven’t
divulged how many trees are being lost in all options. It appears
option 1 will have the least amount of trees lost.
Having the stadium on Chadstone Road will likely mean people
using the stadium will enter from Chadstone Rd instead of dropping
children off in surrounding streets. The surrounding streets are
already congested with Chadstone shopping centre users.
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed.
Negative: large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the
park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue Avenue.
Invading privacy of rear yards.

Option 2: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located
closer to Quentin Rd residents homes.
Smaller number of car parking spots, with parking on
Quentin Rd
Playground lost from existing location
Increased loss of trees (very unknown how many trees will
be lost in all options, no transparency by council)
Visual bu k in middle of park – this will further increase
traffic in surrounding street with sport users being dropped
off due to lack of parking.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in
the park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely
enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car
parks from the existing current parking available. This
needs to be addressed

Option 3: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located closer to
Quentin Rd residents homes. This location would have a very
negative impact on residents.
Adds parking to Quentin Rd- issue with drop offs in surrounding
streets
Visual bulk to Quentin Rd residents which will result in increased
traffic.
Social space is detached from stadium
This option results in the most tree loss- (unknown as council
haven’t been transparent)
Playground lost from current location
Walkway between the tennis and stadium will likely attract
undesirables.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern side of
the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the park.
This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed

Option 3 A negative issues:
cost to rate payers - how is this going to funded.
Visual bulk to Quentin Road
traffic congestion in area- how are council going to manage
Social spaces are split- enabling uses to be
this
segregated.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the
southern side of the park- no parking access and the
furthest point in the park. This will attract undesirables
and will most l kely enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in
Bellevue Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87
car parks from the existing current parking available.
This needs to be addressed
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46694

Option 1 is my choice for the below reasons:
Option 1 affects the least amount of residents.
Visually option 1 is contained to Chadstone Road
Visual bulk is not within a sensitive part of the park
Abbotsford residents – Northern Boundary increased slightly open
space.
Tree loss- concerned with tree loss in all options- council haven’t
divulged how many trees are being lost in all options. It appears
option 1 will have the least amount of trees lost.
Having the stadium on Chadstone Road will likely mean people
using the stadium will enter from Chadstone Rd instead of dropping
children off in surrounding streets. The surrounding streets are
already congested with Chadstone shopping centre users.
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed.
Negative: large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the
park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue Avenue.
Invading privacy of rear yards.

Option 2: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located
closer to Quentin Rd residents homes.
Smaller number of car parking spots, with parking on
Quentin Rd
Playground lost from existing location
Increased loss of trees (very unknown how many trees will
be lost in all options, no transparency by council)
Visual bu k in middle of park – this will further increase
traffic in surrounding street with sport users being dropped
off due to lack of parking.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern
side of the park- no parking access and the furthest point in
the park. This will attract undesirables and will most likely
enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car
parks from the existing current parking available. This
needs to be addressed

Option 3: negative issues
Affects homes on Abbotsford Avenue, stadium located closer to
Quentin Rd residents homes. This location would have a very
negative impact on residents.
Adds parking to Quentin Rd- issue with drop offs in surrounding
streets
Visual bulk to Quentin Rd residents which will result in increased
traffic.
Social space is detached from stadium
This option results in the most tree loss- (unknown as council
haven’t been transparent)
Playground lost from current location
Walkway between the tennis and stadium will likely attract
undesirables.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the southern side of
the park- no parking access and the furthest point in the park.
This will attract undesirables and will most likely enhance
existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in Bellevue
Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87 car parks
from the existing current parking available. This needs to be
addressed

Option 3 A negative issues:
Visual bulk to Quentin Road
Social spaces are split- enabling uses to be
segregated.
Large park shelter –this has been moved to the
southern side of the park- no parking access and the
furthest point in the park. This will attract undesirables
and will most l kely enhance existing drug use in park.
Foot path has been moved closer to residents in
Bellevue Avenue. Invading privacy of rear yards
Car parking – all options only allocate an additional 87
car parks from the existing current parking available.
This needs to be addressed

residents don't want this huge development. what will happen
to existing sport users.
council haven't been transparent- residents have requested
for additional information on tree loss and soil testing with nil
response. How can residents complete a survey without all
required information Disgraceful

46695

This option presents the best location for the indoor courts which
will be the most utilised part of the facility and keeps it closest to
the main road and the car park where everyone will arrive from and
park their cars. It keeps this building as far away from the side
streets as you can and minimises the dominance of the building
over the other facilities and the rest of the park. It also looks like it
is set back further from the houses on the northern side than the
bowls club is at the moment which is a good thing.

This option is better for the sportsgrounds than Opt 1 as the
buildings on the northern side are set further back from the
grounds. However moving the indoor courts away from
Chadstone Rd is not a good idea if it encourages people to
park & access the courts from other surrounding streets
which are no further away from the courts than Chadstone
Rd is. Why would the bowls club like this option when all the
indoor court traffic will be coming & going past their greens
all day everyday? Would seem a little odd to rebuild the
bowls club in the exact same spot it is now unless you can
build the carpark under the existing greens without
demolishing them. Also, if the tennis club and the bowls club
are all part of the 1 club it seems odd to separate them & put
the indoor courts between them. The inclusion of a path to
access the bowls club & the indoor courts from the northern
side is a good thing. Be good if you could include similar
access to the tennis courts at the other end of the indoor
courts. Whatever the facility ends up looking like it needs to
open up access from the northern side. With the indoor
courts next to the tennis courts is there an opportunity for the
tennis courts to be used for netball & basketball as well?
Should not be providing any extra parking spaces on
Quentin Rd. There shouldnt be any encouragement to park
& access the indoor courts from any other rd than
Chadstone Rd. That said is there enough carparking in this
opt to replace everything on site at the moment & deal with
all the new traffic associated with the indoor courts? All the
same issues with the cricket nets, the position of the
lacrosse fields & the path around the sportsgrounds as for
Option 1. I like the path on the southern side of the ovals
being moved further away from the edge of the ovals but this
seems to be contradicted by the addition of a path on the
eastern and northern sides of the main oval. Need more
separation between the field and the path to make the path
safe to use when the oval is being used for sport. The cricket
practice nets are shown in a very strange spot & a long way
from the jnr cricket field who are the ones that use them. If
they need to be kept could these be moved to a position on
the southern side of the fields between lacrosse fields 1 & 2?

The best feature of all the options is the path connections, public
garden and roof terrace that facilitates open space access from
the northern side of the park in this option. This is a great
inclusion to open up north-south access to the whole park and all
of its facilities so that the facility opens itself up to the north
instead of turning it's back on it. Got to be a good thing given the
access from Rob Roy Rd and the gap between the houses in
front of the primary school that both go nowhere at the moment.
Much better for cyclists as well who can get from the
Scotchman's Creek trail on the northern side of the Community
Centre to the path on the northern side of the park and then into
the new facility.

The best features of option 3 are compromised in this
option. Whilst the public garden and access from the
north is retained, being forced to go through the
building to get to the sportsgrounds doesn't work.

Can we see an option that includes the best location for the
indoor courts (closest to Chadstone Rd - Option 1) and the
best elements of Option 3 (public garden, roof terrace and
access through the site from the north). This might be as
simple as swapping the positions of the indoor courts and the
bowls greens as shown in Option 3.

Is there enough car parking provided in this option to replace
everything on site at the moment and deal with all the new traffic
associated with the indoor courts?
It doesn't look l ke there is any access to the sporting facilities from
the northern side and that is a lost opportunity.
I like the path on the southern side of the ovals being moved further
away from the edge of the ovals but this seems to be contradicted
by the addition of a path on the eastern and northern sides of the
main oval. Need more separation between the field and the path to
make the path safe to use when the oval is being used for sport.
The cricket practice nets are shown in a very strange spot and a
long way from the junior cricket field who are the ones that use
them. If they need to be kept at all could these be moved to a
position on the southern side of the fields between lacrosse fields 1
& 2?

However, this is the worst location for the indoor courts as it will
dominate and completely overshadow the sportsgrounds and is
too far from Chadstone Rd where most people driving will arrive
at the site. I'm not sure how you will ever grow grass on the
ground when it is in the shade all year round.
Not sure its a good idea to build the bowls club pavilion to look
west over the greens as they'll be looking in to the sun all
afternoon.
Playground wedged between the wall of the indoor courts and
the street is not a very attractive option. Would it be better
positioned to the north of the public garden or the west of the
entry forecourt, or even over near the tennis hit up wall?
With the indoor courts next to the tennis courts is there an
opportunity for the tennis courts to be used for netball and
basketball as well?
Should not be providing any extra car parking spaces on Quentin
Rd. There shouldn't be any encouragement to park and access
the indoor courts from any other road than Chadstone Rd. That
said is there enough car parking provided in this option to
replace everything on site at the moment and deal with all the
new traffic associated with the indoor courts?
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The presents an even worse interface between the
indoor courts and the sportsgrounds than what was
already a pretty poor design in option 3.
Again, this is the worst location for the indoor courts as
it will dominate and completely overshadow the
sportsgrounds and is too far from Chadstone Rd where
most people driving will arrive at the site. I'm not sure
how you will ever grow grass on the ground when it is
in the shade all year round.
The playground needs to be better connected to the
rest of the park and the facilities within it. As
suggested in Option 3, would it be better positioned to
the north of the public garden or the west of the entry
forecourt, or even over near the tennis hit up wall?

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46696

In relation to the project aspirations this option best meets that
criteria set out for the following reasons:
- It least disrupts the current park functionality and character
promoting the best social and community benefit.
- It best meets environmental needs through the preservation of the
northerly and easterly tree lines and open space buffers for the
residents
- It is the most sensitive to the local community as it best preserves
the local neighborhood character and is the least likely to increase
traffic into the surrounding local streets.
- The current commercial zoning on Chadstone road is better
aligned to having a large structure built next to it rather than
locating the netball stadium nearer to residential zones that the
other options do.
- For local residents it is the most attractive and functional design
as it puts the tallest structure at the lowest point of the park
- It is also the design that best preserves open space for residents
as it doesn’t add off-street parking on Quentin road and preserves
the playground there.

After option 1 this option next best meets the project
aspirations for the following reasons:
- While the location of the main netball stadium in the
centre of the park does change the character of the park, it
doesn’t have the detrimental impact that locating at the
easterly (Quentin road) side does.
- Functionality is reduced in this option by putting the
playground in an isolated area that is less l kely to attract
families to play in it i.e. mum with small kids less likely to
feel safe.
- Diminishes resident community value by taking away a
park on Quentin road that is used by families often.
- The inclusion of the off-street parking on Quentin road
reduces open space and will likely be utilised by
Chadstone shoppers the most. It also diminishes the
character of the streetscape for residents of Quentin road.

In relation to the project aspirations this option least meets that
criteria set out for the following reasons:
- It disrupts the current park functionality and character
drastically reducing social and community benefit for residents
- It least meets environmental needs as it doesn’t preserve the
easterly tree lines and open space buffers for the residents
- It is the least sensitive to the local community as it doesn’t
preserve the local neighbourhood character and is the option
most likely to increase traffic into the surrounding local streets.
- The current commercial zoning on Chadstone road is better
aligned to having a large structure built next to it rather than
locating the netball stadium nearer to residential zones as this
option does.
- For local residents it is the least attractive and functional design
as it puts the tallest structure at the highest point of the park
- It is also the design least preserves open space for residents
as it adds off-street parking on Quentin road and the playground
is lost to this side of the park.
- The large wall facing residents on Quentin road will attract
graffiti.
- The public space in the middle will attract further anti-social
behaviour like underage drinking and drug use than is currently
being experienced.

In relation to the project aspirations this option is an
improvement on Option 3 but still doesn’t meet the
project aspirations as well as option 1 for the following
reasons.
- It least meets environmental needs as it doesn’t
preserve the easterly tree lines and open space
buffers for the residents
- It is the least sensitive to the local community as it
doesn’t preserve the local neighbourhood character
and is the option most likely to increase traffic into the
surrounding local streets.
- The current commercial zoning on Chadstone road is
better aligned to having a large structure built next to it
rather than locating the netball stadium nearer to
residential zones as this option does.
- For local residents it is the least attractive and
functional design as it puts the tallest structure near
the highest point of the park
- The large wall facing residents on Quentin road will
attract graffiti.
- The public space in the middle will attract further antisocial behaviour like underage drinking and drug use
than is currently being experienced.
- The playground at Quentin road could be further
improved by moving the tennis courts further to the
middle of the park

Option 1 is the far superior option of the 4 presented as it best
meets the project objectives. Option 3 is by far the poorest
option as it further exacerbates issues impacting local
residents and also is highly detrimental to the park character.
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

46697

NA

NA

I would like to offer the following in support of those provided by See comments for option 3.
the CTC in relation to the Percy Treyvaud Master Plan options
currently under consideration. Tennis court configuration –
options 3 and 3a provide the best outlook in terms of court
location. Placing synthetic clay courts above the two hardcourts
will potentially result in dust regularly accumulating on the
hardcourt surface. Plantings need to be set well back from the
court areas to minimize leaf debris and tree root damage to
fencing and court surface. Court access – the drop off/small
parking area in Quentin Rd is present only in options 2 and 3. A
vehicular access point in this vicinity would be essential for
machinery and materials delivery and even a small parking
area/turning circle would enable parents to drop off/pick up
children in line of sight of the tennis courts. Option 3 is the only
one where deliveries could access the storage facilities and court
area relatively easily. Storage – the club requires at least two
sizable (10-20m2) and separate storage spaces. One (with
double gate access) for machinery and maintenance equipment
and one for club and coaching equipment. Option 3 seems to be
the only design including equipment and maintenance storage.
Club house – this must have a view across the courts and should
include an external covered viewing area (of at least 50m2).
Change rooms, showers and toilets should all be located in close
proximity and at least one accessible toilet with shower included.
(Note sports wheelchairs are wider than the standard wheelchair
so this would need to be considered in door width
measurements). Should Book a Court technology be considered,
access to an external toilet facility adjacent to the tennis courts is
also required. Option 3 appears to be the best design however
does require some reconfiguration. It currently does not offer
direct access to the kitchen or bar areas from the social space.
The office facility is located on the bowls side of the pavilion so
would not be suitable for tennis competition or coaching use.

46699

This option creates more of a visual bulk to pre-existing residents'
properties along the northern boundary closest to Chadstone Rd.
Most of these residents and property owners chose to reside in this
location because of the open spaces and to place this overbearing
stadium and ugly visual presence in such close proximity when
there are other options shows no consideration by council towards
these residents and rate payers.

The added underground parking will again create extra
congestion in this already traffic congested neighbourhood.
Council should never have chosen this site for such a
project knowing that Chadstone Shopping Centre already
creates more than enough congestion & overuse of the
neighbourhood. The position of the stadium in this option
seems more suitable than the others in that it is situated in
the middle of the complex and set further away from the
This option creates more of a visual bulk to pre-existing residents' northern boundary residents. It is also appropriate that the
properties along the northern boundary closest to Chadstone Rd.
social spaces are at the southern end of the stadium again
Most of these residents and property owners chose to reside in this further away from the residents on the northern boundary.
location because of the open spaces and to place this overbearing This option also protects the residents on the northern
stadium and ugly visual presence in such close proximity when
boundary because of the limited pedestrian access to the
there are other options shows no consideration by council towards complex & social spaces.
these residents and rate payers. The undercover parking will add
further congestion to this area when there is already such traffic
due to the Chadstone Shopping Centre. Again Council has been
very remiss in choosing this site for the stadium causing more
safety hazard to residents and pedestrians.

This option is not suitable as it unnecessarily encroaches on the
Northern boundary of the site impacting negatively on the preexisting residents. In addition it has the largest loss of well
established trees which is valuable habitat for varied species
which makes this a desirable natural amenity. The walk through
between the stadium & the public garden through the Northern
pedestrian access link makes this option more unsuitable as
they will create more disruption & disturbance to residents along
the northern border. It is also disconcerting that the social
spaces are all together which has the potential of creating unruly
& inappropriate behaviour that once again will result in residents
being disturbed, particularly since these areas are very very
close to the residents along the Northern boundary.
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Option 3A feedback

This option is more appealing as it is less invasive on
the residents along the Northern boundary. Concern is
that the residents will be exposed to more foot traffic
into the public garden leading into the social spaces
where liquor is readily available increasing unruly
behaviour & excessive noise. The need for extra
undercover car parking because of the expansion of
the entire complex once again shows surrounding
residents that the Council is not considerate of its
rates payers who are already exposed to a saturation
of traffic due to Chadstone shopping centre which
seems to be given licence to expand at its whim!
Although there seems to be less destruction of the
existing fauna, Council should increase the number of
trees along the Northern boundary to reduce the noise
& invasive appearance of the new stadium & other
buildings.

Other feedback
It is considered that Option 3, with some modifications as
mentioned above, would be the preference most suitable for
tennis.
Tennis Victoria would be happy to assist with any further
advice or information as the project progresses.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46700

This option destroys an already struggly area of East Malvern. Why This is not a bad option but not the best. Still too much
pushing all of the activity towards Chadstone Rd is a good idea for stadium and not enough parking available for other ends of
anyone is beyond comprehension. This area of East Malvernstadium facilities.
Chadstone Road struggles the most and by 8am any non permit
parking near the oval is taken over by people going to the shopping
centre. This area at peak times which is daily during peak hour, any
late night trading from the centre, weekends especially mornings on
Saturdays struggles beyond what would be normal traffic. It is not
safe already for anyone wanting to cross the road or even in driving
a car or using a bike as people are hurry to turn corners and get
out. This will make problems worse and someone will get injured
due to traffic. it is also not fair for people who live here and cannot
enjoy their time at their home which is meant to be their place of
peace, escape, down time and relaxation. We already robbed of
this.

My preference is this option 3 but you need more parking at
No parking at Wuentin Road is ridiculous as it is
Quentin Rd. I like how this is the smallest protruding building.
bweldering and head scratching. This is a very bad
We do not want something big and ugly in our neighbourhood
proposal.
(VCAT likes to offer us ugliness we dont need our council to do it
too).

46701

I think that this is the best option as it will be far and away the most would impinge on Quentin Road aspects
sympathetic to the area. it would be unfair for residents in Quinton
avenue to have to look out upon a very tall blank wall instead of the
beautiful surrounds they currently have.

Not l ked

Not l ked

46706

concept one would be the most beneficial for the community with
the least impact on the surrounding neighbourhood. this is a very
close knit, friendly community and their environment is very
important to them

not suitable

not suitable

option one is the standout

46707

This option creates more of a visual bulk to pre-existing residents'
properties along the northern boundary closest to Chadstone Rd.
Most of these residents and property owners chose to reside in this
location because of the open spaces and to place this overbearing
stadium and ugly visual presence in such close proximity when
there are other options shows no consideration by council towards
these residents and rate payers.

The added underground parking will again create extra
congestion in this already traffic congested neighbourhood.
Council should never have chosen this site for such a
project knowing that Chadstone Shopping Centre already
creates more than enough congestion & overuse of the
neighbourhood. The position of the stadium in this option
seems more suitable than the others in that it is situated in
the middle of the complex and set further away from the
This option creates more of a visual bulk to pre-existing residents' northern boundary residents. It is also appropriate that the
properties along the northern boundary closest to Chadstone Rd.
social spaces are at the southern end of the stadium again
Most of these residents and property owners chose to reside in this further away from the residents on the northern boundary.
location because of the open spaces and to place this overbearing This option also protects the residents on the northern
stadium and ugly visual presence in such close proximity when
boundary because of the limited pedestrian access to the
there are other options shows no consideration by council towards complex & social spaces.
these residents and rate payers. The undercover parking will add
further congestion to this area when there is already such traffic
due to the Chadstone Shopping Centre. Again Council has been
very remiss in choosing this site for the stadium causing more
safety hazard to residents and pedestrians.

This option is not suitable as it unnecessarily encroaches on the
Northern boundary of the site impacting negatively on the preexisting residents. In addition it has the largest loss of well
established trees which is valuable habitat for varied species
which makes this a desirable natural amenity. The walk through
between the stadium & the public garden through the Northern
pedestrian access link makes this option more unsuitable as
they will create more disruption & disturbance to residents along
the northern border. It is also disconcerting that the social
spaces are all together which has the potential of creating unruly
& inappropriate behaviour that once again will result in residents
being disturbed, particularly since these areas are very very
close to the residents along the Northern boundary.

This option is more appealing as it is less invasive on
the residents along the Northern boundary. Concern is
that the residents will be exposed to more foot traffic
into the public garden leading into the social spaces
where liquor is readily available increasing unruly
behaviour & excessive noise. The need for extra
undercover car parking because of the expansion of
the entire complex once again shows surrounding
residents that the Council is not considerate of its
rates payers who are already exposed to a saturation
of traffic due to Chadstone shopping centre which
seems to be given licence to expand at its whim!
Although there seems to be less destruction of the
existing fauna, Council should increase the number of
trees along the Northern boundary to reduce the noise
& invasive appearance of the new stadium & other
buildings.

This site should NOT have been selected for the development
of this complex as the immediate area surrounding the
existing ovals, playground & Bowling Club are already over
saturated with traffic due to Chadstone Shopping Centre &
Phoenix Park Complex making virtually impossible for
resident to park outside their own homes let alone have
guests visit.
The Council has shown very little consideration for its rate
payers. In fact it has shown total disregard for residents
whose rates are being used to build this complex which will
support a large number of users that live more than 5kms
away.
None of the plans indicate that consideration has been given
to introduce permit parking to the surrounding streets to
enable residents easy access to their homes.
It is disconcerting that residents have been asked once again
to comment on the plans. without receiving important
responses to questions asked, that are critical to the decision
making about the site eg. soil testing results.

46708

I am the owner/resident of

Again this option is prefernecial due to the design being dug into
the ground and being further away from residenences that back
onto the park.
With this option it would be good for the playground to be
surrounded with a childproof fence as it is positioned so close to
the road.

poss ble choice but more impact on surrounding
neighbourhood

I like that the stadium is being dug in to reduce wall height.
. Consequently this The stadium position here is also further away from
is my least preferred option of the 3 concepts as the tall stadium
residents whose residences back onto the park.
wall be obtrusive to our outlook and despite being soundproof there
to the car park entrance
will still be significant noise impact for us.
my biggest concern is traffic flow and proper
implementations to minimise chance for traffic accidents.

Option 3 Feedback

I like the idea for the playground further away from the road
and next to bbq and rotunda.
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Option 3A feedback

Other feedback
We do not really want this here. This is not approproate. I
think it needs to go back to Orrong Park. You close
PrahranHigh only to rebuild it elsewhere. Take that space and
put stadoum there or at Cato Street. This is not a right
solution or infrastructure for our area. it is a disaster.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

46709

Too much visual bulk to Chadstone Road
Loss of on-grade access to western bowling greens
Tallest building of all options
Not preferred

Good to put bulk of buildings in the centre as it hides it
from the roads
Building form as one piece means large bulk

Preferred option
The sectioning off of space between the two buildings
Splitting buildings reduces bu k
loses permanent access to good public open space
Terrace between buildings an excellent public space
Otherwise similar to option 3.
Can facilitate on grade / slight ramp access to facilities from both
roads
Main building is away from The Abbotsford Road residents,
meaning they wont be looking directly at a building from their
backyard (this is good)
Keeping existing playground in not in tune with the upgrade of
the park and facility

Options which reduce the overall building height are preferred
Due to the extra foot and vehicle traffic it would be good to
reduce Chadstone Road to 40km/h during most hours with
VMS similar to Warrigal Road at Homesglen
The park is used regularly for dogs. It would be good to
accomodate this better by including a small fenced dog
training area and agility area. It would be very important to
keep the existing off leash arrangements in the main oval
areas
The location of the BBQ area is of concern as it close to
nearby housing. This could be moved north of the junior
cricket field to minimise noise impact of neighbourhood
housing
The existing proposed BBQ area could be used as the dog
agility area
Add one set only of AFL goalposts for family recreation
purposes
Seperate bowls and tennis club parking to netball stadium.
Access to separate area can be controlled by RFID cards or
similar with boom or gate. This help ensure fairness for all
users.
MUST MUST MUST be soundproof stadiums - please provide
acoustic engineer report.

46710

First I don't support any option for there is no need or room for a
stadium here.

Should only put stadium on Chadstone Road.

Options 3&3a are the worst options for residents. They should
not go ahead. Your should not put the stadium close to
residential area.

I am a longstanding ratepayer and feel this is an unwarranted
extravagance. Council is not listening to its ratepayers.

See option 3.

It is not environmentally progressive to use Council funds to
See option 3
demolish tennis, bowls and parkland which are in good condition,
and then replace those areas with cramped bowls, tennis and
netball facilities.

As bad as option 3 for same reasons.

Other feedback

Option 1 at least keeps it (stadium) away from most residents of
local streets.
46711

See option 3.

Funds should be used to demolish unsightly old buildings then
build stadiums there-on.
46712

This option best meets our needs as a sporting club (Bowling) and I This option is also ok although prefer option 1 for the bowls don't like the location of the bowls green in this option
suspect best meets the needs of the residents of the park.
club

don't like the location of the bowls green in this option

Option 1 best meets the needs of the bowling club, although
would prefer it didn't get rebuilt as we will not have use of it
during the build.

46713

The added underground parking will again create extra
congestion in this already traffic congested neighbourhood.
This option creates more of a visual bulk to pre-existing residents' Council should never have chosen this site for such a
properties along the northern boundary closest to Chadstone Rd.
project knowing that Chadstone Shopping Centre already
Most of these residents and property owners chose to reside in this creates more than enough congestion & overuse of the
location because of the open spaces and to place this overbearing neighbourhood. The position of the stadium in this option
stadium and ugly visual presence in such close proximity when
seems more suitable than the others in that it is situated in
there are other options shows no consideration by council towards the middle of the complex and set further away from the
these residents and rate payers. The undercover parking will add
northern boundary residents. It is also appropriate that the
further congestion to this area when there is already such traffic
social spaces are at the southern end of the stadium again
due to the Chadstone Shopping Centre. Again Council has been
further away from the residents on the northern boundary.
very remiss in choosing this site for the stadium causing more
This option also protects the residents on the northern
safety hazard to residents and pedestrians.
boundary because of the limited pedestrian access to the
complex & social spaces.

This option is more appealing as it is less invasive on
the residents along the northern boundary. Concern is
that the residents will be exposed to more foot traffic
into the public garden leading into the social spaces
where liquor is already readily available increasing
unruly behaviour and noise. The need for extra
undercover car parking because of the expansion of
the entire complex once again shows surrounding
residents that the council is not considerate of its rate
payers who are already exposed to a saturation of
traffic due to Chadstone Shopping Centre which
seems to be given licence to expand at its whim!
Although there seems to be less destruction of existing
fauna, council should increase the number of trees
along the northern boundary to reduce the noise and
invasive appearance of the new stadium and other
buildings.

This site should not have been selected for the
redevelopment of this complex as the immediate area
surrounding the existing ovals, playground and bowling club
are already over saturated with traffic due to the Chadstone
Shopping Centre and the Phoenix Park complex making it
virtually impossible for residents to park outside their own
homes let alone have guests visit. The council has shown
very little consideration for its rate payers. In fact it has shown
total disregard for residents whose rates are being used to
build this complex which will support a large number of users
that live more than 5 kms away.
None of the plans indicate that consideration has been given
to introduce permit parking to the surrounding streets to
enable residents easy access to their homes.
It is disconcerting that residents have been asked once again
to comment on the plans without receiving important
responses to questions asked, that are critical to the decision
making about the site eg. soil testing results.

This option is not suitable as it unnecessarily encroaches on the
Northern boundary of the site impacting negatively on the preexisting residents. In addition it has the largest loss of well
established trees which is valuable habitat for varied species
which makes this a desirable natural amenity. The walk through
between the stadium & the public garden through the Northern
pedestrian access link makes this option more unsuitable as
they will create more disruption & disturbance to residents along
the northern border. It is also disconcerting that the social
spaces are all together which has the potential of creating unruly
& inappropriate behaviour that once again will result in residents
being disturbed, particularly since these areas are very very
close to the residents along the Northern boundary.
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46714

My house is at

Whilst I understand the acoustic design may assist in
noise reduction, this design will also likely lead to increased noise
later into the night at my property.

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

It is difficult to ascertain the height of the bowling greens
This option is certainly best from the visual aspect of the main
against the existing site. Can you please provide further
stadium however the ability for people to drop off in Rob Roy
information as to this height, ie will there be a wall of any
may create un-intended traffic issues.
type at or above the existing ground level at this end of the
facility?

Suggest a playground with child-proof fence as at
many of the better playgrounds I have visited would be
more suitable this close to the road rather than just
bollards if that is all that is intended.

Traffic: Presently there have been times I cant leave my
driveway
.
Whilst I understand council are undertaking a traffic
management plan I would like this to be carefully considered
as the stadium is likely to bring a large increase in traffic flow
on Chadstone Rd and additionally by the look of all designs
we will now have to contend with cars slowing
to enter the new development. These slowing cars may
not seem like an issue, however when cars are turning into
Abbotsford Ave & Armstrong Crescent it does reduce the no.
of opportunities to exit the driveway.
CarParking: Request that Chadstone Rd (Northern Setion &
Abbotsford Rd (leading onto Chadstone Rd) be permit
parking. The Abbotsford Rd section is always full of parked
cars even nw & enteringexiting the street can be very tricky
(essentially only one car through in either direction)
Concerned about the ability of Chadstone SC users to e
carpark. Secrity I understand that the -park would include
CCTV and would be locked out of stadium hours, is this
correct? What is the expected time the stadium will be
operatng to? What will happen in the drop off / short term
car parks if people are gathering at night and not moving on
(additionally in relation to cars being kept idling etc.)? –
NOTE: I hope the answer is NOT 'that it is a police issue'! -I
have had at least one known occurrence of people entering
my driveway at night to take things from my cars (known to be
at least once as the doors were accidentally left open on one
occasion), therefore an increase in possibly night-time foot
traffic is a concern once it quietens down and therefore the
need to move people on. Based on the designs I have seen,
whilst I would have prefer the stadium to be built elsewhere,
on the understanding this is not possible I would view Opt 2 ,
3 or 3a to be acceptable but certainly not Opt 1.
Should you wish to discuss further, you are welcome to
contact me
. Thank you & Best Regards,

46715

Some parking available - but not enough considering the area is
close to Chadstone.

Large building close to existing houses not ideal.
Insufficient parking.

Again insufficient parking. Too close to residences and
residential streets. Quentin road already has traffic and parking
issues due to proximity to Chadstone and this just adds to it.

Traffic and parking again an issue.

Percy Park is not the correct site for this stadium due to its
proximity to Chadstone. Chadstone already brings too much
traffic to residential streets and it is difficult for people to park
outside their houses on Chadstone Special Event Night and
Sale times (eg recent Black Friday Sales). The stadium is not
needed or wanted on this site. We prefer the open green
space that Percy Park already provides. We do not need the
netball courts as Duncan McKinnon is a short 15 minute drive
from this site.

46716

My preferred option. The Netball stadium must stay on the
Chadstone rd side you can not put it in Quentin rd
I live
and the chaos this is going to create
evry day will be a nightmare.
I will not be able to get in and out of my street whenever there's a
netball match,

This option is ok but there can not be any parking bays in
Quentin Road. The poor house owners on Quentin Rd are
never going to be able to get out of there driveways. The
school is only up the road its going to cause chaos for
them and everyone else if there parking on Quentin Rd

NO NO NO
I can't believe a panel of experts would put a Netball Stadium so
close to a side street and Chadstone.
We live near Chadtsone but it's been here way before us but this
isn't !!!
I live opposite a park and can deal with the chaos but this is
going to cause chaos in and around our small street that can just
deal with everything not anything else.

again and again i'm writing the same things.
For any of these options to work the Courts have to be
on Chadstone rd !!!!
Not Quentin Rd

as previously stated in all my responses this Stadium needs
to be built somewhere else.
We have enough traffic chaos with Chadstone Shopping
Center this will affect our area.
congestion unsafe walking conditions and loss of open space.

46717

I am nor in favour of this design .

I am not in favour of this design.

This is the better design of the three. I live on
and this design keeps the integrity of the neighborhood, By
keeping the bowls on Chadstone Road end will make many
residents happy as it won’t upset the landscape too drastically .
By pushing the indoor courts away from Chadstone Road it
doesn’t create an eyesore and still gives the illusion of greenery
as it does now.

I also like this option for the same reasons I prefer
option 3. If either one of option 3 or 3a is chosen we
will be quite pleased!
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Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

46718

This option is unacceptable as the building of the stadium along the
Northern boundary creates an eyesore for the pre-existing residents
who own properties along the northern boundary closest to
Chadstone Rd. Most of these residents and property owners chose
to reside in this location because of the open spaces within close
proximity to their homes. Erecting such an overbearing stadium
which the local DO NOT want which is also an ugly visual presence
in such close proximity when there are other options shows no
consideration by council towards the residents and rate payers.
The undercover parking will add further congestion to this area
when there is already such traffic due to the Chadstone Shopping
Centre. Council has been very inconsiderate in choosing this site
for the stadium causing more safety hazards to the residents and
local pedestrians who already suffer substantially because of the
shopping centre.

Council should never have chosen this site for such a
project knowing that Chadstone Shopping Centre already
creates more than enough congestion & overuse of the
neighbourhood. The position of the stadium in this option
seems more suitable than the others in that it is situated in
the middle of the complex and set further away from the
northern boundary residents. It is also appropriate that the
social spaces are at the southern end of the stadium again
further away from the residents on the northern boundary,
so that they will be less disturbed when functions are held.
This option also protects the residents on the northern
boundary because of the limited pedestrian access to the
complex & social spaces. More information about the Rob
Roy access is required as there is nothing to inform local
residents what plans are in store for this access point with
the increase use of the area. There is also no mention
anywhere of assisting residents by establishing parking
permit areas to address the overflow of traffic into
neighbouring streets.

This option is not suitable as it unnecessarily encroaches on the
Northern boundary of the site impacting negatively on the preexisting residents. In addition it has the largest loss of well
established trees which is invaluable habitat for varied species
which makes this a desirable natural amenity. The walk through
between the stadium & the public garden through the Northern
pedestrian access link makes this option more UNSUITABLE as
users will create more disruption & disturbance to residents
along the northern border. The fact that we are forced to endure
the stadium is bad enough without the constant disturbance from
its users. It is also disconcerting that the social spaces are all
together which has the potential of creating unruly &
inappropriate behaviour, which once again will result in residents
being disturbed, particularly since these areas are very very
close to the residents along the Northern boundary. There is no
need for the complex to be placed so close to residents when
there is such an abundance of space. Residents seem to come
off second best rather than the visiting users!!!!

Option 3A is more appealing than all others as it is
less invasive on the residents along the Northern
boundary. There is still concern however that the
residents will be exposed to more foot traffic into the
public garden leading into the social spaces where
liquor will be readily available all day & night. This will
increase the occurrence of unruly behaviour &
excessive noise & result in damage to our properties
as unwelcome visitors will be frequenting the area. The
need for extra undercover car parking because of the
expansion of the entire complex once again shows
surrounding residents that the Council is not
considerate of its rates payers who are already
exposed to a saturation of traffic due to Chadstone
shopping centre which seems to be permitted to do as
it pleases if profits are the outcome! Although there
seems to be less destruction of the existing flora,
Council should increase the number of trees along the
Northern boundary to reduce the noise & invasive
appearance of the new stadium & other buildings.
Preferred option
.

46719

This option is unacceptable as the building of the stadium along the
Northern boundary creates an eyesore for the pre-existing residents
who own properties along the northern boundary closest to
Chadstone Rd. Most of these residents and property owners chose
to reside in this location because of the open spaces within close
proximity to their homes. Erecting such an overbearing stadium
which the local DO NOT want which is also an ugly visual presence
in such close proximity when there are other options shows no
consideration by council towards the residents and rate payers.
The undercover parking will add further congestion to this area
when there is already such traffic due to the Chadstone Shopping
Centre. Council has been very inconsiderate in choosing this site
for the stadium causing more safety hazards to the residents and
local pedestrians who already suffer substantially because of the
shopping centre.

Council should never have chosen this site for such a
project knowing that Chadstone Shopping Centre already
creates more than enough congestion & overuse of the
neighbourhood. The position of the stadium in this option
seems more suitable than the others in that it is situated in
the middle of the complex and set further away from the
northern boundary residents. It is also appropriate that the
social spaces are at the southern end of the stadium again
further away from the residents on the northern boundary,
so that they will be less disturbed when functions are held.
This option also protects the residents on the northern
boundary because of the limited pedestrian access to the
complex & social spaces. More information about the Rob
Roy access is required as there is nothing to inform local
residents what plans are in store for this access point with
the increase use of the area. There is also no mention
anywhere of assisting residents by establishing parking
permit areas to address the overflow of traffic into
neighbouring streets.

This option is not suitable as it unnecessarily encroaches on the
Northern boundary of the site impacting negatively on the preexisting residents. In addition it has the largest loss of well
established trees which is invaluable habitat for varied species
which makes this a desirable natural amenity. The walk through
between the stadium & the public garden through the Northern
pedestrian access link makes this option more UNSUITABLE as
users will create more disruption & disturbance to residents
along the northern border. The fact that we are forced to endure
the stadium is bad enough without the constant disturbance from
its users. It is also disconcerting that the social spaces are all
together which has the potential of creating unruly &
inappropriate behaviour, which once again will result in residents
being disturbed, particularly since these areas are very very
close to the residents along the Northern boundary. There is no
need for the complex to be placed so close to residents when
there is such an abundance of space. Residents seem to come
off second best rather than the visiting users!!!!

Option 3A is more appealing than all others as it is
less invasive on the residents along the Northern
boundary. There is still concern however that the
residents will be exposed to more foot traffic into the
public garden leading into the social spaces where
liquor will be readily available all day & night. This will
increase the occurrence of unruly behaviour &
excessive noise & result in damage to our properties
as unwelcome visitors will be frequenting the area. The
need for extra undercover car parking because of the
expansion of the entire complex once again shows
surrounding residents that the Council is not
considerate of its rates payers who are already
exposed to a saturation of traffic due to Chadstone
shopping centre which seems to be permitted to do as
it pleases if profits are the outcome! Although there
seems to be less destruction of the existing flora,
Council should increase the number of trees along the
Northern boundary to reduce the noise & invasive
appearance of the new stadium & other buildings.
Preferred option
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Other feedback

This site should NEVER have been selected for the
development of this complex as the immediate area
surrounding the existing ovals, playground & Bowling Club are
already over saturated with traffic due to Chadstone Shopping
Centre & Phoenix Park Complex making virtually impossible
for resident to park outside their own homes let alone have
guests visit.
None of the resident want this complex and there are plenty of
similar facilities within a 5km radius & since it is predominantly
for the netball club whose origins are in Prahran their
residents should have had to endure the complex being built
near their homes. Why has the old Prahran High School site
not been used for this instead????
The Council has shown very little consideration for its rate
payers. In fact it has shown total disregard for residents
whose rates are being used to build this complex which will
support a large number of users that live more than 5kms
away.
None of the plans indicate that consideration has been given
to introduce permit parking to the surrounding streets to
enable residents easy access to their homes.
It is disconcerting that residents have been asked once again
been asked to comment on the plans without receiving
important responses to questions asked of the Council,
particularly since these questions are critical to the decision
making about the site eg. soil testing results, parking permits
in surrounding areas.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

46720

This option is unacceptable as the building of the stadium along the
Northern boundary creates an eyesore for the pre-existing residents
who own properties along the northern boundary closest to
Chadstone Rd. Most of these residents and property owners chose
to reside in this location because of the open spaces within close
proximity to their homes. Erecting such an overbearing stadium
which the local DO NOT want which is also an ugly visual presence
in such close proximity when there are other options shows no
consideration by council towards the residents and rate payers.
The undercover parking will add further congestion to this area
when there is already such traffic due to the Chadstone Shopping
Centre. Council has been very inconsiderate in choosing this site
for the stadium causing more safety hazards to the residents and
local pedestrians who already suffer substantially because of the
shopping centre.

Council should never have chosen this site for such a
project knowing that Chadstone Shopping Centre already
creates more than enough congestion & overuse of the
neighbourhood. The position of the stadium in this option
seems more suitable than the others in that it is situated in
the middle of the complex and set further away from the
northern boundary residents. It is also appropriate that the
social spaces are at the southern end of the stadium again
further away from the residents on the northern boundary,
so that they will be less disturbed when functions are held.
This option also protects the residents on the northern
boundary because of the limited pedestrian access to the
complex & social spaces. More information about the Rob
Roy access is required as there is nothing to inform local
residents what plans are in store for this access point with
the increase use of the area. There is also no mention
anywhere of assisting residents by establishing parking
permit areas to address the overflow of traffic into
neighbouring streets.

This option is not suitable as it unnecessarily encroaches on the
Northern boundary of the site impacting negatively on the preexisting residents. In addition it has the largest loss of well
established trees which is invaluable habitat for varied species
which makes this a desirable natural amenity. The walk through
between the stadium & the public garden through the Northern
pedestrian access link makes this option more UNSUITABLE as
users will create more disruption & disturbance to residents
along the northern border. The fact that we are forced to endure
the stadium is bad enough without the constant disturbance from
its users. It is also disconcerting that the social spaces are all
together which has the potential of creating unruly &
inappropriate behaviour, which once again will result in residents
being disturbed, particularly since these areas are very very
close to the residents along the Northern boundary. There is no
need for the complex to be placed so close to residents when
there is such an abundance of space. Residents seem to come
off second best rather than the visiting users!!!!

Option 3A is more appealing than all others as it is
less invasive on the residents along the Northern
boundary. There is still concern however that the
residents will be exposed to more foot traffic into the
public garden leading into the social spaces where
liquor will be readily available all day & night. This will
increase the occurrence of unruly behaviour &
excessive noise & result in damage to our properties
as unwelcome visitors will be frequenting the area. The
need for extra undercover car parking because of the
expansion of the entire complex once again shows
surrounding residents that the Council is not
considerate of its rates payers who are already
exposed to a saturation of traffic due to Chadstone
shopping centre which seems to be permitted to do as
it pleases if profits are the outcome! Although there
seems to be less destruction of the existing flora,
Council should increase the number of trees along the
Northern boundary to reduce the noise & invasive
appearance of the new stadium & other buildings.
Preferred option

46721

This option is unacceptable as the building of the stadium along the
Northern boundary creates an eyesore for the pre-existing residents
who own properties along the northern boundary closest to
Chadstone Rd. Most of these residents and property owners chose
to reside in this location because of the open spaces within close
proximity to their homes. Erecting such an overbearing stadium
which the local DO NOT want which is also an ugly visual presence
in such close proximity when there are other options shows no
consideration by council towards the residents and rate payers.
The undercover parking will add further congestion to this area
when there is already such traffic due to the Chadstone Shopping
Centre. Council has been very inconsiderate in choosing this site
for the stadium causing more safety hazards to the residents and
local pedestrians who already suffer substantially because of the
shopping centre.

Council should never have chosen this site for such a
project knowing that Chadstone Shopping Centre already
creates more than enough congestion & overuse of the
neighbourhood. The position of the stadium in this option
seems more suitable than the others in that it is situated in
the middle of the complex and set further away from the
northern boundary residents. It is also appropriate that the
social spaces are at the southern end of the stadium again
further away from the residents on the northern boundary,
so that they will be less disturbed when functions are held.
This option also protects the residents on the northern
boundary because of the limited pedestrian access to the
complex & social spaces. More information about the Rob
Roy access is required as there is nothing to inform local
residents what plans are in store for this access point with
the increase use of the area. There is also no mention
anywhere of assisting residents by establishing parking
permit areas to address the overflow of traffic into
neighbouring streets.

This option is not suitable as it unnecessarily encroaches on the
Northern boundary of the site impacting negatively on the preexisting residents. In addition it has the largest loss of well
established trees which is invaluable habitat for varied species
which makes this a desirable natural amenity. The walk through
between the stadium & the public garden through the Northern
pedestrian access link makes this option more UNSUITABLE as
users will create more disruption & disturbance to residents
along the northern border. The fact that we are forced to endure
the stadium is bad enough without the constant disturbance from
its users. It is also disconcerting that the social spaces are all
together which has the potential of creating unruly &
inappropriate behaviour, which once again will result in residents
being disturbed, particularly since these areas are very very
close to the residents along the Northern boundary. There is no
need for the complex to be placed so close to residents when
there is such an abundance of space. Residents seem to come
off second best rather than the visiting users!!!!

Option 3A is more appealing than all others as it is
less invasive on the residents along the Northern
boundary. There is still concern however that the
residents will be exposed to more foot traffic into the
public garden leading into the social spaces where
liquor will be readily available all day & night. This will
increase the occurrence of unruly behaviour &
excessive noise & result in damage to our properties
as unwelcome visitors will be frequenting the area. The
need for extra undercover car parking because of the
expansion of the entire complex once again shows
surrounding residents that the Council is not
considerate of its rates payers who are already
exposed to a saturation of traffic due to Chadstone
shopping centre which seems to be permitted to do as
it pleases if profits are the outcome! Although there
seems to be less destruction of the existing flora,
Council should increase the number of trees along the
Northern boundary to reduce the noise & invasive
appearance of the new stadium & other buildings.
Preferred option

46723

ABSOLUTELY NOT AN OPTION

THERE ARE BETTER OPTIONS

ONLY OPTION IF THIS THING IS TO BE BUILT HERE

DO BOT UNDERSTAND WHY 3A is EVEN ON THE Option 3 is the only practical option BUT this entire stadium at
OPTIONS LSIT- COUNCIL CAVING INTO ONE OR
East Malvern is totally stupid.
TWO REPS WHO ACTUALLY ONLY REPRESENT
THEIR PERSNL INTERESTS NOT THE RESIDENTS
AS A WHOLE.

46727

Option 1 is my preference as it is close to the small commercial
area of Chadstone rd and is further from most of the residential
section of this site.

-999
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Other feedback

This site should NEVER have been selected for the
development of this complex as the immediate area
surrounding the existing ovals, playground & Bowling Club are
already over saturated with traffic due to Chadstone Shopping
Centre & Phoenix Park Complex making virtually impossible
for resident to park outside their own homes let alone have
guests visit.
None of the resident want this complex and there are plenty of
similar facilities within a 5km radius & since it is predominantly
for the netball club whose origins are in Prahran their
residents should have had to endure the complex being built
near their homes. Why has the old Prahran High School site
not been used for this instead????
The Council has shown very little consideration for its rate
payers. In fact it has shown total disregard for residents
whose rates are being used to build this complex which will
support a large number of users that live more than 5kms
away.
None of the plans indicate that consideration has been given
to introduce permit parking to the surrounding streets to
enable residents easy access to their homes.
It is disconcerting that residents have been asked once again
been asked to comment on the plans without receiving
important responses to questions asked of the Council,
particularly since these questions are critical to the decision
making about the site eg. soil testing results, parking permits
in surrounding areas.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46736

This is my preferred option:
The change in roof lines from the stadium to the facillities area
breaks up the bulk of the stadium as viewed from the park
Can the roof of the facillities be made accessible? Could 2 tennis
courts be put up there? If so,
parking for the playground could be included next to the
playground, plus more trees can be planted.

Dont l ke this option but it is better than 3 and 3a.
Dont like this option - too overwhelming as viewed from the
Dont l ke the parking in Quentin Road - what/who is it for? park/fields?
We lose several mature eucapylts that are near the
existing playground.
The play space is too far from the parking.
The playspace will attract the mischevious or worse, being
in a back corner as it is a no hit-p-wall.
Need more seating - along path on south side
Need more bins -centrally located.

This option needs more seats - along path or south east and west
side - lots please for people.
This option needs more bins centrally located.
Landscaping is boring
BBQ looks like a private BBQ - not a good spot. Too far from the
turf - how can you cook and watch your children?

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

Don't l ke this option
Too overwhelming as viewed from the playing fields.

Playspace needs more seats.
Where is the BBQ?? for the people?
why is it tucked away - does not look public - needs to be
near the turf/playing field.

46737

If the stadium is to be built - there is only 1 option and OPTION 1 is One million times NO to option 2 being built
the only consideration.
I do not want a stadium to be built as it is not in the best interest of
the residents and rate payers. The present facility is adequate for
recreational and sporting needs - it is ridiculous that a large amount
of money really is to serve mostly those who reside outside our
community.

No - two thousand times NO

NO a thousand times no

46738

Refer to Option 1

Refer to Option 3

Is the best option - But why outlay an extreme amount of rate
payers funding when the infrastructure is already in place.

Refer to option 3

46739

Unfortunately the summary does not include the cost, how many
trees will be felled or the traffic management.
Option 1 impacts on the least amount of residents.
It puts the stadium monolith at the commercial end of the park.

Option 2 summary information does not include the cost,
how many trees will be felled or the traffic management.
It decreased the buffer for Quentin Road residents.
There is not enough onsite car parking.

Option 3 is the worst option and shows Councils total disregard
for residents. The stadium is at the residential end of the park
and this will encourage traffic to the residential streets. This
option only caters for the needs of the sporting groups to the
detriment of residents.
How this option is 'sensitive to the local community' is beyond
me. Residents are sick and tired of Council saying one thing and
doing the opposite.

Only slightly better than Option 3 - 1 make the same
comments for 3a as 3.
The stadium is at the residential end of the park and
this will encourage traffic to the residential streets.
This option only caters for the needs of the sporting
groups to the detriment of residents.
How this option is 'sensitive to the local community' is
beyond me. Residents are sick and tired of Council
saying one thing and doing the opposite.

This is a residential park being turned into a sports park and
the local streets turned into a carpark.
This end of Stonnington is of no concern to any Councillors

Why would Council put forward an option that encourages traffic
to enter into residential streets? This option puts the stadium
down the residential end of the park and causes the existing
residential buffer to be severely diminished. Worst option of the
lot

See comments for Option 3
Why would Council put forward an option that
encourages traffic to enter into residential streets?
This option puts the stadium down the residential end
of the park and causes the existing residential buffer to
be severely diminished. Worst option of the lot
No better than option 3

Why cant Council concede that this is an unworkable
situation?
Physically the park can make room for a stadium but to the
detriment of the residents and the area will be unable to cope
with the multitude of problems the stadium will bring with it. I
object to such a large amount of rate money going towards a
facillity that will cater to a small percentage of the community.
It seems that the sporting clubs are more important than the
residents.
It is the residents who are being compromised. Many of the
sporting users don't even live in Stonnington.

46740

Option 1 causes the least amount of impact on the most amount of Seems the least workable option
residents, therefore it should be the endorsed option regardless of
whether it is the most expensive.
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Please do not proceed with a stadium which will be upsetting
for us residents particularly who live close to the park. We
have enough problems with traffic. Only yesterday we
suffered from Black Friday congestion.

The amount of money being spent is a disgraceful waste.
I doubt if many Prahran netballers will travel the length of
Stonnington to use the facility being built for them. This whole
process was done in secret and that because Council's
'evidence' for more courts doesn't stack up and it wants to
keep this hidden.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

46741

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Hard to provide feedback when we weren't given all the information. Option 2 makes the stadium the focus of our park. An
Option 1 is where Council told this community a stadium would be eyesore sitting in the middle of our open space.
built.
Not enough on-site car parking.
It is the only option that takes the residents concerns into account.
There is not enough on-site parking.
There should be no access to any of the facilities from the Northern
residential buffer.

As a resident I am disgusted that this option was put on the table
- it encourages traffic to transverse through local residential
streets to get to the nearest point of drop off to the stadium
The residential buffer zone - north, south and west are all
reduced. There is not enough on site car parking.
How many trees will be cut down for this option?

No better than option 3. Please see my comments for
Option 3 as they are relevant for Option 3a as well

46742

2/10

0/10

-10

-10

46743

Why move the bowls situation which has been insitu since 1958?
The netball - high ball courts generate lare traffic volumes and
would overtake all other activities.
Also having carpark on Chadstone Road would necessarily impact
adversely on access to bowls (participants not as able as
netballers)

Bowls on Chadstone Road celebrates the fact that
activities are not necessarily only for those with ability to
run and are acceptable.
Again having tennis courts at Quentin Road means the
outdoor active sport of tennis is acceptable - it also means
that the tennis players access is adversely impacted.

Netball participants will not be encouraged or aware of other
sporting activities on the site.

46744

The indoor courts right on Chadstone Road would completely block
from views all the other sports.
As it is many people drive right past the tennis club and bowls club
everyday and not know the clubs exist.

Option 2 Fedback

It is obvious to everyone except Council that this proposal will
cause ongoing and continued traffic and parking problems in
a residential area that already has competing facilities.
As a resident I am disgusted that this option was put
(Chadstone S.C., M.V.P.S, and Pheoenix Park).
on the table - it encourages traffic to transverse
The cost of $40M to accommodate the PNA which has a
through local residential streets to get to the nearest
small playing membership is absurd and a waste of
point of drop off to the stadium
ratepayers money.
The residential buffer zone - north, south and west are Besides the sporting clubs nobody wants any of these
all reduced. There is not enough on site car parking.
options.
How many trees will be cut down for this option?

This is preferred option as the visual impact of outdoor sport is
This is tokenism at it significantly reduces the
acceptable and is for all the socio-demographic intergenerational amenities block for bowls/tennis without adequate
community.
toilet facilities splits the function rooms so there is no
flow.
Moving tennis courts north may adversely impact on the
immediate neighbours with noise pollution - this could
It also limits northern pedestrian access which may be
adequately be addresses with effective sound barries eg. sky
low but why not like to Stonnington facilities at Phoenix
The netball stadium again adversely impacts on the visual rail.
Park - especially as the small playground at the
exposure to the outdoor activity of the Percy Treyvaud park
eastern end of Percy Treyvaud is not longer.
from the main access - Chadstone Road.
Having netball stadium in the east will encourage high traffic
volumes to utilise appropriate designated parking rather than
As noise/visual impact can be addressed by clever
street or bowls/tennis areas - as walking rather than the park and acoustics etc.
from Chadstone Road may be perceived risky.
See comments re: option 3.
It is also closer to the Chadstone Shopping centre transport hub,
pedestrian access only from Quentin Road encourages use of
Chadstone Road access. This also exposes bowels/tennis as a
viable option to the netball participants.

Putting the netball stadium in the middle would split the
tennis club from the bowls club which make up the CRCC
and would cause the two clubs to part. As it is both clubs
use the existing bar after their games and have great
rapport.

This seems to me to be the most logical as the bowls/tennis
clubs are still connected and can continue to share their
facilities.
Some of the neighbours are concerned about the noise but I as
sure the Council should be able to baffle the sound.

The new facility would overshadow their show courts and
prevent spectators watching the matches from undercover. This would mean the bowls green remains where they are. To
shift them is alot of work (drainage, foundations) and you need a
spell of the correct weather conditions for the new grass. This
would be a min of two years before the greens were back to the
standard they are today.
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Other feedback

Option 4 Orrong Romanis - 10/10

Yes this is a nonsense and all the netball type stadium should
be in the west.
The local community is well services by facilities in Monash,
Boroondara, Glen Eira.
Stonnington has Chadstone shopping centre - it does not
need this.
Why does Stonnington need to add a larger non-open air
(space) to the footprint that Chadstone Shopping Centre
already occupies.
Keep Percy Treyvaud 'open' no ground or underground
(impacts on aquafers adversely as well)

These seems a 'mickey mouse' sort of alternative that The lack of toilets throughout the whole redevelopment for
I cannot see would help, splitting CRCC facilities
clubs and general public.
would be no use. I feel the clubs and the residents
would be against this proposal.
There is no need for the small playground with the larger
adventure playground so nearby at the library with all the
people around it could become dangerous for the youngsters.
Traffic in the area has not been dealt with realistically. The
problems of cars and buses in Chadstone Road going to and
from the shopping centre, McDonalds and now the stadium is
a site for serious accidents. Parents stopping briefly in
Chadstone Road to drop off or pick up their netball players will
add to the problem.
Where do the cricketers/lacrosse players change and store
their belongings?

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

46745

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

Key points:

See comments on option 3

Please be aware of the massive volumes of traffic which use
Chadstone Road.

I like the way the netball courts have been integrated into the
environment.
Also like the play space and walk in entry due to the staggered
design.
My only concern is the area between the 'social spaces' and the
tennis courts/netball courts because at night there are often
vandals/undesirables hanging around and this area would be
hidden and accessible from two sides.

I like the way the netball courts have been integrated
into the environment.
Also like the play space and walk in entry due to the
staggered design.
My only concern is the area between the 'social
spaces' and the tennis courts/netball courts because
at night there are often vandals/undesirables hanging
around and this area would be hidden and accessible
from two sides.

For this reason I prefer the way option 3a has been designed.
I'm wondering if a compromise between the 3 and 3a options
could be achieved.
Safety and security at night are very important.

46746

Means the stadium swamps bowls and tennis, cricket and lacrosse.
Destroys opportunity to cross fertilise and so destroys other sports
and limits exposure to open space and positive health and
community resource that outdoor sport enables.

Why would this even be considered as it effectively would
destroy the Chadstone recreation and civic which consists
of tennis and bowls cross fertilising as they would be
seperated by a concrete massoceum - it is just nonsense.

It also destroys the image that is non-high ball, running sports
actually stimulate king term benefits of sport and community
engagement.

If the proposed stadium has to be built, i would prefer option 1 for
the following reasons:
Having the stadium near Chadstone is the least obtrusive of all the
options.
Second level of carparking is a plus
Amenities section looks out over the oveal and joins them with the
bowls and tennis clubs
Less trees need to be removed on the northern boundary.

For this reason I prefer the way option 3a has been
designed.
I'm wondering if a compromise between the 3 and 3a
options could be achieved.
Safety and security at night are very important.

The obvious best choice as it best maintains the current
ambience from Chadstone Road - a busy thoroughfare.

This significantly impacts on the bar, locker and halls
areas designated for the sports and community
resource currently enjoyed and would then necessarily
It enables walking access from Quentin Road and Rob Roy Road impact on the viability of the Chadstone recreation and
and from Malvern Valley primary.
civic club.

Yes, these types of feedback exercises ar at huge risk of
being only completed by a low % of effected community who
are passionate and do not reflect the whole community
attitude. There is a 'tamming hall' risk eg. american
presidential elections.

Any noise, visual pollution to local residents could be addressed As it limits access to and from Rob Roy Road and the This exercise is a great example of effective community angst
by sound and visual screening/
Primary School and hence the Phoenix Park complex. and divides a local community - destroying passive open
space at a high unnecessary cost.
As the surrounding area is mainly permit parking it also
It seems to have been generated after a consultation It would not be considered statistically significant - if the
stimulates the stadium users to utilise their designated parking
with a very very small vocal cohort of local residents/ actual data is ever distributed.
area rather than the shopping centre, bowls or tennis parking
possibly rate payers and does not consider the
This area of Stonnington already has major congestion issues
areas.
opinions of the regular users of this area (regular
- why add impact.
meaning those that currently use the facilities
(bowlers, tennis, lacrosse and dog walkers.

This would also impact adversely on the small local traders and
residents who support them. These traders and residents are
ratepayers and reside locally compared with the high volume
stadium participants - as there would be an adverse reaction on
their limited parking.

46747

I have real concerns of the exit onto Chadstone Road either
after 'drop-off' or from underground car parking and the impact
of the traffic on the side streets - ie. Fenwick Street and
Bowen Street

The option I WOULD NOT support.
Not enough car parking and no increase poss ble dues to
traffic chaos.
Not good to have car parking in Quentin Road
Tennis courts too close to Quentin Road and removal of
play ground area not a good idea as acts as a buffer and is
popular with families.

Not an option I would support either tennis courts moved too close to Quentin Road - at present there
is the buffer of the play ground which should be kept
landscaping area on Chadstone Road unnecessary
Position of the stadium breaks up the appeal of the park
Moving the tennis courts and bowls closer to the northern
boundary means too many trees to be removed thus threatening
the environment and being a threat to wildlife.
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An improvement on option 3 Stadium moved away from Quentin Road.
Less trees to be removed.
However do not like the stadium to be built in the
middle of the sport areas as spoils the overall
ambience of the park

As a member of the tennis club it be good to have new courts
and club facilities however would rather the whole plan NOT
go ahead bit if it has to then to me, option 1 is the only
acceptable one.

Ref

Option 1 Feedback

Option 2 Fedback

Option 3 Feedback

Option 3A feedback

Other feedback

46757

L ke
-Best option
-Trees are staying (more greenery)
-Courts laid out better
-More carparking fr all stadium users
-social areas look out to ovals
-Dont need the open space on north boundary

There should be more car parking available on this option.
The surrounding streets have enough traffic now - more
next month with the Chadstone Shopping Centre hours and
sales.
Don't need to have a small carpark on Quentin Road.
Facilities too close to Quentin Road.
Playground needs to stay.

This option it too close to ovals.

Agree that its backs off Quentin
Its too close to the ovals
Not much seating on this option
Not a good option but on the other hand better than
option 3
Definitely Chadstone Road is the preferred end for
residents especially.

The traffic is the most important issue to consider. On a
normal day the traffic is a nightmare.
If any of the Councillors drive in the area they will know how
busy and frustrating it is to get aroun. Please listen to the
residents who live in this area.

There is no seating looking out to ovals.
Quentin Rd doesn't need a carpark Imagine how many will fight
for these spots.
Why is there a pathway between the stadium and tennis courts

Dont like
Doesnt matter that the stadium faces Chadstone Road - Less
impact on the residents - the facade of it.

The parking in the stadium has to accommodate all users.
Concerned about the cost?
Latest traffic report?

The social space is way too big an area.
Why not leave the trees etc. along the north boundary.
Impacts wildlife and birds.

46758

Best option for the residents - The north boundary has less open
space required. Only carpark entrance to Chadstone Road Only
way to have the carpark is over two levels as long as people dont
park there and go over to the shopping centre 5/8 minute walk.
Doesnt matter about how it looks when facing Chadstone Road.
The social area look onto the ovals so the residents are not
impacted. More servicable how the courts are laid out.
the flora and fauna is better off with this option.

Not nearly enough car parks for the facility.
Dont need to have a car park on Quentin Road
Whats happening about the playground on Quentin Road
The residents/ratepayers will be impact because people
will be trying to park on nearby streets.

Quentin Road doesnt need to have a small carpark.
It does need to have the playground.
Why is there a garden area at the Chadstone Road end?
There is no reason to have a pathway between tennis courts and
stadium
There is no seating to look out over the ovals.
Stadium too close to the oval.

This one is too close to the ovals
Good that its set back from Quentin Road
Preferred end is Chadstone Road.
Less trees to be removed
Better than options 2 and 3
Theres not alot of seating.

Biggest concern is how much will it cost by the time it is built.
Do the rate payers have a say in this at all? Not a fan of any
of the options to be honest. The traffic is a nightmare now. In
december there should be a traffic survey done with
Chadstone shopping centre increased hours of trading and
sales. Everyone knows (who lives anywhere near Chaddy)
that the traffic gets bad. Option 1 is the best as it faces
Chadstone Road. Not as many locals impacted (apart from
traffic)

46759

This option is by far the best for residents. Social spaces look out to
ovals not impacting residents. The way the courts are laid out is
more servicable, 2 levels of carparking is the only way to
accommodate all the vehicles coming in and out. Chadstone Road
is the only carpark entrance. The facade of the stadium to
Chadstone Road is minimal impact. Less open space is required
near north boundary.
Definitely more trees can remain that means more wildlife wont be
impacted.

Definitely doesnt have enough parking for all sporting clubs
using the facility.
No parking off Quentin Road.
Tennis courts too close to Quentin Road
Playground on Quentin Road is needed (Green space)
Not enough carparks means the surrounding streets are
going to be overcrowded to the extreme.

Way too close to the oval - no seating to view ovals.
NO carpark on Quentin Road. North and South open spaces are
not necessary. On Chadstone Road there is no need for the
landscaped garden area. No need to have a path between the
stadium and the tennis courts Dont need to remove trees and
shrubs. Impact birds and wildlife - green space.
The area showing social area is far too excessive

preferred option ove 3
Good that its back from Quentin Road
Far too close to ovals
Chadstone Road is the preferred end
Less trees to be removed
Not much seating
Not preferred in this location.

If this stadium is going ahead - how much will it cost
ratepayers - estimates are rising every few months. The traffic
is appaulling now, let alone at Christmas anywhere near
Chaddy. How does this Council propose to manage all this
extra traffic everyday that the stadium is open? The parking at
the stadium has to be adequate. How is the bowls club liquor
license going to work with all these underage people in close
proximity? What are the latest figures on the last traffic study?
Has to be managed to consider local residents.

46761

Can keep more trees etc.
Courts laid out better than other options
2 levels of carparking is much better
Residents are happier with this option
Social area look out to ovals

Definately no carpark off Quentin Road
Dont agree with the playground going? on Quentin Road
Not enough car parking - this means the people (residents)
in the streets nearby will be crowded and unable to park
near thier own house.
The tennis courts are too close to Quentin Road /
Residents

No windows in facility - no air, no noise
Too close to ovals
No seating to look onto ovals.
No car park on Quentin
Not necessary to have landscaped garden area on Chadstone
Road entrance
The area for social area is too big.
Many trees lost which impacts local wildlife.

Chadstone Road is preferred end for the residents and
ratepayers especially
This option too close to the ovals
Not much seating on this option
Good that its back off Quentin Road.

Option 1 preferred - Traffic management is vital in Chadstone
Rd, Abbotsford Rd, Quentin Rd, RobRoy Rd, Waverley Rd,
Ivanhoe Grv. All are busy - locals need to be able to travel
around thier homes/streets. What is it going to be l ke from
December-January and all other sale times at Chadstone
Shopping Centre. How are the cars going to manage going in
and out of the stadium? Crossing 100m down the road near
shops? How will the liquor licence at the bowls club work?

46762

Good having social spaces looking out to oval area and not to local
residents
Good that the only entrance in and out is Chadstone Road
Need to have the two levels of carparking to make sure everyone
can park within the venue.
Bowls club tennis courts etch laid out better
Best option for residents/rate payers

Not nearly enough car parking
Quentin Road should not have a car park facility
The tennis courts are far too close to Quentin Road
The surround streets will be heavily impacted by extra cars
and traffic trying to find parking.
What about the playground on Quentin Road?
What about Green spaces?

Dont agree with carpark on Quentin
Dont need a path between tennis courts and stadium
Social area is too large
Theres no seating facing out to the ovals
Building is too close to the ovals
Leave the trees
Impact birds and wildlife

Again - too close to oval
Less trees to be removed
Not much seating
Chadstone Road is the preferrred end
Good that its back from Quentin Road
Better than OPtion 3 and 2 but not as good as option 1

Its imperitive that the parking is adequate to cover all stadium
users. Parking/traffic in surrounding streets needs to be
managed. Whats the results of the latest traffic study? The
bowls club has a liquor licence - how will this work with
underage people in the immediate area There is not spectator
seating for the ovals and tennis courts. Im concerned with
Council dismissiong residents and rate payer concerns about
the traffic near the surrounding streets of Chadstone
Shopping Centre. Right now it is a nightmare to get around
and what about peak times (Dec/Jan) and VIP sales events
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